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EDITOBIAI. COMMENT

The Party of a l\[ew TYPe

This month, Political Affairs is devoted to commemorating the 50th

anniversary of one of the most notable events in all human history.

Of this great event, the anniversary statement of the Communist Party

of the Urrited States saYs:

Turns in human afiairs so earth-shaking as to raise civilization to
a new plane and to give an entirely neraimeaning to all aspects of
life are'extremely raie. the Great october Revolution, which gave

birth to the ffrst socialist state-the Union of Soviet Socialist Repub-
lics-is among the most monumental of such turling points.-

It markedihe beginning of a new era. It marked the end of the
existence of capitaiism is the sole, all-embracing world social
svstem.'It brooght into being a new and higher social order-socialism.
It marked"the beginninf of the end of tfie rule of grasping, inhuman
corporate wealth-and give lile to a new social system whose guiding
priiciple is: everything for the good of aII.
^ For'the fust tiine irr"hittory, [o*ut was placed in the hands of
those who work. A break wis hade with the long succession of
social systems in which the many were exPloited by the few.

The Great October Revolutibn opened the most far-reaching
revolutionary transformation in humin history-the era of the pas-
sage of society from capitalism to socialism.

What the Russian workers and peasants brought into being fifty
years ago was a society in which, for the ftrst time, man became the
master of his own fate, in which he was no longer at the mercy of
blindly-acting economic laws but was also consciously to utilize these
laws in a planned way for the advancement of his collective well-
being. Unlike its predecessors, such a society does not simply develop
bit by bit within the womb of old society-for example, as capitalism
developed within feudal society. On the contrary, it must be deliber-
ately brought into being in place of the old. As the saying goes, "Cap-
italism develops, socialism is built."

But building requires an architect and a builder. It requires a
conscious social force which is equipped with a knowledge of the
laws of social development and is therefore capable of mapping out
the line of march to socialism. More, it requires an organized, force,
capable of conducting the necessary struggles.

t
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forces the world over most of this period, and to some of them over
all of this period: in these achievements the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union has not only stamped itself as the greatest political
organization of the century in vigor and in will, but has remained
faithful to the quality of the Russian Revolution as the century's
greatest political event. ("The Russian Revolution-Fifty Years
After: Its Nature and Consequences," Forei,gn Affai,rs, October
1e67. )

To be sure, mistakes were made and, especially in the later years
of the Stalin regime, gross violations of socialist democracy developed.
But not least among the accomplishments of the CPSU was its leader-
ship in overcoming the efiects of these violations, in restoring and
advancing democratic practices, and in setting the country on a path
oJ accelerated development. Today it is leading the Soviet people on
the path to a communist society.

Today, too, Communist parties are leading the working people in
the building of socialism in a number of other countries. And today
there are active Communist parties in more than a hundred coun-
tries, with a total membership of close to 40,000,000. "The world Com-
munist movement," says the Statement of 81 Communist and Workers
Parties issued in 1960, "has become the most influential political
foree of our time, a most important factor in social progress."

The forerunner of this powerful world movement is the Commuriist
Party of the Soviet Union, the party of Lenin. There can be no proper
observance of this ffftieth birthday of socialism, therefore, without
giving due recognition to the role of this great party.

Today the notion is current in certain sections of the Left in this
country and elsewhere that a socialist revolution can be carried out
without the existence or the leadership of a Marxist-Leninist political
party. It has also become fashionable to downgrade the role of theory,
to argue that out of struggle there will emerge spontaneously both
organization and theory. For some, the only requisite is a handful of
courageous men, ready to take to arms and to launch guerrilla war-
fare. But the history of the October Revolution and the ensuing half-
century clearly show otherwise. Today, no less than at that time, the
road to progress lies in the building of strong, influential Communist
parties in all countries. For American Communists, this anniversary
celebration of the October Revolution should strengthen the resolve to
build their own party into a truly powerful force for socialism.

That force, wrote v. I. Lenin at the turn of the century, is the porit-
ical 'party of a new typ"," a working-class party ur*"d with Marxist
theory, containing in iti ranks the politically most advanced members
of 

,the class, disciplined, free of opportunism, capable of fulff[ing the
.ole of a'anguard. This was indeed a new 

"orr""!t 
of a poriticar party

-a concept of a reoolutionary party, standing iniharp contrast 6 the
reformist social Democratic parties of that tay. It ibok a strenuous
ffght on the part of Lenin and his supporters to overcome the stubborn
opposition of reformist elements and to bring such a party into
existence.

The party they created was the Bolshevik party, which led the
workers and peasants to victory in the october Revolution and sub-
sequently, as the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, led the
soviet pcople in the pioneering task of building a sociarist society and
Iaying the groundwork for the transition to communism.

The American press, radio and television have devoted fantastic

319""tr- of space and time to the ffftieth anniversary of the soviet
Union. special issues of magazines commemorating ihe anniversary
have become commonplace. The ussR has becomel power in worrd
affairs with which one must reckon. And despite theiibasic hostility,
the powers that be in this country have beeri cor,pelled to recognize
it a_s a strong, stable society with many great achievements to its
credit. And the communist Party of the Soviet union as the architect
of these achievements. Particularly noteworthy are the following
words of the prominent scholar and former u.s. ambassador to the
Soviet Union, George F. Kennan:

For the fact that . . . the experiment has gone on so long, and
for the fact that it has yieldet a stable ciiilization, capaBle of
providing adequate .outleis for many_ if not all of the positive hu-
man impulses-for this, credit must-be given, even bf those who
constitute its ideological opponents, td the Russian" communist
Party. In creating a new order out of the chaos of lglg-lgtg; in
clinging to power successfully for half a century in a great and.
variegated country where the'exertion of politicafpower"hur r"re,
been easy; in retaining its own discipline and vitaiity as a political
instrument in the face of the corrupfing influence that the'exercise
of pgwgr_ invariably exerts; in reaiizinlg maly 9f its far-reaching
social objectives; in carrying to the preient level the industrializal
tion of the country arqd th_e develdpment of new technology; in
giving firm, determined and in manj, ways inspired leadersflip in
the..struggle 

.against the armies of Ger*an faicism; in proviiing
political inspiration and guidance to many of the radicai-socialisi
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The Soviet l]nion in World Affairs

Prior to 1917 the major states of the world comprised only the
imperialist powers-a group of states motivated by aggressive designs,
by an insatiable appetite for temitory which brought them into inces-
sant conflict with one another and drove them to wars for redivision
of the world. The culmination of these conflicts was the ffrst world
war.

A Neu Type of State

With the October Revolution, however, there came into being for
the ffrst time in history a new type of state, a socialist state with no
stake in foreign investments, in colonies, in wars of conquest. It was
a state whose one concern was the maintenance of world peace as the
vital condition for the building of a socialist society. It was a state,
therefore, which found a common interest not with the monopolist
warmakers but with the masses of working people the world over]who
llkewise had no stake in war. And it was a state which found its ties
not with the imperialist aggressors but with their victims-with the
oppressed nations seeking their freedom.

Here, in the form of the new-born Soviet Union, was the working
class, the enemy of all exploitation and oppression, clothed with state
power. Here was a new force oh the vvorld arena, a bulwark and a
guiding star for all who fought for freedom and progress, for a world
free of exploitation.

To world imperialism the emergence of such a state was a shat-
tering blolr,. Now they were confronted not only with one another but
also with a new-a common-foe. The contradictions in which they
were entangled had multiplied. With the victory of the working class
in Russia, the class struggle had acquired a new, international dimen-
sion. One part of the world in which the working class had won polit-
ical power now confronted another in which the capitalist class con-
tinued to rule. Needless to say, this complicated life enormously for
the imperialists. Their internecine conflicts with one another were now
tempered by the need to cope with this new, most dangerous rival
which represented the very negation of their existence.

The Central Committee of the CPSU, in its Theses on the Fiftieth
Anniversary of the Great October Revolution, describes this profound
change in these words:

l
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The October Revolution has precipitated radical shifts in the
entire system of international relations, throwing imperialist foreign
policy into a deep crisis and proclaiming prin-iples of peace and
international secuiity, equality, friendship and co-operation between
peoples. The struggle 6etween socialism and imperialism has be-
come the pivot of world politics.

By its 6me.gerrce, the^ Soviet country limited the maneuvers of
the imperialisti in the rvorld arena. In all its doings the bourgeoisie
now his to reckon with the Soviet Union. Today there is not a single
irnportant international question that can be solved without ihe
participation of the Soviet Union and other fraternal countries.

In short, the imperialist powers found themselves torn between

their hostility to one another and their common hostility, to the Soviet

Union. Theie contradictory pulls led, on the one hand, to repeated

efiorts to maintain a common front against the Soviet state, beginning
with the collective military intervention in 1918 aimed at encompassing

its destruction. And on the other hand, in the face of shrinking markets

and spheres of imperialist domination, they led to a growing interest

of specific groups if monopolists in seeking closer economic ties with
the Soviet Union as a source of advantage over their competitors.

These conflicting tendencies gave rise to divisions not only between

capitalist countries but within the ruling class of each country.

Sooiet Peace PolicY

Peace has from the very outset been vital to the existence and de-

velopment of the Soviet i]nion as a socialist state. It alone provides

the ionclitions for the development of socialism and ultimately of a

communist society. In Soviet iociety no class exists which grows rich

through *o, ,rrd therefore has an interest in promoting it;. for the

entire"people it is an unmitigated calamity. The wars into which the

new-bJrn Soviet state was plunged, and later World War II with its
immeasurable loss of life and property, enormously set back Soviet

economic and social development. The striving for peace and peaceful

coexistence is thus inherent in the very nature of socialist society,

and it has been the cornerstone of Soviet foreign policy literally from

the very beginning. And in its pursuit of these goals the soviet^ Union

has ,oi failJd to take advange of the growing contradictions of world

imperialism for the purpose of frustratin-g_ the warmakers and estab-

tisfiing peaceful relations wherever possible.
Almoit the very ffrst action of the new state was the Decree on

Peace, issued by the Second All-Russian Congress of Soviets on

November 8, 1917. It opened with these words:
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The workers' and peasants' government, created by the revolu_
tion of october 24-25- (November 6-7 in the present'calendar-H.
!.) and. basing itself on the Soviets of Woikers,, Soldiers, and.
Peasants' Deputies, proposes to_ all the belligerent peoples and
tnerr.governments to start immediate negotiations for a just, dem_
ocratic peace.

{f .g i""rt.or democratic peace, for which the overwhelming
majority of the working class-and other working people of all thE
belllgerent countries, exhausted, tormented and iaiked by the war,
are craving-a peace that has been most deffnitely and insistentlf
dema,c{ed by the Russian workers and peasants ever since the over-throw of th6 tsarist ;;;";;hr:;;:;jh a peace the sovernmentmeans an immedia_te peace without annexat^ions (i.e., ilrithout the
:::r-a" :l fo.reign,Iands, without the forcible in"o.porrti* of for-
ergn nations) and without reparations.

,,jl:-g_o_*rrtment,of {ys$a proposes this kind of peace be imme_
cuar-ery concluded by ail the beiligerent nations, aid expresses its
readiness to take all res or ute ,n 

"rr,r'*- 
r,o*;-;ii;il;J't5rr"i a"t ry,

pen-ding the ffnal ratiffcation or a[ ihe teims of r""r., 1"r." riyauthoritative assemblies of the p"opt"lr representatives of a[ coun-tries and all nations.

. It is the spirit oJ this decree which has animated soviet foreign pol-
icy to this day. Shortly-after, on November Zi|, LgL7, the SoviEt gov-
ernment issued a call for complete and general disarmament_a calltole frequently repeated in laier y"urr.."

Desp,ite intense.pressures to the contiary, the Soviet government
under Lenin's Ieadership concruded , p"r"" treaty with dermany at
Brest-Litovsk in March IglB, acceptirig the *ori or"rors terms in
order to end the war and safeguaid ti'e new state's very existence.

Jh9 tr9-aty-caused consternatioriamong Russia's former arfies; indeed,
both sides began to seek a conclusion i6 the war in order to turn their
attention to this new menace.

Throughout _the subsequent intervention the Soviet government
made repeated proposals for peace, and after the interventionists
were defeated renewed its cails for disarmament and peacefur coex-
istence of the two systems based on durabre economit and culturar
relations.

At the Genoa Conference in lg22 the Soviet Union proposed gen_
eral disarmament and G. v. chicherin, peopre', co*.riirri, foi For-
eign Affairs, projected the idea of peacefur coexistence in these wordsr

Whjlg remaining true to the principles of communism, the Rus-
sian delegation recognizes the lact tlat in the present epoch, in

SOVIET UMON IN WORI.D AFFAINS 
,I

which the parallel existence of the old system and the n'ascent new

,rrt"* is iossible, economic collaboration between states repre-

;#**'in5"l*"' Jyrt#s of properlY. ownership.-is imperatively

,r"."rr?ry for a geieral econoiridrehabilitation'-(V' I' Lenin' On

P eacefu[ C oexistdnce, Moscow, P. 31. )

An important consequence of the Conference was the signing of

the Rapallo Treaty *iil, c"'-"y, yhi:h had sought in v{1 for an

;r"g ;iihe intol6.able reparatio'ns burden imp::"4 llll:^u^Tuo'"t
Treaty. The Rapallo "gr";."t 

restored diplomatic r"''lations and can-

;ilJ "ifi;":i;i-"Htms 
of each countr! _against 

the other. rhus

a breach io the imperiali,t front was achieved io the advantage of the

Soviet Union.
Sovietefiortsforpeaceandpeaceful.coexistencecontinuedunabated

throughout the twenties i,, thl face of an unceasing-campaign of the

imoerialist forces to ,rnd",*in" and destroy the firsl land of socialism'

it;ii;;;;';;;; ,il" io'."' were the'u's' ruling circles'.which

;;jJJ .rot*rl"""orro*ic relations with the USSR and withheld

recognition until 1933.

The Fight for Collectioe SecuitY

Soviet foreign policy was put to a far more severe test in the

thirties, with tf,e Jo-irig to pdwer of Hitler and the launching_ of the

fur"irt la*paign of aggiessi6n. Once again the struggle for redivision

of the world was 
"oriil"g 

to a head, wi'th the fascist axis powers tak-

irrgifr" i"iiiative. Their llogu' was "anti-Communism" but their goal

was world domination. ThJprospect of a second world war became a

frightening reality.
fro*, hE*"rer, the inter-imperialist rivalries were complicated by

the existence of a socialist greal power. And both sides devoted them-

selves to the overthrow bo"th of^their imperialist antagonists and the

Soviet Union.
The bourgeois-democratic states, notably Britain- and France, res-

ponded to 
"the 

fascist aggression with the notorious aPPeasement

iolicy-a policy of giving"fritler his w_ay with the expectation that he

ivoutd go'to war a[ainsi the Soviet Union and that when both sides

had beEn sufficient'iy devastated they could step ]1^ 31d 
take over'

The united States, despite its recognition of the USSR, followed a

policy which 
"rr"orrrrg6d 

the aggressors. It was,only -after 
Hitler's

L*ies had overrun Eirrope and directly menaced England that the

efiorts to turn him againsl the Soviet Union were ffnally_ abandoned.

Soviet Russia, on ih" other hand, fought together with the forces
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of peace and democracy in the capitalist countries for a policy of col-
lective security, of uniting all democratic forces to resist fascist ag-
gression. Her slogan was "Quarantine the Aggressor." She joined the
League of Nations to carry on the fight through the forum it offered.
And she signed mutual assistance pacts with France and Czecho-
slovakia-pacts which were nulliffed at the time of Munich, when
appeasement reached its lowest depth by handing Czechoslovakia
to Hitler.

The forces of collective security were unfortunately not strong
enough to prevail. They were unable to prevent the rape of Repub-
lican Spain or the Munich sell-out. And when the Nazi armies stood
poised to invade Poland, again with the blessings of the appeasers,
the Soviet Union, as a ffnal resort, once again took advantage of the
inter-imperialist contradictions by signing a non-aggression pact with
Germany.

We do not propose in this brief review to discuss the host of de-
velopments surrounding the non-aggression pact. Suffice it to note
that by this action the USSR frustrated the designs of the appeasers,
avoided being drawn into war under the most unfavorable of condi-
tions- at a time when, isolated, she would have had to ffght single-
handed on two fronts against Germany and Japan-and gained two
years in rvhich to build her defenses. And when the Nazi invasion did
come U.S. and British monopoly capital, to save their own imperialist
hides, were compelled to ally themselves with the Soviet Union against
the forces of fascism.

Thus, throughout this entire period the foreign policy of the Soviet
Union was a policy dedicated to peace, a policy which unswervingly
served the interests of the masses of people in all countries. Unlike
World War I, World War II therefore became a just war, a war
against fascist enslavement. And in the war itself, it was above all
the heroic struggle of the Soviet people which brought about the
defeat of the fascist Axis.

The dependence of the West on the Soviet Union for its very sur-
vival was accurately expressed at the time by General Douglas Mac-
Arthur in his often-cited statement of February 2,.3., 1942 from Corre-
gidorr

The world situation-at the present time indicates that the hopes
of civilization rest on the worthy banners of the courageous Russian
Army. D-ur-ing my lifetime I have participated in a number of
wars and have witnessed others, ai welf as studying in great
detail_th-e campaigns of--outstanding leaders of the paii. In none
have I observed such efiective resislance to the heavliest blows of
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a hitherto undefeated enemy, followed by a smashing counter-
attack which is driving the enemy back to his own land. The
scale and grandeur of fhis efiort marks it as the greatest military
achievemeit in all history. ( Robert Sherwood, Rooseoelt and,
Hopkins, Harper, New York, 1948, p. 497. )

Postu;ar Struggles

The victory over fascism vastly strengthened the forces of world
socialism urrd h"t 

"e 
of world Peace, and it correspondingly weak-

ened the forces of world imperialism. The Soviet Union no longer
stood alone; there now came into being a grouP of socialist states

embracing one-third of the world's people. Moreover, in the postwar
years a great upsurge of national liberation struggles occurred,
giving birth to a growing number of newlyJiberated countries-to
an increasingly influential bloc of states forming an added bulwark of
peace and freedom. And not least, the forces of peace and progress

in the capitalist countries grew impressively in strength,
U.S. imperialism, emerging from the war economically strength-

ened and in a position of unprecedented dominance within the
capitalist world, now pursued in its turn the goal of world domina-
tion-of the "American Century." Toward this end the cold war was
launched. U.S. imperialism now came forward as the most powerful,
most reactionary, most bloodthirsty of imperialisms, embarked on
a career of conquest. Over the years, however, the cold-war policies
have proven increasingly bankrupt and the goal of the "American
Century'' increasingly unattainable. More and more, the drive for
domination has run into the stone wall of an ever stronger aggrega-
tion of forces opposing imperialism and war, an aggregation whose
cornerstone is the socialist world and above all the Soviet Union.

At the heart of the cold-war program was the destruction of
socialism, for the achievement of which the architects of the "American
Century" relied on their monopoly of atomic weapons coupled with
the propagation of the Big Lie of "Soviet aggression." But Soviet
science and technology soon broke the atomic monopoly and the
Soviet Union became a world power possessed of nuclear weapons
in the seroice of peace-a powerful deterrent to the launching of a
new war whose suicidal character became painfully evident even
within the ranks of imperialism. And the myth of "soviet aggression"
has been increasingly laid bare by events, not least by the persistent
peace policy of the USSR.

The Soviet Union has consistently fought for the banning of
nuclear weapons and for complete and universal disarmament. A
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high point in this ffght wa1 the- yisit of Soviet Premier Khrushchev

to"thJ United Statesln 1959 and his presentation to the UN General

Assembly on September 18 of the following proposal:

The soviet Government proposes that uithi,n four years or any

other agreed. period. all statZs {hould carry o-ut_in.three subsequent

stages ihe coinplete and final elimination of all their arm,ed forces
orr,E or*o*enti. At the same time all measures for disarmament

must be strictly controlled so that not a single state could shirk

the fulfillment of its obligations under the treaty on gener-al and

complete disarmament -ai-d cortsequentl/, so- that no-ne of them

coulh take advantage of the elimiriatiorr of the armed forces and

armaments of other states for aggressive PurPoses.

The visit led to agreement on a summit conference to discuss these

and other questionsl unfortunately the conference was torpedogd by
the disclosure of the U2 flight over the Soviet Union. But the Soviet

efforts continued, leading to the partial nuclear test ban a few years

ago. And today the Soviet government continues to 
, Press for the

n6n-proliferation of nuclear weapons, a complete test ban and other

measures.
With the passage of time, therefore, the "soviet aggression' myth

has found fiwer and fewer adherents' The ruling circles of the
Western European countries have increasingly rejected the idea

that they are in imminent danger of Soviet invasion. Instead they
have moved in the direction of expanding their economic ties with
the USSR. Hence it is that the North Atlantic Treaty Organization,

the U.S.-instigated anti-soviet alliance, is in a state of steady decline.
In this country, too, acceptance of the Big Lie has progressively

fallen off, particularly with the rise of the peace movement since

the escalation of the war in Vietnam.
The growth of the camp of world peace and anti-imperialism

has produced a ,new balance of world forces. More and more, it is

this camp which has become decisive in molding the shape of events.

Hence, to a growing extent the imperialist powers have proven
unable to impose their will on others by armed force. The U.S.

adventure in Korea ended not in military victory but in an armistice
preserving the status quo. In its invasion, of Egypt in 1958 Britain
for the ffrst time failed to prevail by force of arms and was compelled
to withdraw, as were her allies, France and Israel. U.S. imperialism
has not to this day succeeded in overthrowing a socialist regime on
its very doorstep in the small country of Cuba. And today in Vietnam
it ffnds itself incapable of militarily subduing a small, underdeveloped
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country despite the poruing in of half a million troops and tens of
billions of dollars,

Peace and Nati,onal Liberation

Since the root of war today lies in the imperialist drive to oppress
and exploit other peoples, the fight for peace is closely interiarined
with the fight for national liberation. And iust as imperialist foreign
policy is based on national chauvinism and racism, so that of the
socialist countries is motivated by proletarian inter,nationalism, by
the slogan "Workers of All Countries and Oppressed Nations, Unitel"l

The peace poldcy of the Soviet Union is thus directly tied to its
support of all national liberation struggles and its aid to all countries
striving for economic independence and industrialization of their
econom,ies. And if imperialism ffnds itself increasingly thwarted in
its aggressive designs, this is in no small measure due to this role of
the Soviet Union. Thus, the Soviet threat of military intervention on
the side of Egypt in 1956 was a major factor in forcing the with-
drawal of the aggresson. The Soviet role in preventing the.U.S. in-
vasion of Cuba in 1962 is well known. Of the Soviet support, Fidel
Castro, speaking in Moscow in 1968, said:

All honor to a country which, to defend a small country many
thousands of m,iles away put on the scales of thermonuclear war
the well-being it achieved in 45 years of creative labor and at the
cost of tremendous sacriffces! The Soviet country, which in the
course of the Great Patriotic War against fascism lost more lives
defending its right to exist than there are people in Cuba, did
not hesitate to take the risk of involving itself in a difficult war
to defend our small country. History has never known such soli-
darity. This is true internationalisml This is communism!

To such examples as these may be added the military aid given to
the Arab countries in their struggles against imperialism and above
all to the heroic Vietnamese people. And they only begin to describe

*Of this slogan, Lenin said the following inaspeecr madeinlg20: ,,To-
day we speak not only as representatives of the proletarians of all coun-
tries, but also as representatives of the oppressed nations. The Communist
International recently issued a magazirre called, The Peoples of the East,
in whieh it advanced this slogan for the Eastern peoples: ,,Workers of Ali
Countries and Oppressed Nations, Unite!' One comrade asked: ,When did
the Executive Committee decide on a change of slogans?, Indeed, I cannot
remember any such decision. And, of course, from the standpoint of the
M,anifesto of the Communist Partg this is .\ryrong, but then the Manifesto
of the Com"munist Partg was written under totally different conditions.
From the standpoint of present-day politics, this slogan is correct.,'
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the extent of Soviet assistance to national liberation struggles. fu for
Soviet economic and technical assistance, this is dealt with elsewhere
in this issue; hence we shall not go into it here other than to note that
such aid is a cornerstone of Soviet foreign policy.

The support of national liberation struggles and of wars of libera-
tion is not, as some have sought to argue, in conflict with the policy
of peaceful coexistence which the Soviet Union has pursued from its
very birth. On the contrary, the two are but opposite sides of one coin.
Peaceful coexistence means carrying on the international class strug-
gle, the struggle between capitalism and socialism, bI peaceful
methods. It means not only the absence of war between them but
the establishment of durable economic and cultural relations between
the socialist and capitalist worlds. Today it means putting an end to
the cold war.

The realism of such a policy-even in the days r,vhen the Soviet
Union was young, weak and encircled by capitalism-lies, as we have
noted, in the fact that the contradictions within the camp of imperial-
ism lead sections of it to seek economic relations with socialist coun-
tries despite their fundamental hostility to the existence of socialism.
The stronger the socialist world and the deeper the contradictions of
imperialism, the greater are the pressures in this direction. And in
today's relationship of forces they have become powerful indeed.

For many years the forces of U.S. imperialism, along with others,
actively sought the destruction of the Soviet Union. They worked
to undermine its economy, to subvert it from within, and to encom-
pass its military overthrow. Today, however, there are few, apart
from the extreme Right, who consider this a realizable objective. In
growing measure, U.S. ruling circles have been compelled to recog-
nize the Soviet Union as a stable, powerful state and to face up to
the fact that the only real alternatives are to live with it or to go
down to mutual nuclear destruction.

Presswes for Peaceful Coexistence

The Western European countries have not only been expanding the
volume of trade with the socialist world but have gone considerably
beyond this, a fact higlilighted by the announcement of the recent
Fiat and Renault contracts for the construction of auto plants in the
USSR, Rumania and Bulgaria. Of this development, Emile Benoit
writes:

Such East European industrial-technical cooperation agreements
. constitute the most rapidly expanding area of international
business today. American business is suddenly becoming very much

interested. East Europe (including the USSR) already has a com-
bined Gross National- Product cloie to that of West Europe, and
even at much lower than. present growth rates, will, some time
during the 1970's, become an economy as big as the American econ-
omy ii today. ("East-West Business g,ooperation: A New-4_PProach
to 'Communist Europe," New Republic, February 18, 1967.)

Not surprisingly, pressures from business circles in this country

for expandied American-soviet economic relations are steadily grow-

inS. e-nd iust recently, Theodore C. Sorensen, former advisor to Pres-

idEnt Kennedy, called for a broad expansion of trade between the

two countries. Speaking before the National Businessmen's Council

after a two-and-a-half week visit to the USSR, he said:

Unless the United States and the Soviet Union, can keep open

some channels other than those for nuclear-tipped missiles, un-

less we make every efiort to increase understanding and minimize
misunderstandingslunless we demonstrate that there is some hope

for peaceful coeiistence, that we are not out to eradicate all Com-
,rr.rrr^is* from the face of the earth, that methods other than aggres-

sion can result in progress-then we will have escalated the risks
and prolonged the ien[th of the Vietnamese war beyond all reason

and ^meaniig. (New Iork Times, September 80, 19'67.)

The view that peaceful coexistence is the only real alternative has

become increasingly frequent among spokesmen for U.S. ruling circles
in recent years. Among its most outspoken exponents has been George

F. Kennan, one-time ambassador to the USSR. In his boo\ On Deal'
ingWith the Comnutnist World (Halper and Row, New York, 1964),
he maintains "that the concept of destroying Soviet Power entirely,
as a major goal of policy, is and has always been inherently unsound,
quite aside from the nuclear factor" (p. 17). And he argues that 'the
West has no choice but to accept the quest for peaceful coexistence as

the basis for policy toward the countries of the Communist world"
(p. 21).*

Senator William J. Fulbright has expressed similar views. In his
latest book, The Arrogance of Pottser (Random House, New York,
1967), he says:

Khrushchev's most important contribution was the practice of
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*It should be borne in mind that tthe modification of monopolist political
strategy in the direction of peaceful coexistence by no means lessens hos-
tility to socialism as such or the efforts to weaken its foundations. Anti-
Sovietism remains, no less than ibefore, a central feature of foreign and
domestic policy.
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"peaceful coexistence." I believe that both he and his successors
have been earnest in their declared desire to avoid nucrear war
with the west. I believe they have been sincere in their stated belief
that ideologic.al w-arfare should be conducted by peacefur economic
competition (p. 203).

He calls u-pon the united states to take up this chaflenge. But he
goes a step further: he recognizes the war in- vietnam 

"r 
Ih" central

obstacle to the pursuit of peiceful coexistence.
And so, indeed, it is. The brutal aggression against the vietnamese

people is without question the mosiierious roidblock to closer ties
between this country and the Soviet union and the deadliest source
of danger of a nuclear confrontation between the two countries. For
the American people, clearly, the ffght to end the aggression in viet-
nam-is today the heart of the fight for peaceful 

"o&Irt"rr"". 
And for

the soviet union, its ,,nstinting military iid to the vietnamese people
and its efforts to use all otherpossible-channers of action to bring ihe
u.s, aggression to an end are likewise a vital part of the fight for
peaceful coexistence, which is viewed as a ffgli against imp"erialist
aggression on all fronts.

Thus does soviet foreign policy continue to advance both the cause
of_ peace and that of n,ational liberation. But it does so today at a time
when peaceful coexistence has become not just a policy to be fought
for but a realizable objective.

.,In their own struggle for peace, the American people have no ffrmer
ally than the Soviet union, which stands in the riangiard of the world
peace{orc-es. As-the peace movement grows in strerigth and militance,
as -it develops closer ties with the woild peace movement, it will be
able to utilize with increasing efiectiveness the growing contradic-
tions within the ranks_ o{ U:!. monopoly capital includiig the posi_
tion of those who ffnd the vietnam *ar ,ri obstacle to e"stab[sting
lucrative business relationships with the socialist countries, to brin[
about the actual achievement of peaceful coexistence,

CTAUDE TIGHTFOOT

The Soviet union and the

Equality of Nations

I visited the Soviet Union in 1965 for the purpose of studying both
its assistarrce to underdeveloped countries in all parts of the world and

the solution of the nation,al question within its own borders. It was

essential to do so, I felt, in order to build conffdence among my Peo-
ple, the Negro people, that the socialist path would indeed bring them

full freedom and equality and that their experience in a socialist

society wculd be difierent from that in capitalist society.

In Moscow I received the fullest cooperation from Soviet officials
and institutions. I met with their experts on the problems of under-

developed nations. The picture revealed was one of unparalleled
human sacriftce, unselffshness, and dedication to the welfare of man.

The Cost of Sooiet Aid

To appreciate what the Soviet Union has given from its own re-
sources to aid the billion and a half newly liberated people in Asia,

Africa, and Latin America, one has to understand how much suffering
and sacriffce is represented by that aid.

In the past, nations devastated by war have usually been reduced
to second- or third-rate powers as a result. The Soviet Union, however,
is exceptional as a n,ation that sufiered enormous military destruction
in war, yet bounced back to surPass its prewar achievements and
power. True, after World War I, Germany was restored to a position
of power, but this was accomPlished with the support of the victor
imperi'alist powers, who helped Germany to recuperate in order to
use it as a spearhead against Communism. Similarly, West Germany
and Japan, defeated in World War II, have been aided by United
States imperialism with untold billions of dollars to serve as military
outposts against world socialism and the national liberation move-

ments.
The victory over the forces of fascism in World War II was won

at an unprecedented cost in lives and Property. Almost all countries
on the European continent were severely hit. But nowhere did the
devastation approach that sufiered by the Soviet people. Over twentv
million lives were lost-on the ffeld of battle, in concentration camps,
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in the towns and cities which were placed under siege. My wife and
I gazed down upon the graves of over three-quarters of a millipn
citizens of Leningrad who perished in that great war, buried in what
is perhaps the largest graveyard in the world.

the Soviet Union also sufiered huge material losses. The Nazis

destroyed towns and villages by the thousands, and million of people
were made homeless. Tens of thousands of factories and mills were
reduced to ruins, and others had overnight to be removed thousands

of miles behind the lines of battle. Thousands of miles of railroad
track were destroyed. Collective and state farms, machine and tractor
stations were pillaged. This was the greatest destruction of people
and material wealth ever. By all past standards, the Soviet Union
should have been reduced to a third-rate power; but today it stands

second only to the United States in many areas of industrial produc-
tion, and in some ffelds it stands ffrst. And it has accomplished this
remarkable feat on its own, and in the face of tremendous obstacles

imposed by the monopoly ruling circles within our country.
this is the background that one must understand in assessing the

aid given by the Soviet Union to the underdeveloped nations, as well
as to the other, newer socialist countries. fu I rode from the Moscow
ailport into the city and looked at many pre-fab housing proiects
that were changing the landscape, and as I realized how far short
these fell of the needs of the Soviet people, I was amazed at the
capacity of these people to give away so many of their resources while
they, themselves, needed far more than they were giving away.

This is all the more astounding when we take into account that this
aid has been freely given, with no effort whatever to exploit these

countries. This can be explained only on the basis that the Soviet
Union is a socialist country, adhering to the teachings of Marxism-
Leninism. This science, which bases itself on proletarian internation-
alism-on the identity of interests of the workers of all lands, regard-
less of race, nationality or color-has been made the property of the
entire Soviet people.

Lenin and his co-workers, long before the October Revolution, de-
veloped the internationalist concepts of tlle relationship of the working
class in the oppressor nations to the peoples of oppressed nations and
of the responsibilities of the working class in countries vrhere it comes

to power. Lenin noted that the major capitalist powers, mainly white
nations, had brought the whole world under their domination-a pro-
cess entailing the brutal suppression and super-exploitation of the
peoples of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. With the gowth of a
world economy, capitalism, having brought people together in the
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only way that a system of exploitation can-on the basis of the exploi-

tation oi nation by nation and the destruction of national sovereignty

-bred among the peoples of the oppressed countries the desire and

the struggle for rrut]iorril liberation. Ii was Lenin's thesis that in order

to hy tf,J basis for peoples eventually to_ be united as equals in vol-

untary association, ii wis necessary for the working class to.fight for

the full right of oppressed peoples to self-determination, including

the right io r""udJ from the- "rnother" country. Moreover, he called

.rpoo ih" working class to render all possible aid to overcome the

eftects of the *aiy y""rr of exploitation bv world impe_rialism- It is

in the context of theie internationalist concepts that the Soviet Union

has aidecl the underdeveloped countries at a time when they really

needed all their resources for home use.

Socialist Nd and Imperialist "Aid,'

The soviet experts showed me in great detail what they_ had been

doing to assist ihe underdeveloped nations. They pointed out that

SoviJt aid, while not as large in terms of money as that o! the capitalist

countries, was being given to promote economic self-sufficiency of the

former colonial p"Jpl"r, not [o strengthen their exploitation. This is

a fundamental distinction.
Where there is no economic independence, the content of political

independence remains very limited. The chief motive ,of imperialism,

whe[her in the form of direct colonialism or neo-colonialim, has always

been to prevent the building of large-scale industrial enterprises within

the coun-tries it dominates. ,q.id given by the imperialists, leaving aside

military considerations, is mainly for such purposes as building roads,

ports and airports, and for the purchase of consumer g-oods- Not more

than 10 per cent of American economic aid, and less than 14 per cent

of the ciedit given by the International Bank of Reconstruction an<l

Development Lave been set aside for construction of industrial enter-

prises.- 
Of course, the developing countries must build bridges, roads, Ports

and airffelds. But the imperialist "aid" places the stress solely on the

development of those fields of production, that preserve colonial struc-

tures of the economy of the developing countries and perpetuate
their role as suppliers-of raw materials. The ports and roads are built
to further the Eonopolist exploitation of their natural wealth. The

ruling circles of the Western powers have repeatedly admitted that
orru Jf the most important objects of their "aid" to the economically-

backrvard countrieJ is to facilitate the export of private capital to

these countries and to strengthen the position of the imperialist mono-
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polies in the key branches of their economies.
Industrial enterprises are built in the countries of Asia and Africa

on western credit now and then, but there are very few heavy indus-
try projects among them. Furthermore, what little Western ,.aid. 

is
provided for industrial development is merely a concession to tho
persistent demands of the developing countries, and an efiort to fore-
stall such aid by the soviet Union and other socialist states.

Unlike the "aid" of the imperialists, Soviet aid has been mainly for
the purpose of building industrial enterprises. Total Soviet commit-
ments for economic aid up to January r, rg6s amounted to nearly 4
billion rubles. of this sum, 2.8-billion-rubles were allocated to invest-
ment i^n_ildustry or 70 per cent of the total compared with 10 per

:*j:f U.S. aid. By !e beginning of 1963, a totaiof 167 enterprises
had been built with s-oviet aid and placed in operation. The largest
of these was the Bilhai steel mill in India, .it i"t has an annual
o-utput of one million tons of steel. The largest project in process is
the Aswan Dam in the United Arab Republic. 

-
At the same time I was in the Soviet Union, agreement had been

y3cfed to help nine African nations build morJthan 280 projects.
of these, 100 were industrial, 20 r+,ere agricultural, 40 were f6r trans-
portation, and 40 were schools to train technicians. The terms of so-
viet aid are remarkably easy. The annual rate of interest is 2.5-g per
cent, as contrasted with 6 per cent or more on loans from the capi-
talist countries. Loans_are to be repaid within twelve years in even
parts and payments do not begin until after the completion of a
project or provision of the equipment required. Some countries, Iiko
Mali, even received aid interist-free.

rn addition to aid in the form of loans, equipment and the building
of projects, the soviet union has sent thousands of its techniciani
(lqaty needed at home) to aid these countries in the development
of the projects. At the beginning of lg63, there were over g,500 Soviet
technicians working in the underdeveloped countries, not only to help
build industrial enterprises but also to irain local personnel. Also, thl
soviet union has opened up its doors to students from the under-
developed countries to come into their universities and training cen-
ters to study. It is estimated that there are now more than IA,ON
foreign students in the soviet union. These receive their transporta-
tion to and from their home countries, their tuition fees and a monthly
stipend rvhich is higher than that given Soviet students.

These are but a few examples. cllarly, the soviet people are scaring
the heights of proletarian internationalism and blazinf the trial foi
a new kind of world, a world based upon the equality of aU peoples.
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But whatever the aid given by the Soviet Union to the new socialist
nations and the former colonial countries, it is still not sufficient to
meet their needs. Especially is this true in the underdevelopod coun-
tries in Asia, Africa, and Latin America.

The aid which the Soviet Union can give is, of course, limited by
the need to improve the standard of living of its people if it is to
triumph over capitalism in the West. And certainly, if this helps to
bring about the establishment of socialism in at least another major
industrial power in the not too distant future, this will greatly expand
the aid available to the economically backward countries.

Another aspect of the problem is the fact that the Soviet people
have been on a war economy for almost forty years. No nation in
history has had to pour as many of its resources into a war efiort for
such a long time. Hence, the effort to reduce war tensions is a pre-
condition for socialism to win the contest over capitalism in regard
to standards of living.

But it is precisely on both of these grounds-the growing accent on
consumer goods and the need to reduce the war fever which leads to
lopsided budgets-that some self-styled friends criticize Soviet domestic
and foreign policy. A strong prosperous Soviet people is a precondi-
tion, for a strong and prosperous world.

Solution of the National Question

An even more profound contribution is the solution of the national
and racial problem within the Soviet Union itself. Here one ffnds the
clearest answer to the question of the Negro's future. Russia, while
never a rnajor colonial power, was an empire which had drawn to-
gether over two hundred difierent nationalities into one multinational
state. Within that state, there were the oppressing and the oppressed
nations, the latter consisting in very large part of the yellow and brown
races. This was the legacy that the Bolsheviks inherited when they
toot power in 1917. The welding of all these diverse peoples into a
uniffed whole was one of the most challenging problems facing the
new workers' state.

One of the very ffrst acts of the new government was to proclaim
the full political equality of all the inhabitants of the Soviei Union.
In pursuance of this goal, the right of self-determination of all the
formerly oppressed was recognized, including the right to secede
and separate.

Most of these nations chose to remain a part of the new workers'
state. For these, the new government established the political means
through u,hich they could exercise their national rights as members
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of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. This was expressed in a
document entitled "The Declaration of the Rights of the Peoples of

Russia," published in November, 1917, as one of the ffrst acts of the

new government. It proclaimed:

( 1) The equality and sovereignty of the difierent nationalities
of Russia.

(2) The right of nations to self-determination, including seces-

sion and formation of an independent state.
(S) Abolition of any and alf national privileges and restrictions.
(+) fte"aom of de'Jelopment for all p6oples ind national groups

inhabiting the country.

The constitution of the U.S.S.R., adopted subsequently, precludes
national inequality. It proclaims the equality of all citizens of the
U.S.S.R., irrespeciive of nationality or race, in all spheres of life-
economic, cultural, political, social, etc. Any direct or indirect restric-
tion of the rights of, or conversely, the establishment of any direct or
indirect priviliges for citizens on the basis of their race or nationality,
as well as ary advocacy of racial or national exclusiveness or hatred,
are declared crimes punishable by law.

But the concept o1 equality has two aspects. One is equality un-
der the law, proclaimed in the U.S,S.R. at the very inception of Soviet
power. The other is actual equality which depends on the degree

of economic, political and cultural development of a people. If Soviet
power had limited itself to the proclamation of legal equality, the
equality v'ould have remained only formal since anv nationalities and

peoples, owing to their economic and cultural backwardness, would
have been unable to exercise the rights granted them by law.

To implement the proclamation, therefore, the U.S.S.R. Supreme

Soviet was set up in the form of two chambers of equal status: The
Soviet of the Union and the Soviet of Nationalities.

The function of the Soviet of the Union is to express the common
interests of all citizens of the U.S.S.R. irrespective of nationalitY, and

it is therefore elected on the same basis of representation in all of the
Union Republics: one member per 300,000 inhabitants.

The function of the Soviet of Nationalities is to express the speciffc

interests of the difierent nationalities on a basis of equality.
In this body, all Union Republics have equal representation, regard-

less of the size of the territory or population. For example, the Rus-

sian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic, which has a population of
over 113,000,000 elects to the Soviet of Nationalities the same number
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of deputies as the Armenian Soviet Socialist Republic, which has a

population of about 1,500,000.' ilach Union Republic sends 25 members to the Soviet of Nation-

alities, each Auto-nomous Republic 11, each Autonomous region 5,

and each National Area one.

To take fuller account of the interests and requirements of all the

peoples, the Soviet of Nationalities set up in 1965 an economic com'

iriti"u to help in the further improvement of national economic plan-

ning and to hnd better solutioni for problems of economic, social and

cultural development in the Republics.
When I wenl to the Soviet Union, I was already familiar in a gen-

eral way with these political actions and the economic and cultural

advances of the nations formerly oppressed under the Czar. But I
felt this was entirely inadequate. My interest had been sharpened as

a result of my trips to Africa, which had made clear to me the neces-

sity for economic equality as the basis of real political equality. As I
pondered the need for my oppressed people, the Negro Americans, to

obtuin economic equality, my interest ggew. Hence this "mission to

Moscow," to see what had been done to promote economic equality

between the peoples comprising the Soviet Union. In Moscow I had

a series of mletings with the professors on the staff of the Institute
of History. Several of them participated in each session, each came

prepared.with a sort of working paper to present the picture. It was

o"e of the most illuminating experiences of my entire life. I listened

in amazenrent to the story of how the Soviet Union had solved the

problems of economic inequality between the various nationalities

in a period of twenty years. The accomplishment was all the more

breathtaking in view of the fact that many of these nationalities had

formerly been nomadic tribes which had not even reached the feudal
stage of social development. Many of them had no written language

and lived at a social level characteristic of about 1000 A.D.

Adoances in Sooiet Asia

The professors were somewhat embarrassed that it had taken so

long to achieve these results. But, thought I, if after the establishment

of i socialist America, all the ill efiects of three hundred years of
persecution and oDpression of the Negro can be erased in twenty years,

i, fo, orr", would be highly satisffed, The Soviet achievement was all
the more remarkable in that it was accomplished in a period which
included counter-revolution, civil war and World War II. Furthermore,

during these years the Soviet Union had to depend entirely on its
o* rlso.rr"es. It received no aid from the outside, hostile capitalist
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world. I was provided with innumerable charts and tables of data
detailing developments within the various republics. From these I
should like to cite a few examples to show the magnitude of the leap
that was taken. Usually a nation's industrial progress is measured by
the rate of increase of the gross output of industry. In respect to gross
national output, from 1913 to 1963, that of the U.S.S.R. as a whole
has increased 52 times. In Kazakstan it has increased 7g times. The
Republic of Uzbekistan, to take one of the most striking examples, has
for the last several years been developing at a more rapid pice than
the U.S.S.R as a whole. The difierence in growth rates for a number
of key industries is shown in the following table:

Percentage Increase, 1964 ooer l%3

Uzbekistan U.S.S.R.

Electrical and Thermal Energy
Fuels
Ferrous and Non-Ferrous Metals
Building Materials
Light Industry
Food Industry

L2
I

I
8
I
2

16
14

1B

13
11

12

ln the Uzbekistan Republic today, the leading industrial products
are the followingr in first place, machines for cotton-growing and pro-
cessing raw silk; in second place, cotton fabrics; in third placi, mineral
fertilizers, silk fabrics, and vegetable oil; and in fourth place, cement,
slate-and coal. At present, Uzbekistan is among the top producers of
non-ferrous metals and natural gas.

Soviet achievements in promoting economic equality of difierent
peoples have been accompanied by achievements of equal magnitude
in the sphere of education. Of these achievements, Professor G. Cte-
zerman writes:

An educational newspaper estimated in 1906 that it would take
at least 4,600 years to wipe out illiteracy among the Central Asian
peoples. According to the most optimistic esiimate, it said, the
Tajiks, if_they survived as a people, could expect to be literate in
the year 6,500

The Soviet State, however, wiped out illiteracy in the Central
Asial Republics in two decades.'(Democracy in'the U.S.S.R., So-
viet Booklets, London, 1958, pp. 54-55.)

What was achieved in terms of the educational and cultural up-
lifting of these people is observable in the following ffgures. Tf,e
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enrollment of students in middle and higher institutions of learning

for the u.s.s.R. as a whole increased 44S per cent and in the uzbekis-

tan Republic M7 per cent. with regard to-the increase in the numbers

oi p"opt" workini in mental c"paiiti"s, the increases are as follows:

u.s.s.R.
Uzbekistan
Kazakstan
Tadjikistan

BB4 per cent
878 "
870 "
875

In addition to the sessions at the Institute of History, I went with a

delegation of Americans on a trip to the- Uzbekistan Republic' There

I foind a people whose achievernents almost baffie the imagination.

I found 
" 

,-"rf*rr.n and friendly people, very proud of their accom-

plishments. Traveling through Uzbekistan t9{'y, one sees construc-

iion going on everywhere. The city 9{ Tashkent is today in many

,"rp"Et, ,ior" *od"r, than Mosco*. W" were taken on a tour of the

cit!, in one small quarter of which there had been left standing a

rerirnant of the pasti These were mud huts, worse than the cabins of

Negoes in the plantation areas of the South.

I"was struck-by the reaction of one of the legro delegates, an

artist, who showed little or no excitement over the modernization of

an ancient city but who became quite interested in painting a picture

of the hovels in which people had formerly lived, as representing the

"real" Tashkent. One can lnderstand why an artist might want to

paint a picture of the old Tashkent. But an artist who would portray

ieality Jould not paint a picture 9f the old without also portraying

the new Tashkenithe piclure of how its people have been able to

"overcome."
We visited many factories, schools Young Pio,neer palaces and

everywhere *" *"rrt we found a dynamic force' We met for several

hours with the professors of the Academy of science of the uzbekistan

Republic. I hai already been briefed at the Institute of History in

Mo'scow on Uzbekistan's achievements. But now I learned much

more. The accomplishments of Soviet Power in lifting this formerly

illiterate, peasantibased people from 
- the Middle Ages into the

Twentieth^Century will go down as some of the brightest pages of

history ever written.
We were provided rvith many contrasts between the eonditions of

life in UzbJkistan and those in other Asian nations which remain

within the orbit of capitalism. Indeed, the people of Uzbekistan have

not only far outstripped their neighbors in Iran, Afghanistan,-India

and other Asian countries, but in many areas comPare with and even
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exceed the more culturally and industrially advanced countries such
as France and England. The same is true in many other areas of hu-
man endeavor. Uzbekistan which not long ago shook ofi its feudal
past today exports its industrial and agricultural produce to 71 coun-
tries of the world. Many foreigners who have gone to Uzbekistan haye
been astounded by what they have seen. The following are typical of
some of the written comments they have left behind.

Everything I saw here made an unforgettable impression on me.
I visited a number of hospitals, talked to many doctors and was
very glad that in Uzbekistan, which in its recent past was a very
backward country, now, as all over the Soviet Union, medicine has
achieved a high level of development. I am surprised at the scope
of works for the care of public health, accessibility of medical serv-
ice for the population.-(Henri Alleg. Journalist, Algeria.)

Over 40 years passed. A bright banner of Socialism is futtering
over independent Uzbekistan. This once backward, poor colony
became one of the foremost countries in the world. During 40 years
Uzbekistan has stepped from the middle ages to advanced civiliza-
tion.

You have made a great jump. So far as our country is agrarian
your achievements in agriculture are of great irnportance to us.
The experience of Uzbekistan is a sparkling example to the people
of the Yemen Republic.-(Abdulla As-Salyal, President of the
Yemen Arabic Republic.)

I've been in Uzbekistan only for several days, but even for this
short period of time I could convince myself what great success
had been achieved by this Soviet Republic in industry, in utilizing
the hydro-resources of the Sir Rarya River for increasing the pro-
duction of cotton, in the development of culture.-(Francois Fumy-
Tamus, Deputy Chairman of the Chamber of Representatives of
Congo, Brazzaville. )

Your gigantic success shows visually what the people can do who
tore off the fetters of imperialism and capitalism. We've come to
Uzbekistan to see personally your achievements, and we've ap-
preciated the great success of the Uzbek people. (Negro Woman
Trade Unionist, USA.)

My reaction was like those of these distinguished visitors. The late
Lincoln Ste$ens once said of the Soviet Union, "I have seen the future
and it works." I should like to paraphrase this by saying, "I have seen
the future of the American Negro and have seen how his problems
can be solved."
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Bashkiria

And now let us take a look at another formerly backward republic:
Bashkiria. I ffrst visitp,d this republic in 1g35. It is located on the'Volga
River nea' siberia. Its peoples combine the features of the Maii,
chuvash, ossetian and Kabarbas. I was unable to distinguish one
from another. But one thing struck me and that was the great number
of people with- white faces and completely Mongolian flatures. This
country undoubtedly must have been on Ghengiskhan,s path.

Back in 1935, the country reminded me of the fflms I'd seen of the
old west in the united states, of the struggles on the frontier. I saw
very hard, dedicated people operating witt tt e crudest tools, but
conffdent where they were going in thJ world of tomorrow.

Thirty years have passed since then and what is the box scorep

., lodly,U"shkiia produces four times as much electrical energy as
the whole of Russia did in lgt8. Industrial output by large-"Jcale
enterprises was 32 times greater in 1966 than in rOao. stty-dre new
industrial establishments went into operation in rg66. tn igzg nash-
]<ii^a- -nad 

olly 1,SS farm traetors. Todiy there are 26,000 kactors and
13,000 combine harvesters.

Before the revolution Bashkiria's 1gB schools and colleges were run
entirely by priests. Today the Republic has 5,000 elemerfary and sec-
ondary schools, G0 specialized sdcondary schools, ."u", 

"oirue", 
*d

a university. One out of every four infiabitants is engaged f,, ,o*"
form of study.

Bashkiria has 220 research institutes. Employed in its educational
and research establishments are 158,000 specialists, inchaing i7}rota-
ing the degree of doctor of science and7?7 candidates or ,"?"""".

Before the revolution Bashkiria did not haoe an alpr*ua iiiuurory
language of its own.I:ty^ it publishes about 500 books annually, ina total printing of 8,000,000 copies. There are seven professionar the-
atres, 8,000 cultural recreation centres and 2,000 libraries.

In Bashkiria and in uzbekistan, as in a[ the sixteen repubrics which
comprise the soviet union, ffrm industrial bases have bein 

"rtrrtirn"an-raking each nation equal to the other. when *u t;;;io I""o,rrrtthat the industrial growth of some of the western capitarist 
-**"r,

required and still requires the coroniar nations to ,.*lir, ,o-ri"", orraw material, marketi for 
-manufactured goods ,rd ;;;;;Jg", fo,the industries of the so-cafled home coritry, these i;;i., ;""i,t"r"-

ments are an eloquent testimonial for socialism
As r was about to reave the soviet union, r was shown some of theplans which were being submitted to the *ra c""sr*;;ffi; com-
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munist Party of the soviet union. 48ri , I was astonished at what

I saw. Even though equality had already been established between

the fraternal ,epob"li"s, ih. pir" Year Plan of the Congre-ss still placed

emphasis o, thi main growth in the formerly more backward repub-

lics.
The Plan called for a growth in industrial output as follow-s: fffty

oer cent in the Russian F-ederation, the ukrainian, Latvian and Esto-

ilian republics. These had been the more advanced nations in the

Czar't eLpire. In regard to nations that were formerly oPII",tt-"-d' th"
plan provided for: Seventy per cent_ in-the Kazakh and Moldavian

Repu6lics and eighty per cent in Tadzhikistan and Armenia'

tn th" face of iireie ichievements, I become deeply disturbed when

I see the ruling circles of our country attempt to use some remnants

of anti-Semitisri, or the problems with some A.frican students, to sweeP

under the rug these niagniffcent examplel- 9f - 
pgople living in full

equality. Soviet society Is not perfect. Old habits are not easily

"lirrrg"i, 
and even afte, many years of Soviet Pow:rl only a Utopian

dreari"r-or a dishonest peddler-of wrong ideas would attempt to take

some minor defects 
"rd- 

blo* them up out of all proportion to their

place in the totality of the problems involved. No matter what ideol-

isical problems the Comrn,nist Party of the Soviet Union and the

S3viet fiovernment have yet to overcome in regard to racial or national

charrv#srr, the central fact is that the Soviet people once again have

shown the world that racism is not inherent in man. They have shown

that once the exploiting classes are removed from power, once exploita-

tion is abolished, the various races of mankind can live in peace.

. . . Victorious socialism must necessarily establish a full democ-

racv and. consequently, not only introduce full equality of na-

tiois bui also relalize lhe right 6f the oppressed nations to self-

determination, i.e., the righito free politibal separation. Socialist

oarties which did not show by all their activity, both now, during
the revolution and after its victory, that they would liberate the
enslaved nations and build up reiations with them on the basis

of a free union-and free unioir is a false phrase without the right
to secede-these parties would be betraying socialism.

V. I. Lenin, CollectedWorks, Volume 22, p. 143.

IOHN PITTMAN

The 0ctoher Hevnlution
and Natinnal Liheration

A basic principle established by the October Socialist Revolution,
in respect to mankind's emancipation from the bondage of exploitative
social systems, is the essential oneness of the struggle for socialism
and the struggle for national liberation. It was owing to the strict
observanee of this principle that the working people of Russia were
able to take power on November 7,19L7 to consolidate it in the teeth
of armed intervention, civil war and famine, and to build an im-
pregnable bastion of humanity in a cannibalistic world. This is the
principle by means of which the peoples of the Union of Soviet So-
cialist Republics have realized the factual equality of nations, and
have changed this erstwhile utopian aspiration into a practicable
prospect for mankind.

Today, 50 years after the October Socialist Revolution, this prin-
ciple has great practical signiffcance. It can facilitate attempts to re-
solve the current complicated and dangerous international situation in
the interests of freedom and peace. Its recognition and strict observ-
ance offer the sole means of salvation to the working people of nations
with exploitative systems as well as those of nations seeking deliver-
ance from exploitation. In these days a big nation that disregards
the right of other nations to self-determination and national independ-
ence, and persists in efiorts forcibly to subiugate and exploit lhem,
gambles with its own physical existence.

This is so because the great revolutionary upsurge of the 2fth
century, cresting on the socialist revolution and the national-libera-
tion, anti-imperialist revolutions, and now powered by a scientiffc-
technical revolution, has created a world balance of forces and an
international climate antagonistic to the continued subjection of
uations. The struggle to rid human society of parasitism and canni-
balism is irrepreisible, the correlation of for"ir presiding over its
victory irreversible. Forcible efforts to reverse it confront mankind
with catastrophe.

Policy of Self-Determination in Practice

- This- presen_t correlation of forces received its ffrst great impulse
from the October Revolution. It was a time when the working people
of the other exploiter states, duped by demagogy and betrayid by
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their leaders, sacriffced their lives and possessions to help the cliques
of parasites controlling their governments redivide the loot from
enslaved Africa and Asia. The Russian working people took a difierent
course, thanks mainly to the persistence and patience of Lenin, that
man of rare genius whose exceptional intelligence was fired by com-

passion. Like Marx before him, Lenin keenly felt the horrors inflicted
on the "savage Asians" by the "cultured Europeans," and was infu-
riated by the opportunism of the "socialist" leaders of the European
working classes. For years before the first world bloodbath, he tried
in vain to convince these leaders of the necessity for ioining their
struggle to that of the colonial peoples enslaved by their parasitic
clasies. At the same time, he conducted systematic efiorts to win the
Russian rvorkers, particularly the members of his own party, for a

policy of self-determination and the right to national statehood for
ihe subject nations of tsarist Russia. How thoroughly he taught is

related by Andrew Rothstein, the British Marxist scholar, in his .EIds-

tory of the U.S.S.R. (pp. 83-34):

The Mensheviks, seeing bourgeois interests as predominant in
the coming Russian revolution, and knowing that those interests

included t[e maximum exploitation of existing markets for Russian

industry, dared not support the liberation of the various nations

urrd ratlr inhabiting tlie Russian Empire, for fear this would
alienate the capitahsl elements from the revolution. They put for-
ward, accorai"^gly, the sloga! of "cultural-national autonorilf' for
the non-Russiai 

-people-a 
slogan difficult to interpret, and non-

committal where the claims of ihe sublect peoples were concerned.

The Bolsheviks, on the contrary, saw the subject nationalities
as yet another most powerful ally of the working class in the
strr-ieele to overthrow Tsardom. First, they were for the most part
pe"i-a"rrt nationalities, whose feudal and tribal chiefs were used

Lv the Tsarist government as a means of indirect rule; therefore
tliey had to beXr a double burden which made them a most ex-
ploiive element in the Russian Empire. Secondly, the continuation
6f colonial oppression was the justification in Tsarist Russia for the
maintenance of a large military and police force, as well as of an
ideolosv of racial suberiority, which could not fail to serve the
interests of Tsardom'against'the Russian workmen in the struggle
for Socialism. Hence the Bolsheviks put forward the right of all
peoples, large or small, inhabiting the Russian Empire, to national
independence, including the right to separate from that Empire if
they chose.

It was this policy which subsequently saved the workers' state from
its enemies at perhaps its darkest hour. Rothstein says (p. 5B):
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And indeed the subsequent history of the Russian revolution

showed that Soviet policy'towards th6 former subject nationalities

was decisive for th6 outtome of the struggle, not merely against

the relatively puny forces of Russian imperialism, surviving in the

shape of ex.6r6priited landlords and capitalists and officers of the

olJTr*irt ir*^y, brt against the far mort formidable Great Powers

with whom the Soviet Hepublic soon had to contend arms in hand.

The colonial borderlands-of Russia were to be a base for foreign
intervention, or else a volcano in the rear of the invaders, according

to the nationalities policy pursued by the Soviet Power'

Lenin himself acknowledged the decisive role of the Russian work-

ers' alliance with the subiect nationalities. In a report on March 1,

1g20 to the First All-Ruisian Congress of Toiling Cossacks (how

signiffcant that he addressed it to the Cossacks, who for decades had

se"rued as the Tsar's special policemen against the colonial peoples-
and the workersl ), Lenin said:

If all these small countries had come out against us-and remem-

ber thev had been qiven hundreds of millions of dollars, and the

best cairnon and otlier weapons, and they had experienced British
instructors who had gone t'hro,rgh the war-if they had come out
aqainst us, there 

"".rriot 
be the slightest doubt that we would have

siffered defeat. That is perfectly clear to everyone. But they d-id

not come out against us,-because they _realized that the Bolsheviks

were more reliible than the others. When the Bolsheviks say that
thev recognize the independence of every nation, that tsarist Rus-

sia'was b"ased on the 6ppression of ot6er nations, and that the
Bolsheviks never subscrlEed and never will subscribe to that
policy, that they will never start wars to oppress other nations-
ivhen the Bolsheviks say this, they are believed."

What, speciffcally, did Lenin and the Bolsheviks do to ioin the

Russian workers' struggle for socialism to the national liberation
struggles of the 65 million non-Russian peoples whom tsarist,imperial-
ism 

-Jondemned to ruthless exploitation and to social and cultural
backwardness? The uniqueness and maiesty of their achievement lies

in the speed and completeness with which they transformed their

words into deeds. A series of constitutional and legislative measures,

establishing equal rights of all the peoples of Russia without distinc-
tion of racJ or nationality, signalled the assumption of this historically
unprecedented and revolutionary task' But-rights without the oppor-

tunity or power to exercise them are worthless, and equality in law

--V. f. Lenin, The Nati,onal Liberation Monsernent in the East, Foreign
Lan'guages Publishing flouse, Moscow, L957t p. 243.
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may become, as it has become in imperialist states, a cover for
inequality in fact.

"Abstract or formal treatment of equality in general, and national
equality in particular, is in the very nature of bourgeois democracy,,'
Lenin said, in his preliminary draft of theses on the national and
colonial questions for the Second Congress of the Communist Inter-
national, presented on June 5, 1920. "Under the guise of the equality
of persons in general, bourgeois democracy proclaims the formal or
legal equality of the property-owner and the proletarian, the exploiter
and the exploited, thereby grossly deceiving the oppressed classes"
ibid., p. 250). And he exhorted the Communist partiei-of all countries,
"in'all their propaganda and agitation-both in Parliament and outside
Parliament . . . consistently [to] expose the constant violation of the
equality of nations and of the guaranteed rights of national minorities
that takes place in all capitalist countries, despite theh 'democratic'
constitutions" (ibid., p. 253).

The young Soviet power, therefore, acted immediately to give sub-
stance to its pronouncements and constitutional measures. Nations
whose working people wanted to secede were allowed to secede even
t!ough,_a9 in the case of Finland, they fell prey instantly to imper-
ialism. Others were encouraged to set up their own states, autonomous
republics, regions, districts and soviets. At the same time, taking into
account the widely difierent levels of social and economic develop-
ment of the numerous nations and nationalities, the Soviet authorities
set in motion economic, educational and cultural measures to eliminate
backwardness. Throughout the early years of this gigantic efiort,
Lenin watched over developments with unfagging concern and re-
markable sensitivity to the needs, desires and sentiments of the former
subject peoples. Repeatedly he rebuked Russian administrators or
technicians sent to aid the struggle against backwardness for display-
ing chauvinism or for a lack of sensitivity to the sentiments of the
non-Russians.

In keeping with these measures in the former tsarist empire, the
workers' state simultaneously implemented its policy in relation to
other countries. It promptly tore up the secret tsarist agreements with
the Allied governments for the partition of Persia and Turkey, with-
drew Russian troops from Persia, signed treaties of friendship with
Turkey, Persia and Afghanistan, and renounced all special riglits and
privileges for Russian institutions and eonsular iurisdiction for Rus-
sian subiects which had been extorted from China by the tsarist
regime. It actively assisted the Mongolian revolution of 1g21, the re-
volution led by Kemal Ataturk in Turkey in 1919-1g22, the fedgling
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Chinese Republic headed by Sun Yat-sen, and established a climate
favorable for revolutionary activities in India, Korea, and the Arab
countries of the Middle East.

After the experience of the October Revolution, Lenin \ras more
than ever convinced of the correctness of the Communist policy on
the national and colonial question. In the summer of 1920, reporting
to the Second Congress of the Communist International, he said:

World imperialism must fall when the revolutionary onslaught
of the exploited and oppressed workers within each country, over-
coming the resistance of the philistine elements and the influence
of a tiny crust of the labor aristocracy, will unite with the revolu-
tionary onslaught of hundreds of millions who hitherto remained
outside history and were regarded merely as objects of history
(ibid., p. 261).

This cardinal principle of the emancipatory struggle became a con-
stant of Soviet policy, uninterruptedly applied for half a century in
both domestic and foreign affairs. For the present generation, its
application in the period between the two world wars is obscured by
imperialist censorship and distortion. Yet, the two decades from 1921
to 1941 were marked by Soviet efforts to organize with the capitalist
democracies arrangements of collective security against the growing
aggressions of the fascist states in Asia, Africa and Europe.

In October 1935, when Italy invaded Ethiopia, Maxim Litvinov
called upon the League to punish the aggressor, and Moscow sought
unsuecessfully to organize an oil embargo against the Mussolini
regime. When Franco, aided openly by German and Italian interven-
tion, launched the aggression against the Spanish Republic of 1936-
1939, the Soviets again sought to mobilize the capitalist democracies
in its defense, and when this failed, sought to save the Republic with
its own limited intervention. When Japan began preparations for a
new attack on China, Moscow anticipated it with a mutual assistance
pact with Mongolia and, following the Japanese invasion of ]uly 1987,
signed a non-aggression pact with China and provided the Chinese
with military supplies. In his report to the l8th Congress of the
Soviet Communist Party on March 10, 1930, Stalin accused the British,
French and United States capitalists of encouraging the aggressors,
particularly German fascism in its designs on the Soviet Union, but
he reiterated Soviet "support of nations which are the victims of ag-
gression and are ffghting for the independence of their country."

The Sweep of National Liberation

It was the victory over the fascist axis which gave the next great
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impulse to the creation of the present correlation of world forces.
The defeat of German, Italian and Japanese imperialism and their
quisling allies rescued scores of nations and nationalities in Europe,
Asia and Africa from enslavement, and saved many from genocidal
extermination by the Nazi and fascist racists. What the Soviet Union
contributed to this great liberating victory can never be fully com-
puted. It is incontrovertible, however, that its contribution was de-
cisive, both in destroying the Hitlerite armies and in crushing the
vaunted elite army corps that Jup* held in reserve for invading
Siberia.

fn consequence of this victory, the working people in a number of
the liberated nations of Europe and Asia took power, soon to be joined
by the Chinese people and later by Cuba. A socialist world system
came into being, uniting a third of the world's population on a fourth
of the earth's territory and, already by 1968, acounting for 88 per
cent of world industrial production with a growth rate of from two
to three times that of the advanced capitalist countries. The birth of
this socialist world system and its rapidly growing economic might
exercised incalculable influence on the struggle for national liberation.
It has become a deterrent to the export of counterrevolution, a reser-
voir of technical and economic assistance for the emerging nations
in their eftort to escape the imperialist division of labor and overcome
the colonialist legacy of backwardness, and a source of inspiration and
lmow-how for the winning and preservation of national independence.

Also as a result of the victory over the fascist axis powers, and in
the favorable conditions established by the growth of socialism and
the workers' accelerated struggles in the capitalist countries, the na-
tional liberation movement achieved world-shaking victories on three
continents. In two postwar decades it smashed the colonial and semi-
colonial system in more than 50 countries, winning political inde-
pendence and national statehood for one-and-a-half billion people,
drawing them into political and social struggle, and profoundly
influencing the course of international affairs in favor of socialism.

The working people of the imperialist and capitalist states were also
impelled on the path of militant struggle against the great monopolies
and monopoly-controlled governments of their own countries. The
struggles of working people in the imperialist and capitalist countries
for democratic rights and improving living and working conditons
also powerfully assisted the advance of the socialist states and the
national liberation struggles.

The impact of these three detachments of the world emancipatory
forces on the political conffguration of the globe fully conffrm the
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predictions of Lenin and validates the principle established by th9
-O"tobu, 

Revolution. In 1919, colonies and semi-colonies occupied

77.2 per cent of the world's territory; today they occuPy roughly 5

per cent. In 1919, peoples subiect to political domination-oi imperialist
itates numbered i2g0 million, or 69.2 per cent of world population
at that time; today they number approximately 40 million, or 1.3 per

cent. Thus, fewer ihan a third of the world's population remain under

the political domination of imperialism. The sphere of imp_erialism's

econbmic domination has shrunk, its maneuvering possibilities are

fewer, its economic and military burdens greater, and in consequence,

its internal eontradictions are deeper and sharper, its crisis both in
domestic and in foreign Poli"y more incapable of amelioration, not to
speak of solution.

Neu Stage of Liberation Motsem.ent

In today's new, highly favorable climate for the emancipatory
movements, wars are biing waged to smash the remnants of colonial'
ism in Asia, Africa and Latin America. For the overwhelming majority
of the newly independent nations and nationalities, the liberation
movement has entered a new stage. It s a stage of struggle for eco-

nomic liberation and the consolidation of their independence against

the still powerful grip of the imperialist monopolies, against imper-
ialist intrigue and intervention, and betrayal by domestic reactionaries.
It is a stage of struggle for deep-going economic and social reforms,
for the constructin!'-of a new-Ufe to abolish chronic hunger and
under-feedinB, and to build industries and apply science to agricul-
ture so as to develop viable economies. It is a stage of struggle to
achieve eultural liberation from the legacy of illiteracy and supersti-
tion inherited from the colonialist and pre-capitalist formations, and
to realize equality in fact with other nations.

Thus, todiy the possibility of realizing the equality of nations has

become a feasible goal of present generations. Man stands again on
the threshold of a world-changing breakthrough of the ernancipatory
movement. A number of newly liberated nations-the United Arab
Republic, Syria, Tanzania, Guinea, Mali, Algeria, Congo-Brazzaille
and Burma-have already launched socio-economic struggles in pre-
paration for socialism. The contagion of struggle has spread to the

rnulti-national imperialist states where national and racial minorities
(or maiorities, as in certain African states) are exploited and

oppressed.
Their struggles coincide with and assist those of the working peo-

ple against monopoly domination and exploitation in countries where
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the objective conditidds for.establishing socialism have fully matured,
At this decisive rRoment for- all rnankind, victory of the emancipatory
mov€ment depends more. than ever before on the subjective element,
on their clear perception of the direction to their goal,'on their under-
standing of the way to reach it.

-Precisely on this point,is the October Revolution most eloquent.
The experience of the workels' state that was set up in October, 1gl7
encompasses all aspects of the emancipatory movements among peo-
ples on every level of social development. The achievements of iociaL
ism in the Soviet Union and other sociaiist countries have convinced
an overwhelming majority of the peoples in both the developed and
developing--countries of its superiority to capitalism for ordering a
rational, efficient and humane society.

The growing recognition and comprehension of these principles
means that the subjective factor, traditionally lagging behind changing
material conditions, is also maturing among peoptLs of th" ,orr-socialist
world for the transition. to socialism. It also means that an accr.etion
of numbers and power is now about to give tremendous new force
and energy to the socialist world's already decisive influence on world
developments.

Im,perialism's Weapon of "Diuide anil Ruld'

Imperialism reacts to these developments with policies of maniacal
rage. Its spearhead is United States imperialism, which anticipated
centuries of uncontested world domination by its monopoly corpora-

. tions, as the heir of the British, French, Italian, Japanese and German
empires-a vampirish dream shattered by the growing might of so-
cialism and the revolutionar.y upsurge on every continent. Now become
the praetorian guard of world cornter-revolution, it is intervening in
the afiairs of all the developing countries, employing neo-colonialist
measures in a majority, but direct armed aggression in others. It is
waging a genocidal war against the Vietnamese people, conspiring
to set off an invasion of Cuba, to turn back the advances of the Arab
and African peoples, to police Europe and Latin America, and to
stamp out with violence the uprisings of oppressed and exploited
minorities within its own borders. Its military bases range the world,
and its aggressive predatory alliances foment conspiracles and sub-
versive plots in all the developing countries.

But imperialism combines this direct counter-revolutionary action
with another weapon-the ideological ofiensive against peoples striving
for liberation.

Today the ideological counter-attack of U.S. imperialism has ener-
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gized anew, and in "democratic" guise, the doctrines of racism. A
time-tested variation of imperialism's "divide and rule" strategy,
racism is now being employed in a two-pronged attack, combined
with anti-Communism and anti-Sovietism, to obliterate among the
developing and rising peoples of the world the cardinal principle of
revolutionary victory-the oneness of the struggle for working class

emancipation and the liberatio4 of subject nations and nationalities.
Thus, in the advanced capitalist and imperialist countries, imper-

ialism's ideological counter-ofiensive is directed toward keeping the
working people from perceiving their identity of interests with the
peoples of the subject nations and nationalities. This identity of in-
terests is daily becoming more perceptible: imperialism's increasing
military burdens and expenses for neo-colonialist conspiracies; its
growing bureaucratic apparatus and police forces; the greater rapacity
of the corporate monopolies; the enactment of so-called "emergency''
laws and other measures to fetter the trade unions and stifle popular
opposition; the perpetration of cruelties against the sick, inffrm, old
and most impoverished sections of the population through the emascu-
lation of welfare and social security programs; the systematic increase
of unemployed and unemployable workers (a process accelerated by
automation and rationalization)-these and other parallel tendencies
disclose how the policy of subjecting and exploiting other nations is
also at the same time a policy of intensifying the subjection and ex-

ploitation of the working people of the aggressor nation.
It is the working people of the exploiting nation who pay the cost

of colonialism, neo-colpnialism and aggressive wars of intervention
and counter-revolution. It is their sons who die or are mangled in battle.
It is their possessions that are conffscated by taxation and the infation
resulting frorn huge military expenditures. They are the ones who
suffer from the deterioration of schools, hospitals, health care, trans-
portation, housing and public services. At the same time the prisons
are reinforced and the police are armed to preserve the exploiters'
way of life, the exploiters' system of "law and order."

Above all, however, the exploiter state employs racism, decked out
in rnodern dress, to obscure the class character of its aggressions.
The "civilizing mission' of the colonial era has been transformed into
an "aid mission," the mighty anti-imperialist revolutonary wave of
the oppressed nations and nationalities into a "revolution of the poor
nations against the rich natiohs," and therefore a nationalistic or
geographical revolution, or more to the point, a 'tace war.'i In'multi-
national exploiter states, the struggles of ,the oppressed national and.

racial minorities (or majorities, as in .the Union of South Africa and
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Rhodesia) for equality and democratic rights are represented as racial
conflicts, or "blacks versus whites." Such ideas are assiduously propa-
gated among the predominantly white working people of the exploiter
states, who are thereby instilled with fear of the subject nations and
nationalities, and incited to violence and acts of "self-defense" against
them. The mixture of paternalistic condescension and fear thus be-
comes an ideological prop of the exploiters' aggressions and counter-
revolutionary wars.

At the same time, the racist ideological counter-offensive is tailored
to fit the national liberation forces. For them the "poor nations versus
rich nations" theme is converted into the 'third world" concept, and
to various geo-political strategical doctrines such as the "world's
villages against the world's cities." The "third worldl' is spelled out
to mean the predominantly colored peoples of Africa, Asia and Latin
America, the "villages" of the earth, who are challenging the "cities"
of Europe and North Ameriea inhabited mainly by whites.

In this racist melange the class concept is los't. There is no room
in the 'third world" for the socialist states of Europe, including the
Soviet Union, although it is also an Asian state. The October Revolu-
tion and its signiffcance for mankind is lost and a half century of
history obliterated. Marxism-Leninism is scrapped as "irrelevant"
and outmoded. The eolored minorities (or majorities) seeking equal-
ity in the multi-national states are striving to dispossess the whites.
And the revolutionary struggle of the subject peoples, the peoples
'still 

enslaved by colonialism and plundered by neo-colonialism is not
a struggle against imperialism, but a "race war."

The strategic aim of this ideological offensive is clear: it is to drive
a wedge between the socialist countries and the developing countries,
between the world national liberation movement and the world so-

cialist and working-class movement, between white workers and black,
brown and yellow workers. It is to dupe the peoples of colonial and
developing countries, the oppressed national and racial minorities,
into the belief that they can achieve liberation unaided by the socialist
world and the working class movement in the exploiter states, that
they can win by "going it alone." The forms in whieh this ideological
counter-revolution is couched may be new; its strategic aim is the
same as that which Marx deffned when he wrote that the secret of
the exploiters' retention of power was in the antagonism it succeeded
in sowing among different sections of the working people.

It is in the assistance given this divisive, counter-revolutionary
strategy that Mao Tse-tung and his adherents, and others of similar
persuasion in the revolutionary national liberation movement, display
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theif renegaey to the October Revolution and its signiffcance. The

Maoists have become the main fountainhead of the "East versus

West " "village versus city," go-it-alone concepts among the colonial

and developtg peoples and nationalities. However, while loudly

proclaimingitheir-hatred for imperialism and their undying Jrostility
io U.S. imperialism in particular, the Maoists have fomented hatred

for and organized acts to alienate their staunchest friend and most

powerful rieighbor, dismantled the Chinese Communist Party and

lovernment and attacked the Chinese working class, waged war only
on China's non-white weaker neighbors, blocked the implemenation

of united socialist aid for the heroic Vietnamese, removed China's

leading military strategists and fteld marshals and sought to split the

Communist movement everywhere and to disorientate every interna-

tional working class organizations. This abject servility and subser-

vience to U.S. imperialism is at complete variance with the Maoist
posture as revolutionary champion of the world liberation struggles.

It suits better the image of a counter-revolutionary nationalist regime,
dismantling its own defenses and capacity to feed its own people, not
to speak of others, and seeking to embroil the Soviet Union ln a

thermonuclear war lvith U.S. imperialism which would leave China
untouched and the world's mcost Powerful state.

Imperialism's counter-ofiensive, however, ts being met on military
and economic fronts with varying degrees of success. The Vietnamese

at enormous secrifiee of life and treasure, and with the help of the
socialist countries and the working people of other countries, are de-

fending the interests of mankind. The Cuban people, helped by the
socialist countries and the workers of other countries, have withstood
the economic war waged by imperialism and deffed its threats of in'
tervention. The fuab and other African peoples, despite some reverses

and defeats, are moving forward toward the realization of full inde-
pendence with the assistance of the socialist countries and the working
people of exploiter states. And the socialist countries are expanding
their aid, countering and striving to block imperialist aggressions
and interventions, in full accord with the principles of peaceful coex-
stence.

Announcing its determination to persist in the struggle for peaceful
coexistence, the 23rd Congress of the Soviet Communist party recently
again emphasized the signiffcance of peaceful coexistence as a form
of the international class struggle, reiterating its content as striving
to prevent wars between states of different social system, particularly
a thermonuclear war, while supporting the struggles of exploited
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classes against the exploiters, and of oppressed nations and nation

lh]r"-1 against. their oppressors. Addreirlog the 23rd Congress on

!"h-llf of the party's central comrrr-ittee, Breihnev said: ',Welalegor+
iically declare that jf the aggressors es.calate the shameful war against
the vjetnaniese people they will have to contend with mountinf sup-
port for vietnam from the soviet union and other socialist fiienis
and brothers. The vietnamese people will be .the master-s of theii
country and nobody will ever extinguish the torch of socialism which
has been raised on high by the Democratic Republic of Vietnam.-

-Clearly _the_ 
collision" 

"or.r" of imperialism, p^articularly U. S. imper-
ialism, is leading to a nuclear confiontation *ith the socialist *orrd.
As the year \967 draws to a close international tension have risen
and the threat. of world wai sharply inereased. The new situation
powerf_ully accentuates all imperialist contuadictions, particularly thb'
contradiciion betrveen the exploiters and the workinf people in the
predatorv states. The working people of the United, SiaGs can play a
decisive role in the avoidance of war and the struggle for libelation
if, in their own self-interest, they demonstrate theii solidarity with
the nations now being attacked by the U.S. exploiting classes. .

Now at long last, mankind has attained heights of political and so.
cial achievement from which it is possible, using scientiffc and tech.
noloqical advances in the interest of freedom and peace, to.plan the
solution of the most formidable and pressing international pioblems.
As the 20th Century, the century of wars and revolutions, inters its
ffnal quarter, within reach of all peoples is a future free from the
chronic hunger, mass starvation, illiteracy and superstition, "incur-,
able" disease and fraticidal wars that for thousands of years have
branded systems based on the exploitation of man by man and the
subjection and enslavement of nations.

But the present favorable correlation of world forces, though irre-
versible in the long run, is not immune to zig-zags and setbacks. Much
depends on,how soon and how completely the peoples learn and apply
the lessons of the October Revolution. In celebration of the Sfth anni-
versary of this epoch-making event, Nguyen Khoh Tuan, president'
of -the Academy of Sciences of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam,,
wrote recently (Moscow News, September 23-30, 1967): "Now as
never before, the only correct way to the ffnal Iiberation of mankind
is true adherence to the principles of Marxism-Leninism and proleta-
rian internationalism, to Lenint slogan: 'Workingmen and Oppressed
People of All Countries, Unite!', and to the militant spirit of the Octo-

HERBENT APTHEKffi

"There Is SuCh A Siate !"

Fifty yqars ago, when the socidl order of the Czais lay in ruins and
the efrorts of the bourgeoisie to refurbish it had manifestly failed,
the question arose, whether there was a Party that would dare to un-
dertake the immense task of transformation and reconstruction. "There
is such a Partyt" was Lenin's answer; facing 'Herculean tasks, that
Party and the peoples of the USSR rebuilt, recast'and refashioned.

Despite everything-intervention, famine, blockade, war and again
war; despit.e everything-unprecedented objectives, human failures,
inhuman crimes; 1zes, despite everything, that Party and those peoples
did it and now, fifty years later, there they stand embodying the best
hopes of civilization.

So, fifty years ago, the Founder of the Soviet state, said "there is
such a Party," and now tormented Mankind, excited Mankind, eager
Mankind know that there is' zuch a state. There is a state: without
unemployment, whe.re racism is illegal and considered barbaric, where
medicine and education, where Balzac and Gorki, where Beethoven
and Shakespeare, where leisure and creative labor belong to everyone.
Yes, thero is such a state; a state which wept when Spain was cruciffed,
which broke Hitler's back, which Bave. and gives in limitless quantity
the wherewithal to make secure the Cuban Revolution and to make
awesome the resistauce of the Vietnamese people against the pukid
war unleashed upon them by Pentagon and Wall Street.

Despite all the anti-Soviet propaganda of the greatest propaganda
machine in history-the Madison Avenue product of U.S. imperialism

-,even here in the United States, deep in the consciousness of tens
of millions it is known thaf there X suih a State! Without that knowl-
edge there would be Communists-there were Communists of course
before there was a USSR, and it was they who contributed so decisively
to its creation-but the struggle against imperialism, and colonialism
and racism and war would be a million times more difficult. So, the
peoples of the USSR were the first successfully to storm heaveir; they
have paid the penalty of being ffrst, too, but they have earned undying
gratitude and glory.
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I Throughout htstory, all exploitative ruling classe$ have inslsted
upon the manifest logic and justice of their systgms; all have insisted
that what they had was not only benign but that it also was immortal.
They were all as wrong about the evaluation as they were about the
prognosis.

- 
Throughout history, too, the dominant ones have castigated-when

they have not cruciffed-revolutionists and have sneered ai revolution.
It is too costly; it is chimerical; it does no good; it cannot be real for
"there is nothing new under the sun" or, "you can't change human
nature," or; "life is a snare and a delusion," or, "wise-up, life is a
racket, and get yours while you can.' Rationalizations in support of
the status quo are as numerous as the rewards in its service are
bounteous. And the main rationalizations always come down to the
same thing: the mass of people are oxen or brutes or beasts; they are
lncapable and that they are incapable is shown by the fact that they
are the ruled.

This, too, has many forms; biological, i.e., racist; psychological, i.e.,
cppression "cripples"; sociological, i.e., a "disadvantaged" environment
debilitates; theological, i.e., man is evil;-and each has a score of
variations. But the point always is-as Arthur M. Schlesinger |r. (of
the McCarthy era, his tune has changed somewhat since), put it:
"all important problems are insoluble." Hence for intelligent people,
the choice narrows down to two: either tinker, or preserve (depending
upon temperament and circumstances), but know that efiorts at trans-
formation are at best futile and at worst criminal.

Through the ages-the bloody ages and the heroic ages-the struggle
between those who would repress and those who would express,
between those who would demean and those who insisted upon mean-
ing, those who would restrain and those who would resist, has con-
tinued. The forms have differed, the levels have varied but the es-
senee of struggle against oppression and indignity has persevered.
As we Marxists say, the roots of this are in the obiective forees and
by that we mean the internal and external contradictions besetting
all hitherto existing class societies. Sometimes, however, I think we
forget and minimize the fact that basic to these objective forces are
men and women. Circumstances make man, wrote Engels; but that
is not all he wrote. The full sentence reads: Circumstances make man
and man makes circumstances. And for the full clarity of that sentence
one must add: and man is of those eircumstances, too.

The greatest fact in history is revolution; ruling classes, despite their
power, their assurance, their experience, and their ruthlessness, while
always believing in their immortality have always and everywhere
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been mistakent And the geatest of all Revolutions is the October So-
cialist Revolution in Russia for it was the deepest and the most clal-
Ienging.

It set itself, conseiousl/, the task of terminating all exploitation;
that speciffcally capitalist and that inherited by capitalism from previ-
ous epochs of class societies. It set itself the task to extirpate racism,
to liberate women, to ennoble labor, to universalize knowledge, to
eliminate poverty, to terminate war; and this in a devastated Russiat

It set itself the task not of changing the form of the private posses-
sions of the means of production but to eliminate such ownership; not
to alter the forms of class struggle but to eliminate such struggle.

Everything was neur, except the people who were to do it; and the
surrounding states who were pledged to prevent it. That it was at-
tempted sings of man's aspiration; that it was accomplished testiffes
to man's capacity.

Knowing what is at stake in this Great October Revolution one can
better understand the efforts to "strangle" it and then crush it and
always incessantly to vilify it. But, despite everything, there is such
astatel 

r * .
What do we see now in the United States, in "Golden America"?

Now, after the "New Conservativism" and eighteen years after Schle-
singer the Little had announced the obsolescence of revolution in the
world-now what do we see in Golden America? We see a nation and
a people distraught; unemployment high and going higher; infation
bad and getting worse; real wages falling; farmers caught in the
scissors between rising costs and falling prices; air polluted and water
foul; slums growing; ghettos spreading; and the damned war ever
escalating with scores of thousands of casualties and half a million
young American killing in arr accursed cause ten thousand miles from
home; and the fascist plague spreads.

All this is true, but there is something else and it is struggle, mount-
rng opposition, growing disillusionment. The youth demand a creative
and useful life; the black people are in open rebellion; the agricultural
workers are organizing and striking; the 'hon-existent" working class
mounts picket lines from schools to copper mines to auto plants; the
Spanish-speaking millions are disenchanted; and it is now universally
admitted that the maiority of the American people are opposed to
johnson's war in Vietnam.

We now have in the United States, from many responsible sources,
calls for basic transformation in the quality of American life; calls
which are deep analytically and which programmatically have as their
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logic the elimination of the private ownershlp of the means of,produc-
-tion and the replacement of this systegr of individuallzed greed and
socialized misery by a system of the collective ownership of the means
of production and the resources of the nation and a sogiety of planning,
of solidarity, of community.

We ofier a few examples. First, as part of .the developing;qilitancy
in the Negro movement is a deepening theoretical content. This'shows
itself, as a notable instance, in the thinking of Dr. Martin Luther;King.
He now emphasizes not only the organic connection betw6en ending
aggressive war in order to reverse regressive domestic policies, but
also underlines the need for basic economic changes if .racism is actu-
ally to bc undone. Among intellectuals and scholars in general the
interest in Marxism has reachecl heights not known in the United States
in thirty years.

And the writing has a ffercer and more'penetrating quality. Thus,
a leading Catholic thinker, Professor Michael Novak of Stanford; en-
titles a recent essay, "The Revolution of 1976"; this is published in
The Commonauoal (Ju$ 1 ). Hgrq are some lines from this remarkablg
and indicative essay:

It is time, I tllink, for many older persons to rebel. Unless many
of us are willing to go to iail, too many of our best youths will go.
. . . the policles of our nation must be altered, radically altered, not
merely modified. We need new organizations and new'structuies
and perhaps new political parties. . . . The logic of "realisml must

; be superseded by the logic of modesty abroad, social revolution at
. home, and a fundamental Yealignment of the basqs of economic

and political power in this land. 1976 must mark a revolution as im-
poxtant as that of L776.

Fiom the Protestan,t spectrum a good example of the new quality in
the wi'iting is the essay by Dr. NormAn K. Gottwald, professor at the
Baptist Divinity School in Berkeley, appeaiing n The Christian
Cehtury (August 16):

Each of us must ask himself: What steps must I take to radicalize
. the performance of my daily life? And how can I then join forces

witlilike-minded individuals and with "left-out" groups in older to
develop realistic alternatives to a corporate-coitrolled American
society? . . , Fortress church and garriion society are part of the
older'order that must give way; fiuman beings-in t]reir personal
and social configurationi must be allowed to flourish in freeclom.

ugency and the deep social probing. Thus, Professor Harvey G. Cox,
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of the Harvard Diviiiity School, writing in the very influential by-
weekly, Christianity and Crisis (August 7), insists, and the italics are
his:

We could quintuple the poverty budget and put it directly into
the hands of black neighborhood groups rather than sifting it
through the sticky tentaCles of city hall poverty offices. We could
ernbark on a massive program of low cost housing, with the cons-
truction jobs and the control of the projects fumly in the hands of
ghetto residents themselves. We could redirect the billions we com-

fulsively throw at Vietnarn into rebuilding the rat-infested centers
of oqr cities. We couldbe$n paying at least as much for education
as we do for booze. We coul.d place police, welfare and health serv-
ices under the direction of the people they are supposed to serve.

A new young poet, Anthony Towne-a book of his poetry will be
published soon by Harper & Row-writing in tse Reconcilad, the Jour-
nal.of the Committee of Southern Churchmen (Summer, 1967), after
castigating the evils of what is now called, even by U.S. Senators, a
"sick society," goes on, as he says, "to seize the bull by the horns"
and to askr "Might we not reconsider the rights of property , . . and
aeknowledge that property does not, in fact, have any rights? . . .

Might we not observe that provision of essential public services . . .

has outgrown the bompetence of private ownership?'
In the same issue of this same journal, John Lewis, founding chair-

man of SNCC (1968-1966), and a Baptist Minister, declares:

The judgment of history is upon us. Woe unto a government that
prefers to wage war on the peasants of Vietnam rather than an all-
out and massive war on racism, poverty, disease and misery in
the rural South, in the ghettos of the pities, on the Indian reserya-
tions and in the migrant labor campst Woe unto those in high places
who act according to the climate of the Great Consensus or listen
to the ghostly voices of Political Expediency, rather than act on
what is morally right or listen to their consciences.

The examples could be multiplied by the hundreds; notable, for
instance, have becn the most recent writings of the well-known
anthropologist, Ashley Montagu, and of the historian-economist,
Robert L. Heilbroner; again, these have shown deeply radical and
iincisive analyses of the foundations of the present social order and
impassionate calls for basic change.

**t

What has all this to do with the 50th Aqniversary of the Great
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October Revolution? Everythingl The "excrptionalisnd' of U.S. cap
italism is again shown to be false. The bastion of the imperialist sys-

tem is in deepest crisis on all fronts; the historic manifestation of that
general crisis is the Bolshevik Revolution. The general crisis of one

system and the beginnings of the other were both heralded by the
monumental achievernent of the workers, Poasants, soldiers and intel-
lectuals of Czarist Russia in smashing that state, in ending imperialist
war forever so far as Russia is concerned, in moving from the bour'
geois-democratic form to the Soviet form, and in maintaining the new
State, despite everything. Not only have they maintained it; they
have built it up and made it the bulwark of Man's hopes, the inspirer
of revolutionary sfie1ts, and the active supporter of every advanced
struggle in the world.

Towering have been the historic contributions of the peoples of
the USSR. Great as these have been, their obligations and duties
remain even greater. They must mount ever higher peaks of human
daring and achievement, they must ennoble further every facet of
human existence. The demands are of the highest for the accomplish-
ments and the evaluation are of the highest.

When the great history of the Bolshevik Revolution began, it rang
out the challenge, "There is such a Partyt"; now on its 50th Anniver-
sary, the world rings out with the conffdent cry and challenging
shout: "There is such a Statel"

October 9, 1967

. . . In the old days, human genius, the brain of man, created
only to give some the beneffts of technology and culture, and to
deprive 

-others of the bare necessities, education and develop
ment. From now on all the marvels of science and the gains of
culture belong to the nation as a whole, and never again will
man's brain and human genius be used for oppression and ex-
ploitation. Of this we are sure, so shall we not dedicate ourselves
and work with abandon to fulffll this greatest of all historical
tasks?. . .

V. I. Lenin, CollecteilWorlcs, Volume %J,pp.48l-482

ABT SHIEI"DS

Jnhn Heed, A HevolutionarY Hero

The name of John Reed is inseparably connected with the geat
Sociaust Revolution of November 7, L9L7, fffty years ago. He took

part in it, identifted himself with it, told millions about it with extraor-
^dioury clarity and dramatic skil,l, and gave his life for the socidist

socieiy that ihe revolution brought in. And his masterPiece, Ten Days

That Shook the World, won the highest praise from V. I' Lenin, who

said:

With the greatest interest and never slackenin-g attention' I
read John Re6d's book Ten Days That Shook the World. Unreser-

vedlv do I recommend it to the workers of the world. Here is a book

whidh I should like to see published in millions of copies and trans-

lated into all languages. I[ gives a- truthJul and most vivid exposi-

tion of the eventiso iigniffcant to the comprehension of what really
is the Proletarian Revolution and the Dictatorship of the Proletariat.

These problems are widely discussed but before one can accept

or reiedt these ideas, he must understand the full significance of his

decis'ion. Iohn Reed's book will undoubtedly help to clear this

question, i"tri"f, is the fundamental problem of the universal work-
ers' movement.*

Lenin's wishes were fulfflled. Ten Days That Shoole the World, was

published in millions of copies and translat-ed into many languages.

A Soviet fflm version reached many more millions. A stage version was

playing to crowded houses when I was in Moscow in 1966. Ten Days

i stil1 hving thing. And a new American edition, with the imprin!
of Internatiorrl prr6tth"rs, and a now introduction by John Howar"'d

Lawson, is now inspiring American youth again

The new American edition contains a preface by Nadezhda Krup-

skaya as well as Lenin's famous foreword. In this preface Lenin's wife
answers a question that has puzzled many: How was it possible for a

visitor from distant Ameriea, who was meeting Russians for the fust

time, "to convey the feeling of the masses" so vividly,,and'to- grasp

the meaning of-the events of the great revolution"? ]ohn Reed could

do this, sheleplied, bcause he was a "Revolutionary" and a-"Commu-

nist." without this revolutionary consciousness, she explained, he could

the 'Worlil, Introduction ;by V. I.

{5

*John Reed, Ten DWa That Shook
[,enin, xxvii, fnternational Publishers'
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not have understood the masses'revolt or written this book. T'en Dags
That ShooktheWoild, she said, "will have importance for future gen-
erations . . . particularly the youth." It is. an "epochal" book.

This new edition will rescue Ten Datls from its enemies in the USA.
An edition now before the public is poisoned by a slanderous anti-
Soviet intloduction and by a series of anti-Soviet footnotes. This dirty
work was done for Random House, Inc. by a renegade-Bertram D.
Wolfe-who was expelled from the Communist Party with the notori-
ous Lovestone, the CIA liaison man.

A True American Reaolutionist

Ten Days That Shook the World,like the October Revolution, be-
longs to all humanity. Its author, however, was as American as the
forests of his native Oregon. He was a partisan of the American work-
ing class, who gave his shining talents to striking coal miners, textile
workers and oil workers, years before the Russian workers took power.
He was an American anti-imperialist when he rode through Northern
Mexico with General Villa's revolutionary army while he was in his
mid-twenties. He was a fearless foe of imperialist rvar when he was
placed on trial, and almost sent to the penitentiary, after President
Wilson and Wall Street joined the capitalist bloodbath in Europe.
And-ffnally-he became a Marxist-Leninist in the crucible of revolu-
tion and helped found the Cornmunist Party, USA.

John Reed was not born into the class for which he laid down his
life. He came from a comfortable, middle-class home in Portland,
Oregon, went to Harvard University, wrote poems and satires for stu-
dent journals, became manager of the university musical club and
captain of its water polo team, and did not have his ffrst experiences
in the class struggle until his twenty-sixth year. Then his love for peo-
ple and his hatred of injustice led him into battle on the workers'
side. And his talents expanded in these struggles until they reached
their climax in Ten Days That Shook the World.

John Reed was a rising young member of the intelligentsia when
he took his ffrst steps towards the socialist future. He was a popular
member of the editorial staff of the American Magazine in New York
City. His stories and poems were praised by well-known writers and
his income was satisfactory. But this Iife did not satisfy him. He was
not yet a Marxist, but he was disgusted with capitalist selffshness and
cruelty. He wanted more freedom of expression than his editors per-
mitted. He began contributing to The Masses, a brilliant cultural
journal with a revolutionary outlook. He began reading Marxist liter-
ature. He met William D. Haywood, an experienced and magnetic
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revolutionary workers' leader, who was directing a strike of ,25,000

wretchedly paid silk workers in Paterson, New Jersey, near New York
City, with tlie help of Elizabeth Gurley Flynn. Haywood told him that
Valentine Modestino, a striker,. had been murdered by a company

detective, and hundreds of workers were arrested. He asked the young

lwiter to help them. John Reed went to Paterson to investigate, and

was himself thrown into prison in the spring of 1913.

A Turning Point ln His Life

That arrest was a turning point in John Reed's life. The prison
o-ecame his classroom, and the iniprisorred strikers his teachers. The
strikers came from many lands in Europe. They belonged to the IWW
:-the.Industrial Workers of the World:-whose famous preamble de-

clared that, "The working class and thb employing class have nothing
in common." Haywood was imprisoned with them. He told them that

]ohn Reed was on their side, and they welcomed the young writer
as one of their own.

This prison abounded with rats and bugs and had almost no sanitary
facilitiei for its crowded inmates. Nlany prisoners had been savagely

beaten. But John Reed lvas thrilled by their courage, solidarity and

high:spirits, as they sang workers' songs together. And the lesson of
those prison days stayed with him through life.

]ohn Reed devoted the next two and a half months to the strikers

after his release. He r,vas so busy that he slept in his clothes when he

slept at all. He led the singing at strikers'meetings, addressed gather-
ingi of sympathizers, and direeted a gigantic Pageant of the strike

thAt brought 15,000 persons to Madison Square Garden in New York.
A thousand strikers took part in this dramatic performance. And he

told the strikers' story in vivid prose in The Massos.

This was john Reed's ffrst class-struggle report. It was a moving
story of workers' unity and a searing exPose of the cruL,elty of their
enemies. But it was only a beginning. Several months later he was

riding with General Villa, the peasant guerrilla chief, whose anny
hnd taken 17,000,000 acres of land from the rich Terrazas family and

other big landowners, and given it to the peons of Northern N4exico.

T:his was a people's revolution. And guerrillas told their new friend:
flThese lands used to belong to the rich, but now they belong to the
companeros."

John Reed rode into battle with the com.paneros, while _men were
dropping out of their saddles around him. He slept in the desert with
them, ate torillas with them, and loved them. The guerrilas hated the
"gringos," as they called the citizens of the northern Power that stole
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helf of Mexico's territory and exploited Mexico's people. But the
com,pane,ros accepted John Reed as one of their own. And one young
soldier fervently told him, "We shall sleep in the same blanket and
always be together. And I shall take you to my home, and my father
will make you my brother."

The best writing that ]ohn Reed had yet done appeared in a series
of articles for the Metropohtan magazine, and in his book, Inwrgent
Mexico. This magazine series, said Rudyard Kipling, "made me see
Mexico." John Reed gives us the wild, naked beauty of the desert,
with its giant mountain ranges blotting out half the sky. He shows
General Villa covered with dirt in the midst of battle, while he rides
up and down the lines without a trace of fatigue. But most of all John
Reed loved to describe the rank and ffle peasants and cowboys, who
were ffghting without pan for liberty and land.

]ohn Reed won much support for the Mexican Revolution from
honest men and women in the United States. He strengthened opposi-
tion to the U.S. mining companies and the Rockefeller oil pirates,
who clarnored for intervention. To the shame of the United States the
Rockefellers had their way. President Wilson invaded Mexico in lg14
and again in 1916. But tire continent's anti-imperialists long remem-
bered lnsurgent Merico,It was a worthy forerunner of the great book
to come.

The Colorado Mine War

]ohn Reed had just come baek to New York in the Spring of 1gI4
when he rvas called to Colorado to investigate a ghastly Rockefeller
atrocity. The oil family's coal miners had been striking for seven
months against industrial peonage. The miners lived in company vil-
lages, were policed by company gunmen, got beggarly wages, and
were evicted from their company houses when they joined the union
and went on strike.

The evicted families found refuge in little tent villages. Their
solidarity was unbroken despite hunger, cold and a series of murders,
And, on April 20, 1914, some 400 gunmen and state troopers attacked
a tent village near the town of Ludlow. This tent village was a strong-
hold of the miners' union, and soldiers told John Reed that they were
ordered to kill every human being in it. The attack began with a long
machine-gun barrage. Then the tents were soaked with Rockefellei
oil and burned to the ground. When the massacre ended the burned
bodies of eleven children and two mothers were found under one of
the tents. And ]ohn Reed wrote that soldiers told him that "the fearful
screaming of women and children continued" while the troops looked
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for loot.

I-have read many accounts of the Ludlow massacre, but John Reed,s
is the most-rev_ealing. Its 14,000 words of masterly reportage ffrst ap-
peared in the Metropolitan magazine under the title, "The Colorado
War." It was later reprinted in The Eilucation of lohn Reed, by lolrn
stuart (International Publishers). The title of this book is well chosen.

John Reed was maturing as an artist and a revolutionist.
John Reed's eyes were ffxed on the workers, and his ears wer€

tuned to their words throughout his long report. We hear a Mexican
miner telling the writer of the 'tiver of friendship" that he found in
the union. We see Louis Tikas, the heroic Greek miner, sacriffcing
his li{e in the effort to save burning women and children. He was
plunging into a flaming tent when state troopers grabbed him, smashed
his head with a rife butt and pumped bullets into his back. We see
"doctors, ministers, haok drivers, drug clerks and farmers" joining
'the ftghting strikers with guns in their hands" after the *assacre.
We get dozens of incidents that blend into a symphony of mass action.

Portraits of Rockefell.er Gunmen

John Reed also presented the enemies in unforgettable lines. The.
young revolutionary writer visited every battle front and talked to
men on both sides as he did in Russia later. He met Rockefeller gun-
men, who were under bonds on murder charges in other states. He
discovered that Colorado state troops were recruited from strikebreak-
ing agencies and paid with Rockefeller money. He listened to the
cynical stories of soldiers, who did the killings. He quoted General
Chase's boast that, "We will kill every damned red-neck striker." He
examined the armored railroad train that shot up tent villages. He
entered the Trades Assembly Hall of unionized workers in Trinidad,
Colorado, where John D. Rookefeller, Jr.-the father of Governor
Nelson A. Rockefeller of New York State-was described on a black-
board as a 'pious hypocrite, who worships Christ in New York and
goes gunning for miners in Colorado."

And I wished, as I reread John Reed's Colorado
fearless pen could be at work in Vietnam, where
women and children continues.

report, that his
the burning of

The Colorado rqiort was written in cold anger. John Reed was a
sensitive poet with an eye for delicate shadings of color and an ear
for nuances of speech. But his style in this report was difierent from
the style in lnsu.rgent Merico. He presented the harsh facts of the mine
war simply and bluntly. He could not sing of victory. A heroic strug-
gle had ended in ternporary defeat. The strike was lost when Presi-
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dent Wilson sent federal troops to Colorado. But ]ohn Reed knew that
the miners would rise again. His life was now entwined with the

struggles of the working class.

tf,E Colorado experiences underscored the lessons John Reed was

learning from Marxist books. The ferocity-of the capitalist state had

become- very plain. And his contact with the enemies of the workers

helped to piepare him for the counter-revolutionists he would meet in

Russia later.

"Not My Wai'

This class-war background helped to immunize ]ohn Reed against

propaganda for America's entry into the imperialist wo{d war' That

p"go 
"propuganda swept many American socialists ofi their feet'

Witter l,ippLa""-Reed's Harvard classmate-a'yo="g-l9"tlist, fell
early. upton sinclair and others yielded in 1916 and 1917. But John
neea Uaa seen the selfishness and cruelty of the capitalists who werd

ffnancing the war cries. He remembered colorado, Paterson, the

Standari Oil reffneries at Bayonne, New ]erse/, and other industrial

battleffelds that he had visited. He wrote many appeals for peace.

He spoke at many meetings. And when Congress 
-was 

about to-deblare

*ur L" declared his opposition to the capitalist butchers again'
,.Whose war is thisf '- John Reed asked The Massei readers. "Not

mine,', he replied. "I know that hundreds of thousands of American

workirrgmer,^employed by our great ffnancial-'patriots,' are not paid

a living"wage. I fravl seen poor men sent to.iail forlorg terms without

trial .l . Piaceful strikers and their wives and children, have been

shot to death, burned to death by private detectives and militiamen.

The rieh have steadily become richer, and the cost of living higher,

and the workers proportionately poorer. These toilers dont want

war . . But the ti"rilutott, the employers, the plutocracy ' ' ' thuy

want it, iust as they did in England and Germany'"

]ohn Reed had seen the horrors of war. He visited the French,

German and British fronts as a war correspondent after the shooting

began in August, 1914. He fraternized with un-happy c-onscripts, who

we"re dying Ior their masters on both sides. He,was,inspire$ by an

interview'irith KarI Liebknecht, the heroic socialist, who voted against

war credits in the Reichstag. But he was shocked by another Social-

Democratic deputy, who proudly told him that the German party was
,.collecting due-S in the trinches; and that, when re_quested, the Gov-

ernment [educts the dues from the rnen s pay and hands it over to

the lrarty organizationt" John -Reed 
found, to his distress, that the

go""t -";nrity of socialisi leaders in France, Britain and Germany,

JOHN REED .5I

deserted internationalism when the eapitalist bloodbath began. And
one of his' articles carried this warningi "Do not be deceivei by talk
about democracy and liberty. This is not a crusade against militarism,
but a scramble for spoils. This is not our war."

This article was suppressed by the Metropolitan, a liberal magazine
with socialist pretensions. But John Reed's dramatic sketches of me
in the trenches and behind the lines were very popular. The editors
needed the famous young author. They sent him to the Eastern front
in 1915. There he found rnore death than before and he vividly des-
cribed what he saw in his book The War in Eastern Europe.

"Valley of Corpses"

Jyplr"r and bullets were depopulating Serbia. John Reed visited
villages where almost everyone had died. He saw ihousands of little
crosses in the typhus eemeteries. On the mountain summit of Gout-
chevo he walked through the "Valley of Corpses," between deserted
Austrian and Serbian trenches, where dogs were tugging a't the rotting
bodies of conscripted peasants. "In one place," wrote Ried, "the half-
eaten skeleton of an Austrian and a Serbian were entangled, their
arrns and legs wrapped about each other in a death grip ihat could
not even now be loosened." Ten thousand bodies were fieaped close
together for six miles.

This chapter closed with lines that were spnbolic of the contrast
between life and death. John Reed rode out of the Valley of Corpses
into "fruit orchards heavy with biossoms . . . under high woodea triils
that caught the sun like silk. Everywhere springs poured from the
hollows, and clear streams leaped down canyons choked with verdure,
from Goutchevo, which the Turks called 'Mountain of Waters'-from
Goutchevo, saturated with the rotting dead. All this part of Serbia
was watered_by the springs of Goutchevo; and on the other side they
flowed into the Drina, thence into the Sava and the Danube, througL
lands where millions of people drank and washed and ftshed in them.
To the Black Sea flowed the poison of Goutchevo . . ."

No other American corespondents dared to write in this way, even
if they had the talent to do so. They were paid to glorify war. But
John Reed knew that his countrymen needed the truth. He visited
Serbia, Greece, Rumania, Bulgaria, Turkey and Russia on a seven
months' truth-telling tour. And he came home a passionate ffghter for
peace.

But freedom to tell the truth was now much restricted. The Metrc-
';tolitan was feeling the pressure of advertisers and bankers. Ex-Pres-
ident Theodore Roosevel! a strutting jingo, had become a contribut-
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ing editor and urged American intervention in almost elery-nupbe1.

!o[n Reed was allowed to write a few honest articles, but the break

tame at last. And he told a friend that he would never write anything
that did not express his hatred of capitalism and that did not aid the

revolution.
Then Congress declared war, mass arrests began, and John Reed

met the test that many young men are meeting today. He declared

that he would not ffght for Wall Street. And he was taking an active

part in the anti-war movement when the Soviets of Workers and Sol-
-iliers 

began to spread in revolutionary Russia. He wanted to reach

Russia ai once. But no capitalist editor would send him. His trip was

delayed while friends collected funds. And he did not arrive in Petro-

grad until September.

The Reoolution Begins

The historic Ten Days were aPProaching. General Kornilov's putsch
was crushed. The Bolihevik slogan-"All Power to the Soviets"-had
become a mass slogan. Soldiers were rebelling; Peasants were seizing

estates; the masseiwere turning to Lenin's Party in the struggle for
peace and land. And John Reed ioined the revolutionary current that
was sweeping Russia.

John Reed now felt the power of the masses as never before. He

atiended their meetings. He spent days and nights with soldiers and

workers. He fraternized with Red Guards at the Smolny Institute
and saw much of Bolshevik leaders. And he studied the people's

enemies as well. He interviewed Alexander Kerensky, the timid and

slippery head of the Provisional Government, and talked to big busi-

oui*urr, Right-wing socialist leaders and other foes of workers'

Power.- 
Then the Ten Days began' Joh" Reed entered the Winter Palace

with the victors on November 7th. He heard Lenin tell the congress

of Soviets the next day that, 'We shall now begin to construct the

Socialist order." He saw this construction begin amid incredible dif-
ficulties. He rejoiced in the defeat of the ffrst waves of counter-

revolution. He wrote appeals for peace. These appeals were distributed
in the German trenches in large quantities. And he returned home in
spring to tell his countrymen the truth about the Revolution.
- 
Ioh" Reed had helped to weaken the German front. President

Wilson had no gratitude for this, however, and the young author was

arrested when lie returned to New York for things he had written in
The Masses in 1917. His diaries, notebooks and hundreds of Russian

newspapers were seized. And he could not begin writing his well'
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docurnented book until this material was restored six months later.
Meanwhile John Reed began a series of more than a hundred

speeches in defense of the Revolution. He was also busy defending
himself in the courts. He boldly denounced Wilson's intervention in
Soviet Russia when put on trial with other editors of The Masses. He
might have been sentenced to twenty years in prison if convicted,
but the jurors disagreed. A jury acquitted him in another "sedition"
trial, and a third "sedition" indictment against him was ffnally dropped.

John Reed, however, continued to denounce the undeclared war
against Soviet Russia in which American conscripts were dying. And
in late 1918 he helped to bring Lenin's "Message to American 

-Work-

ers" to lis people. This story has escaped Reed's American biog-
raphers, but I heard it in Moscow from the lips of Peter Thavin, the
veteran Bolshevik, who carried the famous message through the cor-
don sanitaire. Travin's feat was astonishing. His difficulties were
enormous. But he ran into new difficulties after he slipped over the
side of his ship in New York. Then the editor of a small Russian lan-
gu-age paper insisted that the message appear ffrst in his pages. But
]ohn Reed was wiser. He insisted on the widest possible circulation
in the capitalist press as well. He said this could be done. He took the
m,ess!B! to Washington and showed it to U.S. Senator Hiram johnson
o{ California. Johnson was a Republican and a capitalist, who Leheved
that the intervention was bad for his class. Lenin's message convinced
Senator Johnson that the Soviet Government wanted peace. He told
the American people about it from the Senate chamber. And Lenin
warmly approved John Reed's tactics when Travin made his report.

"Ten Days" Appears

_Ten-Days That Shook tlw World. came ofi John Reed s pen rapidly
when his papers were returned in the autumn of lg18. It was ffnGhed
in ]anuary, 1919, and it made its appearance in March, like the sun
bursting through the clouds. It illuminated our revolutionary horizon
at once. It was hailed by Walt Whitman's biographer and closest
friend, Horace Traubel, and other vanguard intellectuils. Many radical
workers could think of little else for some time. My own copy passed
from hand to hand and was read to pieces. And ihe mass campaign
that_brought_American conscrips home from Archangel was speeded
by the knowledge and inspiration that came from Reed's boo[.

A Russian edition with Lenin's foreword came next. And Clare
Sheridan, the American sculptress, made this entry in her fiary
during a visit to Moscow in September, lg20: "I am told by the Rui.
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sians th4t . , . Ten Days That Shook the World. . ..has become a na-
tional classic and is taught in.the.schools,"

Ten Days That Shook the World was soon appearing in many lan'
guages in Europe and Latin America-and later in Asia. New editions
came out in the United States. My wife has a special "Russian Famine
Edition" that she bought in California in March, 1922. All proffts and

royalties-fifty cents out of every dollar-went to feed starving people
in the Volga region, who were sufiering from foreign intervention.

'lMhile a man lives in the hearts of his countrymen, he can never
be dead," said Louise Bryant, Reed's widow, in a preface to the famine
edition. "And he can never be dead while his work goes on."

]ohn Reed's work has gone on tlirough the years' I know many

Americans, whose. understanding of Communism was enriched !y
Ten DtayS Tha.t Shook the World. Among them was Henry Winston,
the Negro chairman of the Communist Party, who lost his sight but
not his political vision in prison. "This was the ffrst l\4arxist book tr

read as a youth," he told me.

This classic story of Revolution 'iis iournalism raised to the level
of the.highest art;i' declared John Howard Lawson, the well-known
playwright and critic, in his introduction to the new International
Publishers' edition.

John Reed's magniffcent report must be read as a whole. Each part
aCds meaning to the rest. The following portrait of Lenin at the Con-
gress of Soviets might stand alone, however:

It was just B:40 when a thundering wave of cheers announced
the entrance of the presidium, witli Lenin-great Lenin-among
them . . . Dressed in shabby clothes . . . Unimpressive, to be the
idol of a mob, loved and revered as perhaps few leaders in history
have been. A strange popular leader-a leader purely by virtue of
intellect . . . but witli tlie power of explaining profound ideas in
simple terms, of analyzing a concrete_ situation. And combined with

" shrewdness; *ie greatest intellectual audacity.

John Reed was supreme among U.S. reporters in describpB mass

o"[ior. He brings a host of details into a mass picture, and weavqs

these details togither into one living thing. We see this technique in
perfection whei singing Red Guards, armed women and childrgn,

ioor orrt of'Petrogrid 
"to 

defeat the enemy on November 13, And
Leauty and triumph glow in the following gem as John Reed is return-
ing to Petrograd:

, , Across the horizon spread the glittering lights of the capital .'. .

like a dike of jewels heaped on the barren plain.
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The old workman, who drovg held the wheel in,one hand, while
with the other he swept".the far=glearntng capital ,in an exultant
gesture.

1'Mine!" he cried, his face all;alight. "All mine now! My Petro-
grad!"

Some of John Reed's ftnest lines are taken from the lips of ordinary
workers .and soldiers. Joseph Nofth, the author of No Men Are
Strangers, is especially fond of a conversation between a young sol-
dier bnd .an. airogant middle-class intellectual near Petrograd. The
intellectuEl abuses the Bolsheviks and Lenln. He calls the soldier an
"ignorant peasant," who knows nothing of socialism. The soldier
adrnits that he lacks education. He only l,mows that "there are two
classes in"society-the proletariat and the bourgeoisie," and that Le-
nin says "rv\at I rvant to hear." The argument runs for two pages like
a scene in a play. The soldier's answer about the "two classes" is
repeated again and again. And the dialogue ends with the soldier
insisting that "whoever isn't on ole side is on the other."

A Foundy,r of ,the Ciammunist Paity

The completion of Ten Days That ShooktheWorlil gave John Reed
more time for the political activities that would bring the Communist
Party into being on September 1, 1919.

The Socialist Party was in crisis. Many good socialists were in
prison. Middle class Right-wingers controlled the Party executive, but
a revoluticinary Left-wing, based on the American working class and
on a policy of ffrm support for embattled Russia, was coming together.

]ohh Reed helped to prepare the Left-wing's rnanifesto, became a
Ieading member of the Left-wing executive, wrote for its organs, the
Reaoluttonary Age and ihe New York Communist, and spoke at many
meetings. And I remember the applause that always greeted him.

John Reed's popularity with progressive workers was demonstrated
in a national referendum of the Socialist Party when he was selected
as the Party's international representative by a vote of 17,235, com-
pared td 4,871for a Right-winger. In the same referendum balloting,
12 Left-wingers were elected to the Partv's l5-member national execu-
tive committee. But the memtrers',decision was ignored by the Right-
wing bueaucrats,'who entrenched themselves in power by the expul-
siori"of 'moro than 50,000 militant socialists, most of them members of
the Foreign Language Federations of the Party.

Thesd expulsions started the decliire of the Socialist Party. It has

shriveled to a shadow today.
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The details of the founding of John Reeds Party, the Communist
Party, have often been told. The Party was founded while the socialists
were holding their national convention in Chicago. A large group of
Left-wingers, with Reed as one of the leaders, hied to take the seats

in the socialist convention, to which they had been elected. They
wanted to explain their revolutionary Positioils to honest delegates

before taking further action. Police were summoned by the Right-wing
bureaucrats and the Left-wingers were ejected. Other Left-wingers
decided to boycott the convention entirely. This difference in tactics
resulted in the formation of two temporary Communist Parties, which
later united. And John Reed played an active Part in the uniffcation.

William W. Weinstone, a founding member of the Communist Party,
has vivid recollections of John Reed at this time. "I remember jack
Reed as a passionate ffghter," he told me. "I remernber his pride in
the ffghting spirit of the American working class and his conffdence

in its 
-future 

and his devotion to the principles of international soli-
darity."

John Reed retumed to Russia as a coresPondent for The Liberatot

-the successor to The Masses-after the Partyt founding. Soviet ter-
ritory was still blockaded, so he crossed the Atlantic as a stoker on a
Scandinavian ship under the name *Jim Gormley." In Norway, he

stowed alvay on a ship for Finland, and then made his way quietly to
Russia.

His Frienilship aith Lenin

In Moscow, John Reed was given a wann welcome. And guides have
shown me the chair in a small office in the Kremlin where he held
long conversations with Lenin, who liked him very much.

That was a cruel autumn and winter. The Soviet economy had been

almost wrecked by White Guards and interventionists. The enemy

was still raging. The people had little to eat and John Reed lived with
workers on tiny rations of bread and fish. But his articles tor The

Liberator were full of enthusiasm for the indomitable Soviet people.
My wife and I followed him-44 years later-to the industrial city

of Serpukov. I spoke in the same Hall of Nobles where lohn Reed

addresiecl hungry workers in early 1920. We met old workers, who
had tramped many miles through the snow to hear him. And we felt
immense pride in our great countryman, when we saw a street named
after John Reed and attended a big meeting in his hono1.

John Reed was working on a second book-Fron Komiloo to Brest-
Litoosk-when word came that mass arrests of Communists were going
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olt in mdny cities. The home front was calling. He tried to slip out
through the cordon sanitaire by way of Finland. But Baron Manner-
heim's police threw him into an icy, solitary cell with little to eat.
He won his release by threats of a hunger strike after three months.
He was not allowed to go home, and returned to Moscow in bad
health, but with spirits unbroken.

Socialism was triumphing again in 1920. The major counter-revolu-
tionary armies were defeated. Revolutionary ideas were spreading in
Asia. John Reed was sent to Baku as a delegate to the Congresi of
Oriental Nations. Two thousand Asians lyere present from many
lands. Indians and Chinese were among them. John Reed was mucL
inspired. But on the way back he was bitten by a typhus bug-a deadly
legacy of counter-revolution-

Joh" Reed died in Moscow on October L7, L920, three days before
his 38rd birthday. Soviet leaders and thousands of workers followed
him to his resting place under the Kremlin wall. His friend Haywood,
who initiated hirn into the class struggle, lies near him. ]ohn Reed
would have been 80 on October 20, this year, had he survived. But
to those who knew him he seems eternally young.

The strength of communism is inexhaustible, and on its side
is the truth of life. Only communism can solve the fundamental
problems of 

-social development, deliver mankind from oppres-
sion and exploitation, from hunger and poverty, from miliiirism
and war, f,nd establish on or-i phnet* dernociacy, peace and
friendship between peoples, a life that is in keefing witn tne
orgnrty ot man.

-Theses of the CPSU on the Fifteeth Annioersary
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The Econnmic Hefnrm in the Il55H.
The economic reform in the USSR and other socialist countries is

a complex package of measures with the following fundamental aims:

1. To find tlie methods of economic management and planning
suitable for a socialist economy in the period of the scientific-technical
revolution.

2. To bring economic regulation into conformity with economic

laws, minimizing the **ight of arbitrary and often counterproductive
administrative routine.

3. To come closer to realizing the formula "from each accordfng

to his ability, to each according" to his work'-thereby harmonizing
individual and social interests an"d increasing the incentive of the indi-
vidual to work more efiectively.

4. To eliminate super-centialization, multiply the scope for local

decision,making and lnitiative, strike a new balance betweeu cen-

tralized plurr#g and decentr alized responsibility, between the ro16

of the hlgh-speerl electronic computer ind the practical contact be-

tween buyer and seller.
5. Thrbugh the nerv system and other measures, to achieve a faster

economic giwth rate, a considerably faster increase in living stand-

ards, a fasler moclernization of industry and agriculture, and a demo-

cratization of economic life.
The new system of economic management and planning- is being

introducecl simultaneously with other important changes which, strictly

speaking, are not part oi the reform, but which are correlated with
it in objective and spirit:

1. A closer appr&imation of consumers' goods to producers' goods

in anrrual growth rate.
' 2. A rlrift i, planning emphasis so as to concentrate, more thani

ever,' on ".ororii" efie-ctiveiess of production rather than crude

quantity. This emb.races modernizing the structure of outPut and

frodrcli re techniques, enhancing, product qual'ity, major- alteration

ind coordination of re$ional production Pattelns, fuller-use of :'p19-'ty,
economizing materials"and 

"sing 
cheaper substitutes, increaling'lapor

3. A series of mea-sures to improve labor conditions and equity

, * This article is aclaptetl and updatetl from a paper deliverecl by thel

author at the Second Soci,alist Sc,holars Conference, September, 1966' I
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among groups of workers, with strong incentive features. These in-
clude the ffve-day rveek, the basic three-week vacation, radically in-
creased minimum wages, greatly increased premiums for work in the
Far North, sutrstantial wage and bonus premiums for seniority in an
enterprise, improved pensions.

4. Increasing emphasis on international trade in socialist economic
planning, with particular emphasis on increasing economic coordina-
tion among socialist countries.

Eoolution . oif S o cialist Plannin g

Economic planning is a law of socialist society. Socialism is un-
thinkable without centralized planning, just as capitalism is unthink-
able- without private control of enterprises. Thus economic planning
has been a characteristic of socialist economy from the early years of
Soviet power, from the Goelro Plan inspired by Lenin for the elec-
triffcation of the country. Planning has expanded, changed, become
more universal and effective, with the development of the country's
economic and technical might, its socialist economic science and the
Ievel of knowledge of the people.

- Up to 1931, the economic plans were essentially ,a set of "control
figures," general guidelines for the cout'se of production, backed with
the allocation of necessary materials and labor for the relatively small
number of major enterprises and construction projects. The collec-
tivization of agriculture rrrade it possible to include that decisive
branch in economic planning. Beginning with 1931, economic plan-
ning, embraced the entire national economy. From 1935 on, complex
plans, embracing technical, industrial, and ffnancial components were
combined into a single master aggregate. After World War II the sys-
tem of material balances, coordinating the flow of goods and com-
ponents throughout the econom/, was improved and made more
comprehensive. Planning of production of consumer's goods according
to norms of consumption was introduced, During the postwar period
there, was a gradual decentralization of the planning process, With
an increas6d role for the Union republics, the city administrations,
and the individual enterprises ( and, temporarily, the Sovnarkhoz sys-
tem of economic regions). More people took part in the planning
process, although it remained basically quite centralized. The fulffll-
rnent of plans became more precise and uniform.

However, there were no fundamental changes in the method of eco-
nomid planning during the entire postwar period. The system lagged
seriously behind the rapid growth of the economy in size and com-
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plexity, behind the increased possibilities of seientiffc planling inherent
in new technical means, such as electronic computers, and in improved
understanding of the theory of socialist economy. It lagged behind
the capabilitiLs of the large eorps of managers and en$neers, of the
more highly educated working class, trained during socialist ,years.
Lagging-behind the possibilities, the old methods in the 1960's began

to hold back progress, to slow down the rate of economic growth and

the advance in living standards.
The lag of planning methods behind the requirements of the time

fundamentally resulted from the longJasting efiects of the "cult of
personality" of the Stalin period, with its growth of bureaucratism,
6ommand methods of operation, and partial stultiffcation of mass

initiative. For over a decade the socialist countries have been Progres-
sing towards the reduction and elimination of these harmful phe'
noi".rr. The economic reform is an extremely important phase of
this process, making possible an accelerated ofrensive on remaining
ineqriities, irrationalities, and bureaucratic deadweight,_an accelerated

fowrerine of mass participation in social afiairs-political and economic

-of efiective cooperation among the people.
The economicieform is iust that. It is not a complete break with

past planning methods, but embodies a series of maior ehanges. It is
Being put info efiect gradually, with many details berlg corrected on

the baiis of early expirience. It will be several years before it 
-can 

be

fully evaluated. Butthe accelerated progress in productio-n and living
standards in the USSR, and in other countries where the reform is

underway, are a good augury. They indicate, if nothing else, that the

masses oi the people have conffdence in the new directions, and have

been stirnulated to work more effectively therefore.
Economists played a partictrlarly important role in p-reparing- the

way for and developing the prineiples and operating det-ails- of the

reform. The work of llbetman of the ussR, sik of czechoslovakia,

and many others represented a breakthrough in creative Marxism, an

importani advance i], tt u development of an eeonomic science geared

to an atlvanced, industrialized, 
-socialist 

system' The application of
the reform has required the economie training of industrial and agri-

cultural executivei and engineers, the inculcation of thinking in
economic and accounting terms as well as teehnical terms.

Preparation and implementation of the reform involved, a hig!
degree of cooperation imorrg the economists, Communist parties and

goiernmentr 6f the socialist-countries. There was an active exchange

6f opinions, scientiffc studies, and results of eponomie experiments. In
*"rr] **yt, the experience of Bulgaria and the GDR, which adopted
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versions of the economic reform earlier, were valuable to the USSR;
while Soviet experiences are now being studied intently by other
socialist countries.

The general approach was developed and set forth in the early
1960's. The Liberman articles of 1962 set ofi a national wave of discus.
sion in the USSR, the great bulk of it favorable, and aroused bureau-
cratic opposition to change which delayed introduction of the reform
somewhat and still hampers the full applieation of its spirit. In the
USSR and other socialist countries, tens of thousands of engineers,
managers, accountants, economists, and industrial workers submitted
written suggestions concerning the reform, and millions participated
in organized discussions around it.

The adoption of the reform and its general shucture represent a
new historic advance in economic democracy, an early indicator of
the potential of socialist-and later communist-society for the effec-
thse, meandngful realization of the slogan "Government by the People."

Description of the Reform

Central features of the reform in the USSR are:
l. The use of profft as a key indicator of the success of an enter-

prise.
2. A reduction in the number of centrally assigned planning targets,

giving each enterprise considerable leeway in working out details and
flexibility in procedure so as to maximize proftts and output.

8. Establishment of direct contacts between producers and pur-
chasers, without centralized administrative intermediaries, and in-
creased use of the conkact system of distribution.

4. Emphasis on the value of sales rather than production, encourag-
ing better conformity of the pattern of production to consumer de-
mand.

5. A major increase in the share of incentive payments in labor
income, and a linking of a larger part of these payments to the proffts
of the enterprise.

6. Enhanced powers and responsibility for the unions, particularly
in the determination and distribution of incentive bonuses, and in-
creased opportunities for workers to participate effectively in manage-
ment and planning.

7. A charge of interest to enterprises on capital employed so as to
encourage economy in the use of assets.

8. Renovation of the priee system so as to put it on the basis of
the law of value.
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The new incentives come from three funds, constituted out of a
share of proffts. To some extent these replace previously existing
"Directors' Funds," but those were too small to be effective in any
general way. The three new funds are (1) for material incentives;
(2) for housing and cultural measures; and (3) for the stimulation
of production. The ffrst, largest, and most important, is used to pay
cash bonuses. The second is to permit the enterprise to provide more
housing, recreational and cultural facilities for its workers, in propor-
tion to their accomplishments. The third, used in conjunction with
part of the depreciation funds, is to permit the enterprise to arrange
for and carry out some of its own capital expenditures.

The new funds are improvements in several ways. They can become
large enough to be helpful, and to stimulate the activity of the masses.
They are determined more rationally. Briefly, the old funds were
mainly from overplan proffts. This pitted enterprise managers in a

game of rvits with the planning authorities to get their plans as low
as possible, to the detriment of the progress of society. The new funds
are highest in proportion to planned proffts, which provides an incen-
tive to set up higher but accurate plans. Finally, the new system sets

up only general rules centrally, leaving the enterprise to work out
detailed methods. It calls for widespread activity on the part of each
shop and section of the enterprise, each group of workers, the trade
union local and shop club of the Communist Party, in developing the
details.

The industrial reform coincides with an agricultural reform which,
while different in details, is similar in essence. This includes:

1. Higher prices paid to farmers and reduced prices charged
farmers. There has been a radical gain in the "farm parity ratio" of
Soviet farmers, whose real incomes have increased spectacularly in
the last several years, markedly reducing urban-rural differentials.

2. More leeway to farm enterprises in planning crops, and a reduc-
tion in quotas for cornpulsory sales to the state.

3. High cash payouts to collective farmers, including monthly ad-
vances against expected crop income, amounting generally to two-
thirds of the total. Pension rights also have been extended to farmers.

4. An increase in the scope for private plots and private animal
husbandry, along with a shift to a positive attitude towards subsidiary
private farming activity.

T heor eti,,cal Que sti,ons C on cernin g the Ref orm

Many Western writers have ch-aracterized the reform as a departure
from socialist principles. Capitalist ideologists praise it Maoist propa-
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gandists and romantic radicals condemn it for this alleged charac-
teristic. Thus the theoretical questions arising around the ieforrn have
great pertinence, nowhere more than in the U.S.

First, about the role of profits in a socialist society. Many Americans
have been misled by the use of the term "the profit syitem" in re-
feling to capitalism. The real description of capitaliim, however,
differs from this. It is the system of private ownerihip of the means
of production and exploitation of wage labor, leading to the private

lPryopriati,on, of proffts. Profits is an accounting term for the contri-
bution made by workers' labor to the social surpius of a society. Every
society needs a social surplus if it is to expand, modernize, and pro-
vide public services. Contemporary American capitalism, in addition
-artd now mainly-uses an ever-rising part of tlie social surplus for
military purposes and foreign investments, not to mention the segment
used for luxury consumption by the rich.

If profits meant capitalism, then the USSR isrit going back to cap-
italism; it has had it all the time. Official Soviet statisUcs show profi1s
of Soviet enterprises at 3.3 billion rubles in 1g40, 8.6 billion in lgEB,
and 30.7 billion in 1963. Lenin, Stalin, and Khrushchev all emphasized
the importance and necessity of profits in a socialist econoiny. The
present le,adership hopes to improve on its predecessors in realizing
profits and utilizing them efiectively. The N,{aoists, now, are vociferous
in denouncin'g the USSR on this score. But as of 1g55, when statistics
were published, the Chinese reported that most of their state revenues
came from the proffts of enterprises.

Socialist society requires profits as much as capitalist society. There
are two essential diflerences, however. In the ussR and other socialist
countries, profits accrue to the public, as the owner of all enterprises,
and to cooperatives, rather than to private exploiters. Under capital-
ism, profits are the speciffc objective of economic activity, everyfhing
else is incidental, no matter what the apologists of capitalism claim-.
Under socialism, proffts are a means to the end of increasing the
material and cultural level of the people. These difierences are more
than differences in slogans or propaganda, they are rooted in the oper-
ative mechanisms of the two systems.

Second, about the alleged convergence of the two systems. It is
claimed tlrat capitalism, with the "welfare state" and the "managerial
revoluton' is becoming more socialistic, while socialism, adopting
capitalist methods of industrial management and accounting, e*pt aJ-
izing the profft motive, is becoming more capitalistic. The two, it is
claimed, will meet somewhere in the middle.

This argument is designed, above all, to discourage the struggle for
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socialisrn in capitalist countries, It confuses technique with structure,
means with ends, occupations with social classes.

Certainly, socialist society learns what is useful in management and
accounting techniques from capitalism, just as it learned what it could
a,bout engineering and science from capitalism. Similarly, captalist
societies learn what is useful to them in these areas from socialist so-

cieties, and in particular strive to adapt socialist technique of economic
planning to ease the contradictions of the capitalist mode of produc-
tion.

Starting from a lower technical level, it is logical that over an ex-

tended period the USSR should draw closer to capitalism in technique.
But along with the technical convergence, there is increasing struc-
tural, moral and social divergence. Socialist forms have become uni-
versal in the USSR. A new socialist morality, a cooperative approach
to life, gains headway, while alienation and individual competition be-
come more corrosive in the USA. Full national equality, long achieved
essentially in the USSR, becomes richer and more meaningful there,
while racial oppression and division is used more viciously and deter-
minedly by American capitalists. International cooperation among
socialist countries, increasing socialist aid without strings or exploita-
tion to developing counbies and national liberation ffghters, contrasts

with the ever-more-monstrous oppression and robbery of other coun-

tries by American imperialism. The elements of communist practices
and relations within socialist society, the conscious PreParation to
build the foundations for a highly advanced society of plenty, mutual
brotherhood, and creative, technically proffcient work, called com-
munism, in the USSR, conEasts with the rise of reaction and militar-
ism, the invasions and wars of conquest, the threat of nuelear annihi-
lation, emanating from the capitalist world.

Third., about the relationship between moral and material incentives
in a socialist society. A decisive human advance in the USSR was the
achievement of a new relationship between the working people and

the state, whereby people work hard not only under the lash of hunger,
or the fear of it, but also, and sometimes mainly, because of a consci-

ousness that the new society is ,theirs, of a desire to build up their
own socialist economy and state power.

Under capitalism, with relatively rare exceptions, workers labor
overwhelmingly in response to material incentives, positive or negative.
Negative incentives hive all too often dominated-fear of being ffred,

of 6eing left without savings in old age, of being unable to provide
for one's family, etc. Moral or esthetic incantives, limited to begin
with, dwindle as mechanization and automation curtailed oPPor-
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tunities for self-expression through craftsmanship. The minority acquir-
ing high technical and scientiffc skills see them corrupted by militar-
isrn, advertising promotions and ubiquitous proffteering.

Under socialism, moral and material incentives always had to be
combined. As long as the socialist economies remain relative shortage
economies, without enough goods and services to satisfy everyone's
needs at a high world standard of living, as long as it is necessary to
follow the formula for the ffrst stage of communism (i.e., socialism)
"to each according to his work," material incentives must remain im-
portant.

Nor is there anything evil in satisfying man's material needs. Marx-
ists believe that man's material welfare is important, and intimately
connected with his cultural progress and spiritual welfare. Marxists
are not ascetics. There is nothing evil or vulgar in a comfortable stand-
ard of living. What is evil and vulgar is the perversion of human
standards in the drive for an excessive standard of living, the robbery,
oppression, exploitation, impoverishment and slaughter of millions so

that a handful may fit between a half dozen mansions in difierent
countries, each equipped with armies of servants and, in the American
fashion, dozens of toilets. What is despicable and must be fought is
the rampant class arrogance, racism, reckless militarism and war with
which the capitalist class drives for ever more proffts, power, and
luxury.

Material incentives can be ignored only for brief periods of national
emergency-as during a war-but not indeffnitely. The Maoists, at the
time of the Great Leap Forward, made tlle mistake of attempting to
get away from material incentives before the necessary material and
social conditions for it existed. The result, after some initial surface
success, was a major setback to the Chinese economy.

In the USSR and the European socialist countries, material incen-
tives were always used, but despite many attempted improvements,
they were not brought up to date to correspond to modern conditions
of production and distribution. They became relatively too small,
and in many cases unscientiffcally determined, so that people would
be rewarded for doing things that might be counter to the national
interest and penalized for doing things best for society. In some cases,
this harmed labor morale and caused ideological alienation among
segments of the working class.

The new system aims to raise substantially the role of material
incentives. As of 196,5, incentive payments to Soviet workers accounted
for about 10 per cent of labor income. Soviet economists hope through
the new system to raise this ultimately to one-fourth or one-third of
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all labor income. Simultaneously, the aim is to improve the system of
incentives, so that it reflects, directly or indirectly, the contribution
of the individual and the $ouP to the proffts of society. The basic

approach is scientiffcally founded, and has a better chance of success

than earlier piecemeal incentive systems.

The idea is not to abandon moral incentives, but to strengthen their
efiectiveness by combining them better with material incentives.

Results to Date

The last two years have seen a notable advance in the socialist
economies. In the USSR industrial production, which had been rising
by 7-B per cent per year, is now increasing at a rate of 10 per cent

per year. Agriculiural production, relatively stagnant for a number of
years, has leaped into new high ground, is becoming steadier, more
iesistant to drought and other adversities. The USSR is gaining much
faster in economic competition with the USA than earlier in this de-

cade.
Living standards are increasing faster, with real per capital income

going up 6 per cent per year, instead of the 8# per cent per year of the

early 1960's. Collective farmers' incomes have gone up 20 per cent in
the past two years. Food and clothing are plentiful and of improved
quality. Consumers durable goods are pouring out of socialist factories
and irto rvorkers' and farmers' homes. The housing situation is rapidly
improving as is the network of stores and service establishments.

Thise gaior ate being made despite increased military budgets forced
on the-USSR by U.S. aggression in Vietnam and U.S. escalation of
the arms lace.

There is marked increase in the purposeful participation in manage-

ment, in creative enthusiasm, of the working people. This applies
especially to the millions of administrative, engineering and technical
specialists trained in Soviet times. Also, large numbers of shop work-
ers are able, through trade union committees, Communist Party
branches, production committees and socialist competition grouPs,

to participate much more efiectively than formerly in the management

of the enterprises where they work, and to share appropriately in the

resulting productivity gains. Farmers' morale has improved with
their Iiving standards.

Particularly important is the enhanced role of the local union com-

mittees, which are not only permitted, but required, to participate
on an equal footing with factory management in workilg--out details

of the incentive system, and its distribution between different cate-

gories of workers, different shops, etc.
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rt would be wrong to attribute these gains mainly to the economic

reform as such. In agriculture, true, rhe-economic ieform, buttressed

!y T""h" larger supplies_of machinery and fertilizer, probably was
t1e k9f factor. But in industry-, the reiorm is at too 

"^|ly 
a stage to

directly account for most of the observed gains. For example,"only
perhaps 10 per cent of industry, on the average, worked uirder the
ney_9yst9m in 1966. The new prices didn't go into efiect until the
middle of 1967, and the entire economy will not be working in ttre
new way until some time in 196B.

But the type of leadership which is efiectuating the reform, the
combination of a reasonable, non-dogmatic, practical and business-
like approach with adherence to socialist principles, has become more
common in the ussR and other socialist countries. Applied in the
reform and in other ways, this essentially eccounts fo; the gains,
Fundamentally, perhaps, the gains refect a maturing of the piople
and of the Communist parties of the socialist countrlies.

There remain a number of aspects concerning which there are im-
portant difierences of opinion among economistJ in socialist countries.
To what extent shall enterprises have flexibility in detailed price-
setting? T'o what extent shall the "market" rather than the central
plan determine the pattern of production? There are a number of
difficulties associated with the still partial application of the reform.
Enterprises working in the new way ffnd it dificult to coordinate
activitie_s_with suppliers and customers working the old way.

In addition, shortcomings and still unsolved problems- have ap
peared. To a considerable extent, these result from the necessity io
introduce the new system gradually, as individual enterprises 

'and

groups. of e-nterprises make- the necessary preparations. ?et timely
correction of weaknesses will be required if the accelerated pa"e of
economic and social progress is to be maintained. Major shortcom-
ings, noted by Soviet experts* and in correspondence in, the Soviet
press, include the following:

1. In many cases ministries and other central authorities attempt
to dictate too many details of operations to enterprises, hamperiig
the- development of flexible initiatives required of the enteiprisei
rrnder the new system. Operations of enterprises authorized bj, the
reform are sometimes blocked by ffnancial restrictions still in efiect
from the old system.

-.rParticularly valuable is the discussion by Academician N. Federenko,
rlirector of the Institute of lT.athematical Economies, in planoaoga Kho-taiatoo (Planned Economg), No. 4, 196?.
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2. Failure to solve the material supply problem completely' Be-

cause of the continuous, rapid pa"e of industrial growth' sufficient

i"r"*", of materials haue ,r&er Leen built up. This has greatly ham-

pered e{ffcient, continuous operations at factories' A new agency'
^along with the economic refoim, is responsible to set uP reserves' a

,yri& ,f warehouses, and improv:d.diitribution methods. There has

b"", ,o*" progress, but still insufficient, to date'

l: c;pil""i"a ior*rrlas for the incentive funds. The method

pr""ia"J iI *ot" auUotute than is technically nTes:Ty' A degree of
^reffnement is required, if a system -is 

to be scientiffc' But perhaps

,"*" ".irif"g 
toi*"tur can be simplified and perfected at the same

time, facilitat"ing mass participation 
-and 

understanding by the workers'

A.' i^"k of i'vailabll matirials and machinery for the enterprises

to use fully the housing and cultural fund and the fund for the stimula-

tion of Production.-- 
i irlo-e cases the material incentive funds have been inadequate

to nrovide a maior incentive for most workers. This results partly from

ilJ;;;il ';fiii.rr" reform-the funds will -byild 
up later' r.t results

"tro 
fr# th"e need to use part of the available resources for very

worthwhile increases in wafes not connected directly with the new

system of planning and man"agement-higher minimums' higher scales

if, ,rra".puid occlupations ( e;' teachers-, doctors' machine tool oper-

ators), hiiher pr"r.io*, for w"otk in the Far North' more beneffts for

senioritY.
Theplanforlg68,withitsprovisionforafasterriseinconsumers'

onnJ, irm in producers' goods output, signiffes a determination on

ihe part of Soviet leaders_ Io provide additional goods for workers to

pr."lhate with their rapidly rising incomes'

%.'fi;; 
-rlu"" 

t""i, "6-plaiits 
from a number of factories of

i""l"iti"r i" the distribution Lf bonus and other beneffts. These could

e;":l6 ruh"." the trade union committees fail to exercise their powers

onder ihe reform, and to involve ttre workers themselves in developing

the details of the incentive system'

oneoftheprimarytasksofthereformwastostimulatethework
of lngineer, 

"lrrd "d*it 
istrative p-ersonnel, many of yhoP had not

been ieceiving incomes 
"o,,",po'ting- 

to their professional and tech-

;ili l;;;i. rittty for this ,""io", anl partly because o{ the broader

,"or" of their work, the incentive bomrs formula for these workers

;1fi:;, iro* ,t r, for the blue collar workers. But it aPPears that blue

collar workers as a whole are beneffting as much as white collar

workers from the combined efiect of the reform and other teasures

to raise real incomes. As the system of accounting required for the
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reform is perfected and extended to the shops, and as the technical

and educitional level of workers increases, the types of payments

received by difierent categories of workers should become more

uniform.
Praoda early this year editorialized on the work of enterprises oper'

ating on the new system as follows:

Splendid achievements have been scored-by tle metal_workers
of fhe Nizhni Tagil and Zaporozhstal steel works, the Balkhash
and Norilsk plantl, the Vosliesensk chemical works, the Nloscow

Borets worki and of Sigma-the ffrst association of enterprj5s5 1e

operate on the basis oI cost accounting..The directors of,these
eiterprises . . . are efficient executives, skillful organizers and edu-

catori of masses. They correctly utilize the new opportunities
ofiered by the new system of industrial management and promotiol
of workers' initiative arising from the economic reform. Practice
has revealed that the introd-uction of an efiective system of incen-
,tives, which is clear to all, correct combination of material and

,rrorul ,ti*rli and timely registration and fair remuneration for each

labor achievement are an Important lever in promoting efficiency

in production. This helps improve the overall economic indicators

,r,d frrlfi[ the plans witi mini-mum expenditure of labor and means.

(February 16, 1967.)

Another editorial emphasizes the positive role of the local union at

Nizhni Tagil:

our democracy widely embraces not only political and sorial life
but also the sphLre of production. A-s produition is expanded and

the economic ieform is'carried out, the role of the working people

in tackling economic problems increases. . . . The Presidium of the

soviet riade unions^noted the valuable experience of the trade

union committee of the Nizhni Tagil steel- mill in drawing- the

workers into the manaqement of prodirction. A bonus system, taking

into account the intereits of the mill as a whole and of its personnel,

was devised there with the participation of the workers. A broad

and concrete system of mat6rial i-ricentives introduced at the mill
t 
"fpt "ot """" 

ih" labor activity of the workers and improve the

*oit of production conferences, science and engineering and other

voluntari societies. (August 11, 1967.)

Much depends on the extent to which these positive experiences are

generalizedi But note the contrast from American reality, where the

foverrrment, the press, and the employers combine to rigorously ex-

Ilude *orkers frdm "intefering in iranagement prerogatives." Under
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socialism the government, the press, the national union leadership
are striving to create the mechanisms and to encourage workers, by
the tens of millions, not only to "interfere" but to participate in every
respect, to "integrate with" and essentially become part of the man-
agement of the enterprises where they work, transforming them into
their enterprises in the fullest sense of the word.

It will be several years before one can fully appraise this stage in
the forward movement of socialist society. The whole trend and
atmosphere in the USSR is such that a strikingly favorable utrtimate
appraisal is likely.

But there is one ever-present proviso. The U.S. escalation in Viet-
nam provides signiffcant external strain on the Soviet economy. Should
international tensions beeome so severe as to force the USSR to a

state of semi-mobilization, many features of the reform will have to
be postponed, administrative methods will have to be used much
more wiclel/, and the role of moral incentives raised to decisive
top priority, as in any crucial war situation.

Communism is a classless social system with one form of pub-
lic ownership of the means of production and full social equality
of all members of society; under it, the all-round development

of people will be accompanied by the growth of productive
forces through continuous progress in science and technology;
all the springs of cooperative wealth will flow more abundantly,
and the great principle "From each according to his ability, to
each according to his needs" will be imlemented. . . .

-Program of the CPSU

BETTT GANNETT

Material ard Moral Incentives

For many years following the October Revolution bourgeois com-
mentators prophesied the inevitable collapse of Soviet society. Their
"clinching" argument was that socialism, by eliminating free compeu-
tion, destroys material interest and production is, therefore, bound to
stagnate. Now that the Soviet Union has become the world's second
largest producer of industrial goods and a leader in both science and
technology, new explanations are devised, but all are designed to fit
into the same old pattern.

Hous the Trfih Is Troisted

If the Soviet Union has made progress, the commentators argue
todan it is only because she has been compelled to discard the origi-
nal eoncepts of Marxism for the 'tested" practices of capitalism. Tho
application of -material incentives in socialist production-suddenly
discovered in the West-is proof positive of this contention. Since to
the bourgeois mind, material stimulus is generally associated with
private gain, of course, there can be no true socialism in the Soviet
Union. At the very least there is a creeping convergence with capital-
ism.

From this it becomes simple to interpret rising living standards as
having given birth to a new elite-a "middle class" with a "middle-
class psychologl/'which is "quite at variance with the stern Marxist-
Leninist- precepts." "It is clear that the Soviet bourgeois is frankly
out for himself and does not eare two kopeks for the party-decreed
collective." So, in fact, writes Professor Albert Parry in an article en-
Htled "Russia's New Bourgeois Grows Fat" (Neu: York Times, lune
5,1966).

To make their logic stick, the Marxist vision of socialism is reduced
to a crude equalitarianism of "share-and-share-alike." Whfle the
"learned" professor points out that Marx and Lenin were "vague n
spellng out the glorious morning after," they both did say that "comes
the revolution, every citizen will have no more and no less than any
other citizen." He further underscores his thesis: "Higher pay for the
professionals and bureaucrats leading to the rise of the new middle
and upper classes was not in the original Marx-Lenin preachment,"
for "the regime meant to be strictly egalitarian."

From a somewhat different aspect--that human nature is inher-
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ently selfffsh and egotistical and can never be changed-but obviously
with a similar intent, Leonard Gross, in the special issue of Look on
"Russia Today" (October 3, 1967), writes:

. . . Bonuses, proftt-sharing, incentive pay, personal possessions,
all once frowned on by Marxist purists are now justified with a logic
that bewilders Western visitors. . . . What they [the Marxists] will
not acknowledge is that in their fundamental assumption about man,
N4arx and Lenin were wrong. Both believed that people raised in a
Socialist environment would be selfless. The current love affair with
profft is just one more oblique Marxist concession that ego cannot
besubdued....

W. Averell Harriman, writing in the same vein, concedes that
"state ownership of the means of production will not be abandoned"
but the "party leaders have found they can't get people to work unless
there are rewards," therefore, "material incentives will play an in-
creasing role in the Communist system" (ibid.),

Bourgeois apologists have always depicted socialism as a crude
leveling of requirements, tastes and abilities, with people, whose per-
sonalities have been crushed, living a barrackJike, drab, monotonous
existence. Regrettably, this picture of socialism has now been given
a further measure of credence by the Maoist leadership of People's
China in their "Great Cultural Revolution" and in their slanderous
charge that the land which ffrst blazed the path to the new society
is now rapidly "restoring capitalism."

"All this talk of material incentives is sheer revisionism," the Maoists
repeat again and again. They are "sugar-coated bullets directed
against the working class . . . the poison that produces 'peaceful evo-
Iution' towards capitalism" (Peking Reoiew, September 29, 1967).
Material incentives, furthermore, are "tuming all human relations into
money relations and encouraging individualism and selffshness"
(Peking Reoieus, July L7, 1964).

Echoing the bourgeois press, the Maoists hold that emphasis on
raising the living standards of the people not only violates the very
essence of socialism, but has given rise to a "privileged stratum." "This
privileged stratum appropriates the fruits of the Soviet people's labor
and pockets incomes that are dozens or even a hundred times those of
the average Soviet worker and peasant . . . they live the parasitical
and decadent life of the bourgeoisie" (ibid.).

"To promote devotion to the public interest it is necessary to de-
stroy self-interest" (PekingRetieu, November 11, 1966). Thus moral

tNcIit[TIlrEt ?!
incentives-revolutionary zeal and enthusiasm-are counterposed to
material incentives and considered mutually exelusive. personal inter-
ests and pyllic interests become diametric opposites. Rising living
standards dull "revolutionary ardor," while self-ibnegation arrd povl
erty breed the "true revolutionary spirit."

Communismt A Society of Abundance

It is well lorown that Marxism from its very beginning rejected the
"communism of scarcity'' as the goal of the socialist ievolution. In
contrast to the far distant past when man, still victim of the little Inown
forces of nature, worked in common and equally shared the scarce
food supply as the only way to survival, Marx and Engels foresaw a
society of abundance, in which man not only dominates nature and
makes it serve {ully the needs of man, but where man at last controls
his own destiny.

Already in 1844, several years before the appearance of the Com-
munist Manifesto, Marx critically examined what he characterized as
that "crude and thoughtless communism." He said that it not only
negated "the personality of man in every sphere," but rejected .,thl
entire world of culture and civilization" to advocate a'"levefling-
dorvn" and 'the regression to the unnatural simplicity of the poo, and
undemanding mal . . i' (Economic and philosophic Manuicripts of
7844, lnternational Pubiishers, New York, 1g65, pp. IS3-IS4.)-

communism is incompatible with the ascetism ofthe earry rerigious
communities or the levelling of people's needs of the utopian soclahst
communities in the 19th century. Marx and Engels did not coniure
up a utopia in forecasting the society that would inevitably repiace
capitalism. Their generalizations-drawn from a precise 

- 
scientific

study of the laws of capitalist development-emphasiZed that the new
society would eliminate the exploitation of man by man, lead to the
disappearance of classes, and vastly expand the productive forces
created by capitalism to guarantee the satisfaction of all material and
cultural lvants and ensure the full and all-round development of each
member of society. Thus, Engels points this out when he writes
(Anti-Duhring, International Publishers, New yor! 1g66, p. g20):

.. . 
-. 

Its place must be taken !y ?" organization of production in
which, on the one hand, no individual cin put on to bther persons
his share in productive labor, this natural 6ondition of hurian ex-
istence; and in which on the other hand, productive labor, instead
of being a means to the subjection of me-n, will become a means
to their ema_ncipation, b-y giving each individual the opportunity to
develop and exercise all his faculties, physical and ri6ntal, in all
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directions; in which, therefore, productive labor will become a

pleasure instead of a burden.

Lenin, likewise, as early as 1902, in his critical comments on the

draft program of the Russian Social Democratic Party _(Collec'tioe
Works, Volume 6, p. 54), emphasized that planned socialist produc'
tion would be organized "not merely to satisfy the needs of its mem'
bers, but with the object of ensuringfull well-being and free all-round
developmenlf.or all the members of society" (Lenin's emphasis)-

Mariist theory has stressed, and the experience of the Soviet Union
and other socialist countries fully conffrms, that reliance on revolution-
ary enthusiasm alone, without improvement in the material conditions

of the working people, can result in increased production for short

periods of tim;, butln the long run this cannot be maintained, and a
slowdown in economic growth must inevitably ensue.

The elimination of the private ownership in the means of produc-
tion has made it possible for the Soviet Union not only to overcome the

age-old backwaidness of its economy-inherited from tsarism-but
tJ achieve higher growth rates than those of the most advanced capital-
ist nations. From 1929 to 1966, Soviet industrial production grew at

an average annual rate of 11.1 per cent as compared with 4 per cent

for the United States and 2.5 per cent for Britain and France. ( See

"Theses of Central Committee of the CPSU on the Fiftieth Anniver-
sary." )

'ih"re high rates of economic growth, however, were not achieved

automatically. Building socialism, especially in an economreally back-

ward countr/, was a difficult and complex task requiring the creative

participation of the working people over a long period of time, and

it gr"at human sacriffce. Only a sound economic policy, which skill-
fully combined the self-interests of the worker and the collective
farmer with the interests of the nation, could finally ensure a steady,

uninterrupted rise in production with a simultaneous improvement in
the standard of living of the population as a whole.

N eu W ork P rinciple s O p er at e in S ooi.et S o ci.ety

Bu! one may well ask, why cannot people's requirements be fully
met once a socialist society is established? Marx ir.hisCritique of the

GothaProgram provides the key to an understanding of the obiective

conditions that prevail in the ffrst or lower stage of communist society,

which makes this unrealizable. Thus, he states:

What we have to deal with here is a communist society, not as
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it has developed on its own foundations, but, on the contrary,
j,ust as it emerges from capitalist society, which is thus in every
respec-t, -economically, morally and intellectually, still stamped
with the birthmarks of the old society from whose womb it emerges.
A-ccordingly,_ the individual produc6r receives back from sociefy-
after the deductions have been made [for the social fund]-exactly
w^h-at-he gives to it. What he has given to it is his individual quantum
oflabor....

In a higher phase of Communist society, after the enslaving in-
subordination of the individual to the division of labor, and t[ere-
with also the antithesis betwen mental and physical labor has van-
ished; after labor has become not only a means of life but life's
prime want; after the productive forces have also increased with the
all-round developmeni of the individual, and all the springs of co-
operative w-ealth flow more abundantly-only then can the narrow
horizon of bourgeois right be crossed in iis entirety and society
inscribe on its binners, From each according to his dbility to eacir
according to his needs!

- So long as the productive forces of society have n,ot yet reached the
level necessary to produce an abundance o[material values; so long as
substantial differences continue to exist between skilled and unskiiled,
heavy and light, mental and physical labor, and between the indus-
trial worker and the collective farmer; and so long as the people have
not been accustomed to look upon work as the prime condition of
hurnan existence-society must observe the stricttst control of the
measure of work and the measure of consumption. This Lenin under-
scorod, time and time again, in his polemici against all those who,
once state power was in the hands of the workers, advocated the
equal distribution of goods in the ffrst years following the october
Revolution.

However, the new workers' state does put into practice entirely new
principles to guide the planned development of tfie socialist u"ooo'ny.
These are codiffed in the Soviet Constitution adopted in 1g86:

Article 12r In the U.S.S.R. work is the obligation and honorable

9:ay "f every able-bodied citizen, in accordande with the principle:
"He who does not work, neither shall he eat." In the U.S.S.n.ine
principle of socialism is realized: "From each accordine to his
ability, to each according to the work performed."

Article 118: Citizens of the U.S.S.R. have the right to work, i.e.,
the right to guaranteed employment and payment ior their work in
accordance with its quantity and qualitv. . . .

Article 119: citize'ns of the u.S.s.nl have the right to rest and
leisure... .
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Article 120: Citizens of the U'S'S'R' have the right to mainten-

uo"" ir, old age arrd ulro in case of sickness or loss of capacity to

work... .

Article 121: Citizens of the U'S'S'R' have the right to education'

EmbodiedintheseprovisionsoftheSovietConstitutionarethe
fundamental changes ihat huue taken place in the position of the

*ort irrg people wYth the establishment of socialist pioduction rela-

uorrr. fnl piinciple: "He who does not work, neither shall he eat"

"urig-; 
rri able^_bodied members of society to participatelllociallr

uset",rl work. Work Uu"o*"t more than jusl a means of earning a liv-

i"g, it becomes the duty of every 
-citizen, 

the only legitimate source

ofiubsistence, determining the individuals's status in society'

Above all, tiris principle"signifies the end of the exploitation oJ man

by man. No longlr dots the"surplus.product go to. maintain the ex-

nloitins classes of 
"upitrtitts 

and^land6wners, for this minority, which

I;;;;'Ty il;"J ,t tr,J exPense of the labor of the maiority' has been

eliminaied for all time. 
^Furthermore, this principle becomes an im-

Dortant educational and ethical lever to combat all vestiges ot para-

iiii"-it"tir"tion-of living at the expense of society-without g'1ng

anything in return-by Employing slubterranean methods to exploit

#iuhra"property for p"ttonrl'ag"grandizement' Indeed' for the ffrst

time in tir" frirtlry of'mankind, 
"riork ffnally becomes universal'

Significance of Material lncentirses

The principle: "From each according to his ability' to each accord-

i";i; f,i, *irh" which assures puy-"rrt to the worker in accordance

*iit *ort performed, is the moit direct_manifestation of material in-

centives optrating in socialist society' No-longg.does the share the

worker reieives lepend on the value of his labor power' It now

depends entirely on^the results of his work' While there is equal pay

ioi 
"q"A 

wo.k, there is unequal pay for unequal work' 
,Since 

skilled

*orf, i, *ork oi a higher q,rality ,id'i, more pioductive than unskilled

work, it puy, *or".-Given u"Lqua] skills heavier work is paid more

tfrr"'fighi"i work to 
"o*p"r*uG 

for greater expenditure of. energy'

Io thZ early ftve-yea, pli,,,, whgn primSry emphasis was placed on

the develop*ert of the icey brancheJ of the economy' then.non-exist-

ent-indust'ries rvhich prodrrce the means of production-higher wages

were fixed for workeis in such industries. Slmilarly, in the develop-

ment of new economic regions-in Siberia, the Far East' the Far

N"rift, etc.-special inducerient in the form of higher remuneration

;;; ;i; to*workers who resettle in these communities and help
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build up these regions, so vital to the expanding economic life of

the country.
It is not inconsequential that the level of wages-determined by the

state to guarantee'that equal pay for equal work is uniformly in

efiect thriughout the entiri economy-il largely based on the piece

work systeml Piece work, with payment for eich unit of output at the

,*-" .lt" in the given type of i'otk, ,11o*s the strictest control of the

worker,s output. 
"u"r" pi""" work does not mean exhaustive sPeedup

as is the situation ,rrrd", capitalism. Rather, it makes 
-possible 

the

fullest, rational use of equipinent, of raw materials and of working

time and the heighte"i"g of labor dicipline. At the same time this

guarantees maxim--um inftrest of the pioducer in the results of his

iork. The bonus system, suplementinf the wage rate-already intro-

duced in 1918-is variously^applied for output above the- standard

quota, for economy of fuel 
"rid 

,r* materials, for the reduction of

Jpoilage, for output of higher grade products, etc', etc'
'payirent in ac^cord witi' the quantity and quality of work means,

ho*errer, that inequality in income and, consequently, differences in

standards of livin^g among the people, continue to exist in Soviet

society. The level 
"of 

econ6mic development does not yet make pos-

sible [he elimination of this inequality in distribution. Lenin in States

and. Reoolution, developing the theies contained in the Critiqua of

the GothaProgram, cas[s hght on the causes for this inequalityr

The ffrst nhase of communism, therefore, cannot yet provide

i"tii;; ,"i Sq"rtrty; difierence, and unjust .difierence',in rT'ealth

{"iff ,irfir"rrili f"l'tt" exploitatiort of man by man rvill ha'e be-

;;;;ot"t;til1" l""r,rt" it'will be imp,ossible to seize the means of

;;;;;,i[;-,he factories, ma-chines,- land, etc-and make them

private property' ' . . Marx shows the course of deoelopment of'

Lommun'ist soci'ety, which is compelled to abolish at first only th3
;iiiirti"u- of thdmearx of production seized by indiaidual.!, and'

**"h is unable at once to eliminate the other inj*stice, which con-

sists in the distribution of consumer goods "according- t9 t|9 amount

of labor performed" (and not ac"cording to needs) (Collected

Works, Vollume 2,5, p. 4BB),

Thil is a ..defeci,i says Marx, but it is unavoidable in the ffrst

ohase of communism; for if we are not to indulge in utopianism,

;;;";i noi tt i"t that having overthrown capitilism people will
at once learn to work for soclety uithout ani standaid -of right'
Besides, the abolition of capitalism does not immediatelq-create
the economic prerequisites fbr such a change (ibid', p' a67)'

Actually, a levelling of wage payments would lead to an unjust
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&stribution-for the good worker and the shirker would receive equal
payment. What incentive would there be then to learn how to work
better, to work to the maximum of one's abilities. At the same time
such levelling would quickly result in the exhaustion of the accumu-
lated stocks of commodities, hinder extended reproduction and halt
the uninterrupted expansion of production. Without an abundance
of goods, it would at best introduce a system of rationing.

The objective of the principle of material incentives is not to make
permanent existing difierences in income. On the contrary, the objec-
tive is to create conditions for a continuous narrowing of the sphere
of inequality until true equality can reign. Payment according to the
quantity and quality of work is a powerful incentive to all workers
to improve their skills and technical knowledge, to strive to increase
labor productivity, and to catch up with the status of the more ad-
vanced -workers. Limitless opportunities exist for the workers and
collective farmers to develop their abilities, not only in the institutions
of higher learning, but in schools and classes conducted at the enter-
prises and collective farms, through correspondence courses, md
on-the-job retraining. Every year, millions of working people take
advantage of these opportunities to enhance their technical know-how
and skills.

Furthermore, since the 2fth Congress of the CPSU in 1956, serious
attention is being given to reducing wage disparities by systematically
raising the wages of the lower-paid categories. In the past few years
alone, some 20 million employed in the service indrrstries received a

substantial wage increase in conformity with the resolution to narrow
the gap between the lower-paid and higher-paid categories. To elimi-
nate the differential between the worker and the collective farmer
special provisions have been enacted to assure a greater increase in
the incomes of collective farmers each year than will be true for the
workers in industry, office and service.

A series of new measures has just been adopted by the USSR Coun-
eil of Ministers, to go into efiect on January 1, 1968, to increase min-
imum wages (in some instances by as much as 50 per cent); to elimi-
nate, or further reduce, taxes on the lower incomes; to increase pen-
sions and sick beneffts, etc. The rise in the general educational, cultural
and technical level of the population and the economic successes in
industry and agriculture, while not yet sufficiently high to eliminate
all wage differentials, are the foundations for narrowing the gap in
the incomes received by the various sections of the population.

Of historic signiffcance-not unassociated with the rising standard
of living of the Soviet peoples-is that abject poverty which prevails
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in so much of our world and the scourge of unemployment has been
abolished once and for all. Nor can we ignore the-fact that the prin-
ciple of payment according to the quantity and quality of woik is
implemented by constantly expanding benefits that accrue to each citi-
zen from the public consumption fund, without regard to his skill
or lack of it.

Therefore, under socialism there is an objective coincidence of the
personal and public interest. The consistent growth in, social produc-
tivity is accompanied by a steady improvement in the material con-
ditions of life of the people. Through the correct application of the
principle of material incentives the most efiective link is established
between personal self-interest and social progress. That does not as
yet mean that everybody automatically accepts the social interest
as his o-!vn personal interest. But in the process of production the
worke_r tegins to realize that if he works according to his ability
he will bring maximum benefft to himself and to society at the same
time, for a rise in labor productivity means a better life for himself
arrd his family while increasing the wealth of society as a whole. In
this way it becomes evident to in,creasing sections of the working
population that personal and public interests are rnutually interde--
pendent and not contradictory.

That is why, too, the principle of material incentives is not just an
economic lever to accelerate economic growth, but serves as an im-
portant ideological lever to overcome manifestations of the survivals
of capitalism that still persist and to create a new, socialist attitude
to labor.

Grou,.th of Moral Incentioes

It is alien to Marxism, therefore, to counterpose material incentives
to moral incentives. of course, in the process of transforming socialist
labor into communist labor, moral incentives will rise in importance
and ffnally replace material incentives, just as the guiding principle
of socialism: "From each according to his ability, to each according
to his work" will give way to the guiding principle of communism:
"From each according to his ability, to each accoiding to his needs."
Work as a means of livelihood will be replaced by work for the com-
mon goocl-without regard to compensation-as the primary foundation
for the members of a communist society.

Despite the bourgeois slander that human nature cannot be altered,
despite the ranting of the Maoists that material incentives breed "indi-
vidualism and selffshness," the Soviet experience proves that a com-
munist attitude to work can and does arise within the framework of
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paid work based on material incentives. It is not contrary to socialist

inorality for individuals to strive for a better, fuller and more cultured
life. what is incompatible with socialist morality is the desire to
obtain a larger share of goods than one's labor warrants, or to attempt

to live well 
-without 

any labor at all. To work both for oneself and for
others reflects already the rise of a new consciousness, a new attitude

toward labor-in *hi"h moral incentives to work for the good of

society begin to take the upper hand.
At ihe v-ery dawn of Sovief society, when the peoPle had not even

begun to overcome the ravages of World War I, and in the midst of

the" civil war, the ffrst expresiions of a conscientious attitude to work

came to the surface. On May 10, 1919, the workers of the Moscow-

Kazan Railway organized the ffrst "subbotnik," volunteering a- day's

labor without payl In his "A Great Beginning" (Collectioe Worles,

Volume 29) Leiin paid eloquent tribute to the heroism of these work-

ers and discussed the signiffcance of this "shoot of communism" to

which they gave birth:

The "communist subbotniks" are so important because they were

initiated by workers who were -by 
rro means pl1"_"d in exceptionally

sood cond'itions, by workers of various specialities, and some with
io speciality at ali, just unskilled laborers, who- are living under
ord.iiary, i.e., exceedingly hard, conditions' . . . They are-constantly
underfJd, and now, b6fbre the new harvest is gathered, with the
general worsening of the food situation, 

-th-e1' 
are actually starving'

X.nd yet these staiving workers, surrounded by the malicious coun-
ter-rJvolutionary agitition of the bourgeoisie, the Mensheviks and

the Socialist-R6vol'utionaries, are organizing "communist subbot-
niks," working overtime uithout ang-p!U, and achieving an enornx'

ous increase "ln the produciioita oi kUi,, in spite of t[e fact that
they are weary, tormented, and exhausted by-malnutrition. Is this
not'supreme ireroism? Is this not the begiirning of a change of
momentous signiffcanceP (Pp. a?.6'n.)

The "communist subbotniks" were precursors of the wave of so'

cialist competition during the ffve-year plans prior to World War II,
widely known as the Stakhanovite movement.Shoek brigaders-workers,
engineers, technicians, scientists and collective farm workers-set out
to improve methods of work; to help in the mastery of the new tech-

nique being introduced in the factories and on the land; to raise labor

productivity by setting examples of increased -production, 
without

idditional exertion, and the efiective utilization of the new instruments
of production; to spread the understanding that by working well the

woiku, can improvL his own lot and that of society at the same time.

INCEIITIVES 8I
At lresent some 32 million men and women are taking part in a

rapidly exp-anding movement of socialist emulation througi tie estab-
lishment of shock brigades and communist rabor teami. rhese are
characterized especially by the determination to set the new norms
for communist labor by working more productively to raise the living
standards of all Soviet people-that is *orking foi the common goodl
They display a lery spirit of collectivism arid comradery assis[ance
to those lagging behind in order to achieve overal progi"rr. At the
same time they seek to give examples of the com*rririri man of the
future by striving to become edu&ted, cultured, highry skilled and
politically conscious advanced elements of present-da-y society.

That this movement is inspired by high moral incentives is iestffied
to by a poll ca*ied through by sociologiits in Muy 1g66 of some 15,000
young 

-men 
and w5*"n i, i5 regioris, territorils and republics. of

these,84.5 per cent said the sociallsefulness of their work'came ffrst,
and.only 2.6 

Ber cent said. "any work is all right if it pays well.,,
The attitude to work for the benefft of society is ieen also in the

millions of worker-inventors-more than six miflion belong to the
society of rnventors and Rationalizers and to other scientiffc i'nd tech-
nical societies-who systematically strive to improve technology by
new innovations which save society billions of rubles every year.

It is wishful thinking to hold that there is a growing section of the
better-paid strata of the workers and intellectuils in tlie soviet union
who are concerned only with enriching their own personal existence
at the expense of other sectors of the population. Toiay, 50 years after
the october Revolution, the shoots-of communism'are expanding,
heralding the day when all-round mechanization will accel&ate th-e
growth of the productive forces to create abundance; when, differences
between physical and mental labor will all but disappear; when the
disparities, of life in the countryside and the city wiil^be eliminated;
when work will have become a habit, recognized as the necessary con-
dition for human existence; when the satiJfaction of the requirements
of the members of society, without payment, will become tlL one and
only form of distribution.
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[ompetition Between

[apiialism and Sncialism

The ffftieth anniversary of the october Revolution invites us to
review in proper perspective the competition between capitalism

and socialism.
The attempt to found socialism in Russia began' l:d".' such highly

unfavorable 
-conditions that very few persons, aside from its own

revolutionary leaders, thought that it had any chance of success. The

more .,expeit" tt " opinion the more certain it was that too many

factors would be unfivorable: the terrible destruction and disruption

in the wake of the loss of the war, the primitive agriculture and gen-

erally undeveloped industry and transport, the vast area mainly too

cold or too dryior easy development, and, most serious, a population

mainly p""rurrt and iliiterate and hampered by a multitude of lan-

guages, religious and social customs." 
O"n top oI this was the determination of the imperialist Powers to

take no chances, to strangle the infant socialism in its cradle. The

outside intervention, *"."- the most massive and persistent that the

combined capitalist powers could muster. And when these failed, in

the periods if "o*futrtive 
peace, there followed boycotts- and all

of tlie tricks of sabJtage and subversion that intelligent and unscru-

pulous minds could devise'' Aft", 1g4E capitalism in developed countries moved ahead in pro-

ductive power at a tempo never-before exp-erienced. Yet today the

Soviet Unio, has surpasied all of the capitatst powers but one and

now has srch econoriic and military strength that it cannot be de-

feated.
There are constant attempts to belittle these accomplishments of

the Soviet union and, sinc6 world war II, of the newer socialist

countries. Some charlatans have even argued that Russia under cap-

italism and the czar would have made as much progressl They forget

that the ruins left by the Czar were not accidental, but a result of

inherent capitalist pr'o""rr"r, They refuse to examine the reasons that

make it poisible f6r a socialist economy, from its in'ternal resources,

to develJp Siberia, while the United States, with its huge surpluses

of capitai to invest, fails to develop Alaska-an area six times the

size of Great Britain and with a population (in large part military)
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snly_ one-fourth that of Prague. If we are to understand the major
conflict today, the world-wide competition between capitalism and
socialism, we must dig out the actual economic and other factors of
the socialist economies and analyze, as rationally and scientifically as
possible, the funciamental differences and simiiarities between so-ciul-
ism and capitalism.

Most fundamental, of course, was that the advance of technology
was making production increasingly social in character-as the means
of production advanced large-scale production and monopoly became
increasingly profitable. with monopoly the inherent contradictions o{
capitalism became more acute, even in Russia where industry was
concentrated, though not generally in an advanced stage. But it took
an advance in philosoph/, Marxist dialectical materialism, to permit
an understanding of these developments. This philosophy which per-
mitted a scientiflc analysis of capitalism, its sources of strength and
weaknesses, led hlarx and other founders of scientific sociaiism to
such concepts as the class struggle as a moving force of change and
to the necessity of the dictatorship of the working class until capitalism
was liquidated and society could advance to a higher stage. The course
charted by Lenin and his followers was both visionary and practical.

Planning and. Growtlt

On the practical side, and intimately related to the social own-
crship of the means of production which facilitates i.t, was the pioneer-
ing efiort at the centralized planning and administration of the econ-
omy. The concept of central control of investment and other economic
activity in the interest of society and through an economic plan was a
rnajor breakthrough in economic thinking. It enabled society to mobil-
ize and use its lesoulces r,vith rnuch greater speed than had been
possible under capitalism. Through the over-all plan for the economv
it was possible to determine, at least approxima[ely, the total voluml
of investment, to consider the competing demands for these investment
funds, and to give priority treatment to those projects which are
judged to be most important. Similarly, essential consumption could
be protected, luxury consumption cut down or even ruled out.

These lvere often drastic decisions, yet exactly the kind of arbitrary
rnanagement or "dictatorship" necessily to protect the infant social-
ism and promote its maximum growth under conditions of capitalist
cncirclement. We must skip over the extremely complex problems
of what are appropriate measures of growth. Many learned books
have been written which proved that the Soviet data on output, for
cxample of wheat, were exaggerated in the past. But the same experts
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were quite contented with the fact that the "Gross National Product"

in thd capitalist countr.ies includes many such items as increasing

losts of aivertising for cigarettes and liquor. It is sufficient for our

purposes to }rrow Ihat the comparisons are not precise, but do reflect

!"r^"r"1 long-term trends. Note again -that 
these long-term data are

infavorablJto the Soviet Union since they do not allow for war losses

which were much greater in the soviet union than in other countries,

with the possible Jxception of West Germany-and -there 
the rate of

growth vias stimulated by huge investments from the United States.
- with all of these facts in the background, let us examine some

data relating to physical output of some major- products, as seen in

the followin-g ta6le. ln such a key item as electric Power Czarist

Russia prodriced only 17 per cent as much in 1913 as the combined

total oflritain, Wesi Germany and France. By 1966 the Soviet Union

was producing 112 per cent of the total electricity produced in those

three countries.

U.S.S.R. Output in Percentages of Total for Great Britain
West GermanYo and France

1918 1966

Electric power
Coal
Iron
SteeI
Cement
Sulphuric acid
Cotton Fabrics
Sugar

*The 1913 fi,gure is for the whole of Germany. New Times, No' 26,

1967.

This was a period in which West European capitalism was in-

creasing its ouiput at a high rate, particularly after- World War II,
yet in iany imfortant items the Soviet Union j"*p* from a fraction

if tn" output oi the leading capitalist countries _to far greater totals.

It is an rinintended compliment to socialism that comparisons be-

tween capitalism and socialism are usually made with the most ad-

vanced capitalist economy, the United States, as the base for capital-

ist standaids of output. buring the period of central economic plan-

ning from 1929 to 1966 Soviet industrial production grew (despite war

loss-es) at the average annual rate of 11.1 per cent-an almost incre-

tlz
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193
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dible ffgure. This period included the "great depression" of the capi'
talist world, ofiset for the United States by the extraordinary inflation-
ary growth of World War II and the post-war period. Yet the average

rate of growth in U.S. industrial output was "only" about 4 per cent,

itself an extraordinary accomplishment for a mature economy. The
Iead of the United States is still impressive in terms of productivity per
worker: 2.5 times that of the Soviet Union in 1965. But in 1918 produc'
tivity of workers in the United States had been ndne times higher than
for Russian workers! In the last half century productivity per worker
in the Soviet Union has increased ffvefold. (Wu'ld Marxist Reaiew,
No. 4, April 1967. )

Soviet agriculture has been the most critical part of the economy.

In a 1967 booko Naum ]asny, a "dean" of these critics, charged Soviet

agriculture with an "inability to solve even the simplest tasks." The
following table indicates that some "simple" problems must have been

solved. In reading the table remember that although 1966 was an un-
usually good crop year it is also a fact that when socialist construc-
tion began farm output in the Soviet Union was only half the lr9l8
level. (Theses of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, Nera
Times, No. 27, 1967, p. 40.)

Agricultural Output in Russia and the Soviet Union**
(in millions of tons)

1913
86.0
26.3

0.74
11.8
5.8

29.4
11.9

Total grain harvest
Wheat
Cotton
Sugar beet
Meat
Milk
Eggs (000 million)

1966
170.8
100.4

5.98
73.8
t0.B
75.8

31.6

]udged by pre-war standards, this would be a record of great suc-

ceis. But the Soviet people are quite right in being critical of their
agriculture. With the application of modern technology and science

and with improved methods of management, socialist agriculture
could (ana wiU; produce much more per worker, per hectare and

per animal. We will return to this problem after we glance at a few
indicators of advance of the general economy. From these data we
can see that agriculture has indeed lagged behind.

* Souiet anil East Ettropean Agri.culture, J. F. Katcz, ed., p. 219.
** New Times, No. 26, p. 18. ,
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Basic Indicators of Soviet Development*
(1913 : 1)
1913 1940

Gross social product x 1

National income 1 5.3
Basic production facilities I 3.0
Gross industrial output L 7.7
Gross agricultural output L L.4
Capital investment (1928 - 1) 6.5

1965
5.t

ao

L5.2
61
2.5

58.1

T'hese ale the results of centrally directed planning with tremendous
increases in capital investment, a favoring of industrial and largely
extensive development, with industrial output in 1965 61 times that
of 1913. In 1913 Russia produced about 4 per cent of the world's
industrial output; by 1965 it was 20 percent of the much greater total.
An important feature of this rapid growth was that it was greatest in
the previously neglected areas, in Siberia and in the republics of the
south-east. These areas are rich in resources, but the investments
from the center are not just for the "colonial" extraction of raw mater-
ials. Instead, there is a rounded development of heavy industry and
manufactures for the beneftt of the local area as well as for a high
total social return.

This kind of socialist development of areas that have difficulty in
financing their own expansion is found in other socialist countries
with centralized control of investments. An example is the aid the
Czech lands have given in the development of Slovakia. This type
of planning has the advantage of unifying the economy and income
levels in a country. Failure to attain these results through decentral-
ized plauning is one reason why Yugoslavia is now turning toward
more centralized controls of infrastructure investment. A capitalist
society, even a rich one like the United States, cannot make with
private investments a sufficient rate of profft on all types of proiects
to encourage development on a socially balanced basis: the automobile
industry gets a disproportionate share of investments, while housing
in the city centers is neglected; the Eastern part of the United States
becomes a megalopolis, Alaska remains practically uninhabited.

Neto Technology and Neu Managemerrt

A characteristic of advanced economies is that science, and the
new technology that flows from it, have become an integral part of

Gorm Marnist Retsi.ew, No. B, 196?, p. 26.
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the production process. Advances in productivity now depend pri-
marily upon new technology, incl,rding technology of information
processing which permits more efficient methods of management.
For this reason the comparative ability of socialism and capitalism
to advance and apply science has become a decisive factor in the
competition between the two systems.

Science determines not only thn nrocesses of production, it deter-
mines also what are economically available resources, how they can be
used, and even how they can be found. Coal, for example beco.nes
with scientiffc advances in technology not just a source of heat and
power but also the basis of a widely difierentiated chemical industry.
Most of the fuel resources of the Soviet Union (some 87 per ceni)
1ie east of the ural Mountains while the main population Jenters lie
in its west. The Donets basin, rich by some standards, is dwarfed by
many of the eastern deposits. The Kuzbas coal reserves are estimated
at 200,000 million tons. In the Krasnoyarsk territory one lignite bed
stretches for nearly 400 miles along the Trans-siberian railioad and
in places is 180 feet thick with only a thin overburden so that it can
be mined with open-pit methods at costs of less than half a rouble
per ton. Soviet science has solved the problems of transmission of
eleetricity by ultra-high voltage direct current (750 ky to 1,000 kv)
so that, with electric power generated at the mines at a cost of 0.I2 to
0.15 kopeks per kwh, electric power can be delivered to the Central
region at only half the cost of power generated by Donets coal.

_ Similarly, advanced geophysical science led to the discovery of the
Tyumyen natural gas and oil ffeld in western siberia. Transmitted
to the Central region in pipelines, this gas will cost about half as
much as sub-Moscow coal. Substitution of gas for coal is planned to
take place at_an urgent rate because it will save, with oni pipeline,
about 150 million roubles a year for the power industry. cdnirmers
will get a more convenient fuel, one which pollutes ihe air much
Iess, and save about 1,500 million rubles a yeai. (praada, January 16,
1967 and Rabochaya Gazeta, March 28,1967.)

This advance of Soviet science and applied technology is of great
benefit not only-to citizens of the Soviet Union, but-also a major
contribution to the industries and standards of living of other social-
ist countries. As Siberian gas and oil flows westward to the central
regions,_cil and gas from the Volga basin flow west by pipeline, rail
and tanker to Poland, the German Democratic Republiq 

-czechosro-

vakia, cuba and Hungary. There it makes possibl6 a transformation
and development of the chemical industries,lncluding the production
of fertilizers essential for the intensiffcation of agriculture. ihose who
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charge the Soviet Union with economic colonization of the smaller
socialist countries should spend some thought on these vital flows of
raw materials to them-a vety untypical transaction for colonizersl

Applicati,on of Science

Capitalism and socialism have quite di$erent types of problems in
the development and use of science. Capitalism, despite the tenden-
cies of some monopolies to hold back on the introduction of some types
of technology and some new products, is generally characterized by
enough competition that proffts can be increased by the rapid intro-
duction of new products and new technology. As world competition
has increased in the post-war period, new technology became essen-
tial both to lower cor[s per unii of product and to piodr"" new kinds
of products, or to improve the quality of old ones. Failure to adopt
new technology often resulted in loss of markets, loss of proffts and
even banl:ruptcy.

At the same time that capitalism, as in the United States, was
leading in introducing new technology, the corporations were re-
luctant to invest in science itself, in which the prospects of profft were
much more uncertain. In the period before World War II the de-
velopment of science was regarded as a function of the universities.
Then, as science became more social and more costly, the govern-
ment increasingly ffnanced, and in some cases carried out, scientiffc
research and development. Now we ffnd whole areas of scientiffc re-
search in which private enterprise does not function: it may be barred
for social reasons, as in nuclear research; or it may be too costly and
risky for even the largest corporations, as in the case of supersonic
airplanes; or it may be that there is no feasible way to make a profft,
as in the case of elimination of pollution of the air or water. In any
event, science has become so social in character that it is primarily a
non-profft function, and this represents both a signiffcant modiffcation
of capitalism, and a demonstration of the ability of capitalism to make
adaptations essential for its continued survival.

In contrast, the social ownership of the means of production and the
social planning of production itself, is fully compatible with the de-
velopment of science. This starts with the social concern for education
to the maximum level that the individual is capable of attaining-
with no economic or racial barriers to higher education. Planning
enables society to concentrate great effort on particular proiects re-
garded as having high social priority. The success of socialist science
has been demonstrated in many ffelds ranging from astrophysics to
microbiology.
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But this is not the whole story. In some ffelds there has been a
serious lag in the development and application of science and its
related technology. These shortcomings are not inherent in socialism.
But it_ may be correct to say that they were inherent in the highly
centralized and directive form of management which was ffrst adopted
and which has prevailed up to this time. The planners had no objective
records of costs and values and so had no basis for rational evaluation
of competing demands for research funds. Moreover, there was a de-
parture from scientiffc methods in favor of bureaucratic dictation and
control of both research itself and of its application in new methods
and technology.

In agriculture, for example, Lysenko and his followers were allowed
to silence scientists with competing ideas; experimental testing of
theories was neglected and often the erroneous dictates were adopted
in other socialist countries, again without testing as to results in difier-
ent climates and otherwise difierent conditions. Even when real science
produced correct conclusions in regard to such things as the advan-
tages of maize (corn) under certain conditions, an overcentralized
concept of management and bad methods of management distorted
the correct original idea into ordering each farm to produce a given
number of hectares of maize even though local climate and 

-soils

differed, and lack of proper machinery, feriilizers and pesticides made
full success a practiial impossibility'in some ,r"rr. ih" central ad-
ministrations confused hopes with reality, gave orders in regard to
agriculture which were unrealistic, and sufiered from repeatea tait-
ures to fulffl the plans. Often the blame was placed on thJlocal coop-
eratives or state farms, when the real causes were the lack of appropri-
ate incentive, inadequate machinery, or other factors that made it
impossible to apply modern science and technology.

In contrast, in the capitalist countries, with socially developed sci-
ence available free to farmers, but not compulsory, the problem was
not so much the lack of incentive to use technology, or even lack of
knowledge, but lack of capital resources on the part of small farmers
and inability to reduce costs per unit on small farms even if they
happened to have funds to invest in machinery and good seed, animali,
fertilizers and pesticides. The competition among farmers was anarchic
and brutal-millions of those who could not improve their productivity
were forced out of farming, often after long periods of bitter poverty.
Under this kind of intense pressure, productivity in agriculturi in the
United States has advanced even faster than in industry. By 1g66
output per man-hour was more than three times as high as it had been
in 1947. (Economic Report of the President, L967,p. fu!!9,)
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The Role of lncentiaes

How can socialism attain for agriculture ( and the rest of the econ-
omy) a high rate of application of science and new technology with-
out the brutal pressures om capitalism; without its banlruptcies of
small farmers and without the whip of unemployment? Here we come
to the main and the most difficult problems of socialism: incentives
which stimulate the most effective and increasingly productive use of
all resources, labor power as well as materials and ffxed assets, and
methods of management which protect the long-term social interest,
yet continuously test values in the market and respond promptly to
changes in demand.

Socialism must rely heavily on moral incentives and social motiva-
tion. All Marxists look forward to the time when such incentives will
become the dominant motive for work. At the same time it is unreal-
istic an.d completely un-Marxist to expect that moral incentives could
survive and develop in the face of countervailing economic motiva-
tions. When economic rewards are based on the quantitative fulfflment
of the plan, the managers of enterprises lose interest in efficiency
and cost reduction. In fact, if they hoarded labor and wasted plant
capacity and materials, they were more certain to fulftll the plan, since
its fulfflment was measured by volume of production, not in terms of
socially useful and saleable units but of costs.

Now, most of the socialist countries are moving toward a system in
which economic rewards (including part of wages ) are based on sales.
This means that the enterprises will be interested in satisfying con-
sumer demand with quality products and in cutting costs so that the
margin of returns above costs will be higher, and for that reason the
funds for distribution within the enterprise also higher. Incentives
will then be in line r,vith social interest in, lower costs and steadilv
improving quality of products. The new system requires: 1) a rational
price structure-one responsive to both costs and demand, and 2) a
management which uses economic incentives based on volume and
quality of socially useful products. That can be achieved only by inten-
sive invcstments in new technology, by more efficient use of all re.
sources.

The Soviet Union still has resources for extensive development of
some industries, but it has reached, a stage in agriculture in which
much higher rates of return. can be attained by intensive development:
better management, better machinery, better animals and seed, more
irrigation, more fertilizers, etc. These problems are mrrch more com-
plex than most people realize, and in agriculture it is particularly
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hard to get the right mixture of centralization and decentralization in
man-agement. This is because local conditions vary so much that sci-
entiff-c agriculture must be flexible, able to make rlsponsible decisions
locally-and to change them in some cases on a, hJ.r.'s notice, if for
example, the weather changes. Too much centralized direction robs
the farmers of their essential initiative and zear, too little can result in
social waste.

Change in Ltethods of Adntinistration

one essential, and this applies to industry generally as well as
agriculture, is to change some of the methodi oT administration and
management. centralized planning is necessary to protect social inte-
rests ( all advanced capitalist economies are giopin! in this direction,
blinded and thwarted by interests of privatJprope-rty) and becomes
more-necessary as technology becomes more complex and interrelated.
But that does not mean that the methods of ceniralized management
that were ffrst evolved are the only form. In fact, it is clear, fri* e"-
perience in all advanced socialist countries, that the directive form of
centralized planning and management, after a period of high-rate
adv,a1;e, begins to generate wasies and contradiciions which iequire
a shift toward decentralization of decision-making. This does not
mean decentralization of all decision-making and management, bul
it does mean more than a superftcial gesture at redistributiJn of power.

only the decisions essential to atiain social goals shourd be^ made
at the centor, and in general decisions should 

-be 
made at as low a

point on the economic structure as possible. This has the virtue of
democratizing- the decision-making ind, in that process, sustaining
the interest of those involved in pioduction. It reiuces alienation to
a:ninimum. Long ago (1776) Adam smith pointed to the advantages
of the market in testing and making production decisions. In the
stalin era it was assumed that the operations of the market were in-
compatible with socialist planning. Now it is beginning to be realized
by the ca_pitalists, on the one side, that the developmeit of monopoly
has introduced factors in the market which requir6 government inter-
vention^t-o keep the ec_onomy from crisis. This still shocks some propo-
nents of laissez-faire. on the other side, socialist economists havi been
slow to realize that the market was not just an institution of the cap-
italists, but could very well suytplement planning-in fact has become
indispensable to it in advanced and complex economies. sales in the
market are the only way of efiectively ,.iliring value, of testing both
producers' and consumers' demand,

It will require a great deal of experimentation to ffnd out the most
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efiective forms for this use of the market in a planned socialist econ-

omy. But now a healthy discussion of these problems-is going on in
the Soviet Union and most other socialist countries. Many types of

change are being tried out, not in the spirit of abandoning socialism

as th"e propor"rit, of the status quo argre, but with the purpose of

realizin! riore of the inherent advantages of socialism. Socialism is

young irrd *ay take difierent roads to its economic and social goals

ara JtiU retain the essential features of socialism-public ownership,

planning and management of the economy to attain the greatest pos-

sible social advantage.
This certainly does not mean repeating- the 

- 
capitalist pattern of

production of consumer commodities, much less does it mean imitating

its crrlt.rre. We must iudge the success of an economy in large part by

its ability to provide a high standard of iudgment of each component

of consumpti6n. Further, it is not just the total amount of commodities

or senriceJ which is important, but also their contribution' One of the

satisfactions of socialisi medical care, for example, is the knowledge

that it is available to all of one's neighbors on the same bassis as to

one's self. The same is true of educaiion-an essential element in all

democracy and increasingly important in employment opportunities'

Security, which socialism provides in much greater degree than. capi-

talism, does have its costs, particularly when it curbs competition in

many forms. But the insecurity which is one of the main driving forces

of capitalism also cannot be ieft out of the balance sheet of the two

systems. For the workers one of the main forms of insecurity is unem-

ployrnent, and from unemployment flows a whole chain of closely

iin(ed problems: poverty, rats-and riots, racial discrimination, aliena-

tion from society, crime and fear.
Finally, and in this thermonuclear age probably the most important,

,r, 
""ororrry 

must be iudged by its compatibility with peace' Socialism,

and the Soviet Union in particular, passes this test. But if some mem-

bers of an economy, as they do under capitalism, can profft from war,

and therefore excuse and promote it at the expense of the rest_ of so-

ciety, and even at the cost of destruction of other economies and other

peo'ples-then, this too, must be weighed in the balance. If wars of

iggiession are one of its main products, the system must be con-

demned-completely and ffnallY.

PHTIIP S. FONffi

U.5. Hadicals Hail
[ctoher Hevolutinn 

*

The formation of the ffrst Socialist government thrilled and inspired
the American radicals. Subiected to unprecedented harassment be-

cause of their anti-war stand especially after the United States entered
the war in April 1917, many of the radicals were becoming discour-
aged as to their ability to continue activity. Now in backward Russia,

symbol of oppression, there had occurred the most successful Socialist
revolution the world had yet seen. Now, at long last, the champions
of socialism could point to an example of success.

With but a few exceptions, almost all Socialist Party members, of-
ffcials ancl journals praised the Russians for what they had achieved,

and expressed enthusiasm for the Bolsheviks. Three months after the
Octobei Revolution, the National Executive Committee of the Socialist
party hailed the fact that "the revolution of the Russian Socialists
threatens the thrones of Europe and makes the whole capitalist struc-
ture tremble." Commenting on the ability of the Bolsheviks to accom-

plish their revolution "with hunger stalking in their midst, without
credit, without international recognition, and with a ruling caste

intriguing to regain control," the NEC welcomed the Soviets' "mes-

sage-of proletarian revolution," and gloried "in their achievement and
inevitable triumph."

These sentiments were voiced by almost every Socialist leader.

Eugene V. Debs consistently praised the Bolsheviks from the begin-
ning of the revolution, and expressed himself very clearly in 1919 when
he innounced that "from the crown of my head to the soles of my
feet I am a Bolshevik, and proud of it." Morris Hillquit, in ]une 1918,

saw "Russia "standing in the vanguard of democracy, in the vanguard
of social progress, in the hands, all through from top to bottom, of
the people themselves, of the working class, the peasants." Victor
Berger, too, prased what the Bolsheviks had done in Russia. On the
ffrst anniversary of the revolution, the Milwaukee Socialist wrote that

*This brief excerpt is from the informative introduction to The Bol'
eheali Reooluton, Iiternatonal Publishers, 1967, containing a wealth of
material refleeting the impact of the October Revolution on American
radicals, liberals and labor. Papenbaek $2.85.
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"the Russian people love the Soviets. They are the Soviets. Here is a
government of the people and for the people in actual fact. Here is a
political and industrial democracy." The Soviets' survival, "in the face
of all attacks," proved that "it has satisffed its own people. It has
fftted their immediate needs, it has maintained their interests, and they
are with it.". . .

Although the wealthy Jews in the United States joined with others
of their class in opposing the new Soviet government, none were more
enthusiastic in welcoming the end of the rule of landlords and cap-
italists in Russia and its replacement by the rule of the workers and
peasants than was the Jewish community. B. Charney Vladeck spoke
for the mass of the Jewish people when he declared: "Life is strange:
my body is in America. My heart and head and soul and life are in
that great wonderful land, which was so cursed and which is now
so blessed, the land of my youth and revived dreams-Russia." The
Jewish Socialist Federation and Jewish unions are represented at every
celebration greeting the Soviet republic. . . .

Negro Socialists joined their Jewish comrades in supporting the
Bolshevik revolution. Tha Messenger, a Negro Socialist journal edited
by A, Philip Randolph and Chandler Owen, ended a long editorial
(May-June 1918) on "The Soviet" with the ringing declaration: "Long
Live the Soviet." The Crusader, another Negro Socialist journal,
praised the Russian revolution and declared (October 1919): "If to
ffght for one's rights is to be Bolshevist, then we are Bolshevists, and
let them make the most of it." The Negro Socialist press devoted much
space to Lenin's famous doctrine of 'hational self-determination"
under which every nationality within Russia could be autonomous
or, if it wished, enjoy independent political and cultural existence,
and,contrasted this with lynching and mob violence against Negroes
in the United States. Writing in The Me,ssenger (September 1g1g),
W. A. Domingo, a Negro Socialist, asked: "Will Bolsheyism accom-
plish the full freedorn of Africa, colonies in which Negroes are the
majority, and promote human tolerance and happiness in the United
States by the eradication of such disgraceful occurrences as the
Washington and Chicago race riots?" He replied:

The answer is deducible from the analogy of Soviet Russia, a
c-ountry in which dozens of racial and lingual types have settled
their differences and found a common meeting ground, a country
which no lon-ger o-ppresse_s colonies, a country fiom which the lyncir
rope is now banished and in which racial toleran.ce and peace now
exist.

REVIEWS

The Soviet Union Today

Two happy parents coddling a
plump infant are depicted in a
lithograph by Kathe Ko lwitz
which decorates the cover of Half
a Century of Soci,alism.* The re-
levance of this picture to the con-
tents of the book is not instantly
clear and I have eoncluded that
the infant represents the Soviet
Union-that very infant which
Winston Churchill said should
have been strangled in its grave.

But, as we all know, the baby
was spared this fate and is now
grown to full manhood. Just
imagine-fifty years old ! Here
the stages of the human Iife span
must be dropped. Fifty years is
middle age in our lives. In the life
of the first socialist state it is
just a beginning.

The title of William J. Pome-
roy's new paperback volume sug-
gests that it is a history of the
Soviet's flrst flfty years. Actually
the subtitle better defines the con-
tents: Sooi,et Life tn the Sirties.
This is what the book is really
about, with glances backward and
ahead to help us understand how
it evolved and where it is going.

The author, who was born in

*William J. Pomeroy, Holf a Cen-
turg of Socialism: Soaiet Lif e in the
Sirbtes, International Publishers,
New York, 1967. Paper, 91.25.

A. W. FONT

the year before the October Revo-
Iution, tells us he has been a
friend of the Soviet Union "for
over thirty years." It was not un-
til he undertook to prepare this
book that he first visited the eoun-
try. Like so many of us he had
never seen the "living proof" of
what he had "passionately sup-
ported in debate with others."
But, he goes on to say, "I was
sustained by this belief that the
socialism put into praetice there
was the answer to the basic prob-
lems of mankind in this epoch."

Pomeroy's book appears to have
been designed to answer some of
the most frequently asked ques-
tions regarding the fundamental
aspects of Soviet life as well as
some of its more superfieial feat-
ures. Many are questions asked
by friends, others by enemies.
Some of the same questions are
asked by both.

Marxists have always argued
that human nature carl be
changed. Well, what about the peo-
ple in the Soviet Union? Pomeroy
quotes the Soviet writer Sergei
Mihalkov: ". . there is not a
single volume, not a single fllm,
not a single radio or television
program containing a single word
to inculcate in the growing gen-
eration a spirit of hatred of man,
cynicism, or filthy ideas of racial
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discrimination." And the author
adds: "It is inevitable that this
educational atmosphere would be
reflected in the present genera-
tion."

There is, for example, the ques-

tion whether this new generation
*raised and nurtured in a trulY
humanist spirit-is being cor-
rupted by the growing material
well-being they enjoy. This maY

sound preposterous but it is seri-
ously propounded both on the
"Left" and on the Right (both
quarters apparently believe that
a good communist is a hungrY
communist).

Pomeroy discussed this ques-

tion with many Soviet citizens
and he summarizes their answers
as follows: "What did the workers
take power for unless it was to
raise their living standards, their
cultural opportunities, their use
of the values they create . . . What
have we been trying to do all
these years, if it was not to make
our life better ? What is the use
of having socialism if it isn't
used to satisfy our wants and de-
sires? . . ."

The USSR has gone through
the phases of War Communism,
the New Economic Policy, collec-
tivization of agriculture, a series
of five year plans for industriali-
zation. Now it is undertakng a
fundamental adjustment in its sys-
tem of planned production, com-
monly called "economic reform."
This raise questions, too. Does it
mean the Soviet system is in a
crisis which has led it to abandon
a planned economy? (This is the
tack of certain capitalist propa-
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gandists.) Does it mean that the
Soviet Union is restoring capital-
ist relatons? (This is the charge
of eertain Chinese leaders.) Ans-
wering these questions furnishes
Pomeroy with material for one
of his most interesting and infor-
mative chapters, dealing with the
intensifying of social producton.

How profound is democracy in
the USSR? How real is the repu-
diation of Stalinism? A chapter
on "The Growing Socialist Demo-
racy" treats with these questions.
Pomeroy says: "Soviet democracy
today is many-sided and can be
seen operating not only in the
formal sense . but in many
aspects of ordinary life. Under-
lying this is the declaration made
in the new Party program, that
opposing classes have ceased to
exist in the Soviet Union and that
what prevails is a 'state of the
whole people.' In other words, the
dictatorship of the proletariat is
no longer thought of as the in-
strument to suppress counter-
revolutionary tendencies within
the country, but as an instrument
directed solely against enemies
from outside."

Two ludicrous slanders of So-

viet foreign policy are the Right-
ist charge that it eonstitutes Red
Imperialism and the "Leftist" ac-
cusation that it represents the
abandonment of the world so-

cialist revolution. The false es-
sense of these distortions are ex-
plicitly dealt with in the fifth
chapter, fittingly subtitled "Inter-
nationalism as a National Inte-
rest." Soviet aid to underde-
veloped countries, Soviet relations
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with other socialist'nations, So-
viet military assistance to demo-
cratic Vietnam-all this and much
more are concisely explained
within the seope of a dozen and
a half pages.

Other questions occur. What
about the youth? Every older gen:
eration down through the ages
has shaken its head over the
"problem" of the amazing young
people who always seem to do
things differently-and to do dif-
ferent things-than their parents
did. In our country the varied
doings of socially committed
young people who are the militant
backbone of the peace and civil
rights movements, of the Hippies
who have dropped out (so they
think) of society, of the spreading
youth gangs-these are subjects
of much study and comrnent. And
what about the USSR? Do the
youth of that country perplex
their elders? Do the elders per-
plcx their youth? (After all, it is
the elders who decreed that Mos-
cow cafes must elose at 11 P.M.!)
In summarizing part of his dis-
cussions with S,tviet young people
Porneroy writes:

In their view, the "revolutionary
romanticism" and the inspirational
type of Iiterature published by the
Komsomol, the emotional loyalties
to socialism that were encouraged,
did not develop the higher kind of
Communist required in present, or
future, Sovet society.

g7

These youth emphasized the need
for the investigative spirit and for
the completely scientific approach to
all understandng. An emotional, or
romantic, acceptance of Marxism,
they felt, had contributed to the
blindness that had enabled the phen-
omenon of Stalinism to go uncor-
rected for so long . .

There is a chapter, too, on the
cultural aspects of the present
Soviet scene. Here again there are
questions: Is there freedom of
expression ? What about socialist
realism? And rnany more. A final
chapter deals with the next big
subject on the Soviet agenda-
the. transition from, socialism to
cornmunism. And then there is
flnally the question: "Is there a
'Soeialist.Man'?" You'll have to
read the book to get the answer.

Half a Centurg of Socialism is
an excellent, highly compressed,
survey of the Soviet scene. Within
the scope of a small, readable vol-
ume, Pomeroy answeis most of
the questions that might be posed
by a serious inquirer. Some will
regret that he ha3 negiected one
or another area of special interest
(the status of women, the national
groups, especially developments
in Central Asia, the matter of
religion). But we have here a use-
ful, inexpensive book which might
well have been titled The Soai,et
[Jnion Tod,ay: Your Qiesti,ons
Answereil.
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A top S-oviet planning expert discusses the goals of the Soviet sys-
tem and how it works, in an exposition wiitten for the Westdrnaudience. -- 

Ct rt-$o.gS

SNLECTEID WORI(S OF V. r. I,ENTN
The first p_aperback.ed,iti.on, in three uolumes, of t.epresentati,ae
a-electio,ns fr9ry the entire range of Leni.n,s writi,ngs,inctud,ing in
fyll mang of,his major works. FuHy annotated w{th biograpliical
sltetches a?Ld name inder.

. Boxed o.aperbaclc setr'Three oolumes $9.95

Order nau lrom your bookshop or lrotnrNTE R NA ITONAI, P f,i B LT S IE A S
3Bl Park dve. S., N*ew York, New York 10016


